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TOO MAJOR
FOR HOME

TOO MINOR
FOR HOSPITAL

When an injury or illness needs quick attention but not
in the Emergency Department, call Stanford Express
Care. Staffed by doctors, nurses, and physician assistants,
Express Care treats children (6+ months) and adults for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory illnesses
Cold and flu
Stomach pain
Fever and headache
Back pain
Cuts and sprains

• UTIs (urinary tract
infections)
• Pregnancy tests
• Flu shots
• Throat cultures

Express Care accepts most insurance and is billed as
a primary care, not emergency care, appointment.
Providing same-day fixes every day, 9:00am to 9:00pm.
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JUST RIGHT
FOR STANFORD
EXPRESS CARE

Express Care is available
at two convenient locations:
Stanford Express Care Palo Alto
Hoover Pavilion
211 Quarry Road, Suite 102
Palo Alto, CA 94304
tel: 650.736.5211
Stanford Express Care San Jose
River View Apartment Homes
52 Skytop Street, Suite 10
San Jose, CA 95134
tel: 669.294.8888
Open Everyday
by Appointment Only
9:00am–9:00pm
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124 OAK COURT, MENLO PARK | OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30PM

CCharming
ha rm
m in g Bungalow
B u n g al ow in
in the
th e Willows
Willows
Offered at $1,575,000 | 2 Beds | 1 Bath | Home ±830 sf | Lot ±4,673 sf
Located behind a picturesque white picket fence on a quiet, out of the way,
cul-de-sac in the Willows, this bright, charming 1930s Bungalow has been
updated and is ready to move into. A welcoming front porch rests under
the shade of a sturdy heritage Oak. Entertaining is made easy in the central
kitchen which boasts granite counters, high-end appliances and is open to
the living room. Both the living room and dining room flow through French
doors to a wraparound backyard deck. There is a spacious back bedroom

with doors to the back garden as well as a front bedroom accessed through
double pocket doors. A detached one car garage, EV charger, inside laundry,
period details and charm, recessed lighting, gleaming hardwood floors,
built-in 5.1 surround sound and projector theatre system, tankless water
heater, forced air furnace and Nest climate control complete this wonderful
home. Top rated Menlo Park schools.

More photos and info at kinaan.com

OMAR KINAAN, REALTOR®

Downtown Menlo Park
640 Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park · 650.847.1141

650.776.2828
omar@kinaan.com
kinaan.com
License #01723115

GoldenGateSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Facing eviction, residents seek urgency ordinance
President Hotel tenants ask City Council for law
to assist them as they fight displacement
by Gennady Sheyner
s Palo Alto prepares for a
possible legal showdown
with the new owners of
downtown’s President Hotel over
conversion of the apartment building into a hotel, residents are asking
the City Council to pass an urgency
ordinance that would assist them

A

with their pending eviction from
the historic building.
The City Council last week
heard from more than a dozen residents of the President Hotel, which
in June was purchased by the Chicago-based Adventurous Journey
Capital Partners (AJ Capital). Days

after buying the 1929 building at
488 University Ave., AJ Capital
informed the residents that they
have until Nov. 12 to vacate their
apartments.
The announcement prompted an
outpouring of community support
and a rare consensus from the city’s
two leading advocacy groups. Both
Palo Alto Forward, which favors
more housing, and Palo Altans for
Sensible Zoning, which focuses on
slow-growth policies, have urged

the council to do what it can to preserve the 75-apartment building as
residential.
One action already has been taken. Last month, council members
Tom DuBois, Karen Holman, Lydia Kou and Cory Wolbach submitted a colleagues memo urging the
city to update its policies protecting
renters, with a focus on providing
more relocation assistance to residents who are evicted because of
severe rent spikes. The memo is a

revised version of the memo that
DuBois, Holman and Kou offered
last fall, but with two notable differences: It does not propose to
cap rent increases; and it now has
the support of Wolbach, who last
year was part of the majority who
opposed the rent-stabilization
proposal.
The new proposal is unlikely
to help the residents of President
(continued on page 11)

DEVELOPMENT

City wants
more study
of Stanford
expansion
Palo Alto calls new
environmental report
‘inadequate’
by Gennady Sheyner
espite acknowledging
the area’s need for more
housing, Palo Alto has
come out swinging against a new
county analysis that considers
requiring Stanford University to
build enough housing to accommodate the university’s proposed
academic growth.
In a strongly worded letter that
the city sent to Santa Clara County on July 24, staff argue that the
revised draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) issued by the
county earlier this year fails to
spell out the specific problems
the new housing would create in
surrounding communities and, as
such, fails to comply with state
law.
Stanford’s proposal, as laid out
in its application for a new General Use Permit, calls for building
about 2.275 million square feet
of new academic space and 3,150
housing units (that is, apartments
and student beds) on campus between now and 2035. In response
to concerns from neighboring cities and the county Board of Supervisors about insufficient proposed housing, earlier this year
county planners agreed to include
in the draft EIR a study of two
housing alternatives, A and B.
The scenarios would add 5,699
housing units (Alternative A)
and 4,425 units (Alternative B)
as part of Stanford’s expansion.

D

Adam Pardee

Ikenna Dozie pets police K-9 Balko while police Officer Nick Enberg answers questions from parents about working with Balko
during National Night Out, held Aug. 7 outside of the Palo Alto Police Department in downtown Palo Alto.

COMMUNITY

Palo Alto police revive
local National Night Out

Informal, educational event aimed to foster ‘positive
interactions’ between community members, police
by Alicia Mies
or the first time in a decade, the Palo Alto Police
Department helped organize National Night Out, an annual nationwide campaign that
promotes police-community
relationships and neighborhood
camaraderie. The event took

F

place on Tuesday evening at 12
different locations in the city.
One hosted outside the police station at 275 Forest Ave.
allowed children to explore the
inside of a Palo Alto emergency
service vehicle and a fire truck.
They also got an up-close view

of the city’s Mobile Emergency
Operations Center, a police car
and a K-9 vehicle parked on the
street. Meanwhile, older residents learned the ins and outs
of working in law enforcement
from police officers and socialized while eating free popcorn
and pizza.
The 11 other resident-sponsored gatherings featured special activities like karaoke and
ice cream socials.
Police Chief Robert Jonsen
traveled with an assistant chief,
patrol captain and new traffic
team to the dozen gatherings.
Fostering positive interactions between community members and police officers was a
major objective for the event,

according to police spokesman
Capt. Zach Perron.
“The vast majority of times
when people come into contact
with police, it’s because they’ve
been arrested, are a crime victim, have been accused of committing a crime, witnessed a
crime, got into an accident or
they got a ticket,” Perron said.
“None of those are really
starting off a relationship in a
positive way.”
The hiring of a new public affairs manager and Jonsen this
year spurred the return of National Night Out, he added.
While the atmosphere at the
police-department-hosted event
(continued on page 10)

(continued on page 9)
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Editorial Interns Tara Madhav, Alicia Mies

We’re not equipped
to handle this.

James Keene, Palo Alto city manager, on health
care initiative to cap costs. See story on page 7.
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MONTHLONG WATER LEAK ...
Repairs to a broken pipe that
has been spilling thousands of
gallons of water onto the 600
block of Arastradero Road since
July 11 is expected to start on
Aug. 13, according to Palo Alto
Utilities. The leak is bubbling up
in the right-hand, westbound lane
and is traveling about 460 feet
east and around the corner onto
Georgia Avenue, which flows into
a storm drain. A city contractor
accidentally damaged a cityowned water pipe while excavating
to replace a valve, Utilities
spokeswoman Catherine Elvert
said in an email. “The pipe itself
is a somewhat unusual diameter
size, and special parts needed
to be ordered to complete the
repairs,” Elvert said. “We’ve tried
to minimize the volume of water
leaking from the pipe as a result
of the damage. Unfortunately we
were unable to shut off the water
entirely as it is part of a large water
main providing water service to a
number of customers. “
SMELLS FISHY ... Palo Alto’s
elected leaders will take a brief
break from debating growth
policies and traffic problems to
tackle an issue of particular interest
to local foodies: Should Nobu be
allowed to expand? The high-end
Japanese restaurant in downtown’s
Epiphany Hotel is looking to spread
out to a neighboring property at
620 Emerson St. The two locations
would be connected and the hotel
lobby would be equipped with
remodeled bathroom facilities to
accommodate both locations.
The project had already won
the stamp of approval from the
Architectural Review Board and
the Department of Planning
and Community Environment.
The expansion plan was put on
hold, however, after developer
Elizabeth Wong’s company, Yo

LLC, filed an appeal. Wong, whose
own mixed-use development at
429 University Ave. was held up
for years by resident appeals,
argued that the plan for Nobu’s
expansion fails to include enough
parking, that it would worsen
traffic congestion and that the
restroom plan is insufficient. The
redevelopment would result in a
loss of three parking spaces. While
planning staff had determined
that the Nobu can compensate
for the loss, Wong challenged this
decision. “This is sugar-coating
the fact that there is no provision
for off-site parking within walking
distance,” the appeal states. But
city planners had determined that
requiring Nobu to provide more
on-site parking is infeasible, given
the size of the property, current
standards for refuse collection and
for compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. They also
rejected the assertion in the appeal
that the expanded Nobu would
bring “traffic and circulation on this
block to a standstill.” The Emerson
block, planners wrote in a report,
“is located within a developed
urban environment with existing
business establishments.” The
council is set to rule on the appeal
on Aug. 20.

IMPROVING ROAD CONDITIONS
... A traffic-calming project is
now underway on a busy stretch
of Junipero Serra Boulevard
between Stanford Avenue and
Campus Drive East at Stanford
University’s southern border,
university officials announced
in a press release on Aug. 3.
The roadway will feature traffic
channelizers, which establish
curvatures in the road to regulate
speeds; raised landscaped
medians to stop illegal U-turns;
electric beacons, new light
fixtures and bike lane striping.
The speed limit is going down to
25 mph through the section of
Junipero Serra Boulevard that
meets residential properties.
The new design is aimed at
hindering speeding and averting
bicyclists and drivers from “unsafe
maneuvers” that could lead to
a collision. Until the work wraps
up in mid-October, commuters
will face shifted traffic lanes and
some lane closures, with delays
expected on weekdays from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. The project is funded
and managed by Santa Clara
County. Q

Upfront
HEALTH CARE

Public Agenda

Judge allows initiative on health care
costs to proceed

A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in closed session to discuss
the status of city labor negotiations with the SEIU, the Palo Alto Fire Chiefs’
Association, the International Association of Fire Fighters Local 1319, the
Palo Alto Police Managers’ Association, and the Utilities Management and
Professional Association of Palo Alto; and to discuss potential litigation
involving the Palo Alto-Stanford fire protection agreement. The council
will then consider adopting a new transportation-impact fee to replace
existing fees; consider adopting a resolution to join the Santa Clara/Santa
Cruz Airport Community Roundtable; and designate its voting delegate
and alternate for the League of California Cities annual 2018 conference.
The closed session will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 13, at City Hall,
250 Hamilton Ave. The regular meeting will begin at 7 p.m. or as soon as
possible after the closed session in the Council Chambers.

Court rejects Stanford’s effort to block measure from getting on Palo Alto ballot
by Gennady Sheyner
measure that would cap
how much Stanford
Health Care, Palo Alto
Medical Foundation and other
health care providers can charge
their patients for medical services is set to appear on Palo Alto’s
ballot in November after a Santa
Clara Superior Court judge ruled
last week to reject the hospitals’
legal challenge.
Known as the Palo Alto Accountable and Affordable Health
Care Initiative, the measure would
prohibit local health care providers from charging more than 15
percent of what it costs them to
provide care. The initiative, spearheaded by Service Employees International Union United Healthcare Workers West, had received
over 3,500 signatures, more than
enough to qualify for the November ballot. It also has been heavily
criticized by Stanford and other
health care providers, who have
argued that the new regulations
would force some local clinics to
relocate.
The union also is pursuing a
similar measure in Livermore,
where it is now contesting an effort by the City Council to change
the wording of the initiative, according to SEIU-UHWW spokesman Sean Wherley.
In his ruling, Superior Court
Judge Mark Pierce rejected an
argument from Stanford Health
Care and other health providers
that the proposed measure should
be tossed aside because it is

A

CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to
discuss evaluations of the four council-appointed officers: city manager,
city attorney, city clerk and city auditor. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Aug. 14, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
COUNCIL RAIL COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to continue to
narrow down grade-separation options that will be further studied and
get an update on the city’s community-outreach efforts. The meeting will
begin at 8 a.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 15, in the Council Chambers at City
Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.

unconstitutional. The health care
providers argued that the initiative
would be “pre-empted by state
and federal law” because it would
effectively force the city of Palo
Alto to start regulating health
care, a responsibility for which
city officials have acknowledged
they are ill-equipped.
Pierce wasn’t persuaded by

Weekly file photo

Stanford Hospital staff remove a patient’s malignant tumor in
2010. The medical center is the subject of a citizen initiative
related to costs it charges.

the argument and noted that the
laws cited by Stanford pertain to
regulation of health care service
plans, while the initiative concerns itself with the costs charged
by providers.
Pierce also wasn’t swayed by arguments from Stanford and Sutter

CITY SCHOOL LIAISON COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to review
recent council and school board meetings and discuss the Cubberley
Community Center master plan process and Stanford University’s
application for a new General Use Permit. The meeting will begin at 8 a.m.
on Thursday, Aug. 16, in the Community Meeting Room at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to consider
proposed changes to the design of a previously approved mixed-use
building at 429 University Ave.; consider a proposal to demolish two
existing residential buildings at to construct two three-story buildings
comprised of four condominiums at 2609 Alma St.; and hold a preliminary
review for proposed façade improvements at Lytton Gardens, a seniorhousing facility at 649 and 656 Lytton Ave. The meeting will begin at 8:30
a.m. on Thursday, Aug. 16, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to
discuss evaluations of the four council-appointed officers: city manager,
city attorney, city clerk and city auditor. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m.
on Thursday, Aug. 16, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton
Ave.

(continued on page 10)

EDUCATION

Ravenswood Middle School loses
principal, vice principal

Leadership turnover occurs as district’s new school enters second year

®

by Elena Kadvany
he Ravenswood Middle
School in East Palo Alto is
heading into its second year
of existence with new leadership
after the sudden departures of its
principal and vice principal this
summer.
Principal Doug Garriss and
Vice Principal Annaben Kazemi
both left for jobs in the San Mateo-Foster City School District,
Superintendent Gloria Hernandez-Goff confirmed. Garriss has
been named assistant principal
at Audubon Elementary School
in Foster City and Kazemi principal at George Hall Elementary
School in San Mateo. Neither returned requests for comment.
Ryan Hughes, who was most
recently the principal for the

T

seventh and eighth grades at Cesar
Chavez Elementary School, has
been named Ravenswood Middle
School’s new principal. The district has not yet confirmed who
will be appointed vice principal.
The school board was set to
vote on their appointments at the
its first meeting of the new school
year on Thursday, Aug. 9, after the
Weekly’s press deadline.
The Ravenswood school district
opened the comprehensive middle
school a year ago with high hopes
for how it would change outcomes
for students who as a group have
historically entered high school
behind their peers. Only one in
three Ravenswood students leave
the district fully prepared to meet
the rigors of high school and then

graduate ready for college, according to the district.
The district announced this
spring that Garriss would replace
Cindy Chin as principal at Willow Oaks Elementary School in
Menlo Park, with Chin headed to
a district office position. Kazemi
was set to become the principal of
Ravenswood Middle School.
The school board later decided
in closed session that Chin would
remain at Willow Oaks in response to complaints from parents
and teachers who opposed Garriss’ appointment, according to
Hernandez-Goff.
“Cindy has been at Willow
for years and is much loved,”

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

(continued on page 11)
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Upfront

News Digest
Man arrested for Safeway shooting

A man who police said fired a gun into a vehicle in the parking lot
of a Safeway grocery store in Palo Alto’s Midtown neighborhood on
Aug. 3 was arrested on Wednesday night in the East Bay, police said
Thursday.
The 37-year-old man from Henderson, Nevada, was pulled over by
the Danville police officers as he was driving his black pickup truck
in the 500 block of San Ramon Valley Boulevard. Palo Alto detectives
then took him into custody and found in the vehicle a handgun they
believe was used in the shooting, according to a news release from the
Palo Alto Police Department.
Detectives identified the man based on leads and evidence collected
at the scene, including surveillance images from Safeway.
Police said there is no indication that the Nevada resident knew the
person he allegedly targeted in the shooting: A black man in his 20s
or 30s in a black hooded sweatshirt who drove away from the scene.
Detectives have not located the man or his vehicle.
The Nevada man was arrested for alleged assault with a deadly
weapon involving a firearm, negligent discharge of a firearm and discharging a firearm at an occupied vehicle, all felonies, according to
the police. He was being held at the Elmwood Correctional Facility in
Milpitas in lieu of $100,000 bail. Q
—Palo Alto Weekly staff

Justices reject Brock Turner’s appeal

On Wednesday, an appellate court affirmed the conviction of former
Stanford University student Brock Turner, who was controversially
sentenced to six months in jail after being found guilty of sexually assaulting an unconscious and intoxicated woman outside an on-campus
fraternity party in 2015.
The Turner case spurred nationwide uproar over the leniency of the
sentence issued by Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Aaron
Persky, who voters recalled in June. It also prompted an appeal from
Turner, whose attorney argued last month that the prosecution didn’t
have sufficient evidence to convict Turner. The appeal called the conviction of Turner “fundamentally unfair” and noted that at the time of
the encounter, which was broken up by two graduate students, Turner
was fully dressed and was engaging in “outercourse,” which is a “version of safe sex.”
Turner’s attorney Eric Multhaup also argued that there wasn’t
enough evidence to support the assertion that the woman was too
intoxicated to resist, or that Turner should have reasonably known that
the woman — who is referred to as Jane 1 in the ruling — was too
intoxicated.
The 6th District Court of Appeal rejected these arguments. The
Wednesday ruling upholds the jury’s conclusion that Turner was guilty
of assault with the intent to commit rape, sexual penetration with a
foreign object of an intoxicated person and sexual penetration with a
foreign object of an unconscious person. Turner served half of his sixmonth sentence and was ordered to register as a sex offender for life. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

City puts hotel-tax hike on ballot

Palo Alto voters will have a chance in November to raise the city’s
hotel-tax rate to help fund the city’s wish list of infrastructure projects,
which include the new police headquarters, various bike projects and
potential improvements to the city’s animal shelter and the Junior
Museum and Zoo.
The City Council voted 6-3 on July 30, with Karen Holman, Lydia
Kou and Greg Tanaka dissenting, to put a measure on the ballot that
would raise the transient-occupancy tax (commonly known as “hotel
tax”) rate from 14 percent to 15.5 percent. If approved, the revenues
would bring in about $2.55 million in annual revenues, according to
a staff analysis.
The proposal is somewhat milder than the one the council had considered prior to its June 18 meeting, when it dropped a prior proposal
to raise the tax rate to 16 percent, which would have made the local
rate the highest in the state. Now, even if the measure passes, the hoteltax rate would be below that of Healdsburg, which has a 16 percent
rate, Councilman Greg Scharff said at the Monday meeting. Mayor
Liz Kniss, who in June led the charge for scaling down the proposed
increase from the 16 percent to 15.5 percent (Scharff was lobbying for
16 percent), said other cities in California are also looking at going to
16 percent.
This will be the second time in four years that Palo Alto voters are
being asked to raise the hotel tax to help fund infrastructure. In 2014,
voters overwhelmingly passed a measure raising the tax rate from 12
percent to 14 percent. Q
—Gennady Sheyner
LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com
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TRANSPORTATION

Cities join forces to tackle airplane noise
New Santa Clara/Santa Cruz County Community Roundtable aims to give cities
louder voices in negotiations with FAA
by Gennady Sheyner
n effort by cities in Santa
Clara and Santa Cruz
counties to form an alliance to address the irksome issue
of airplane noise is finally preparing to lift off the ground.
The city of Palo Alto is one of
21 agencies that are considering a
resolution to join what is known
as the Santa Clara/Santa Cruz
Community Roundtable. Modeled
after the San Francisco Airport/
Community Roundtable, which
includes representatives from San
Francisco and San Mateo counties, the new group aims to amplify the voices of its member cities
and make it easier for them to negotiate with the Federal Aviation
Administration on airplane noise.
The resolution, which the Palo
Alto council is scheduled to adopt
on Monday, notes that the idea of
creating of a permanent South
Bay association to address airplane noise was recommended
by both the area’s congressional
delegation and by the Select Committee on South Bay Arrivals, a
group of elected officials who met
between May and November 2016
to consider measures for dealing
with the problem.
“Each jurisdiction is just one of
over 100 municipalities in the Bay
Area. The ability of any single
community, whether 30,000 or
60,000, to influence the complex
operations of a federal agency serving a region of 8 million people is
limited,” the resolution states. “The
impacts of airplane noise must be
considered amid the competing interests of the flying public, airline
industry priorities, airport operational requirements, broader economic and environmental impacts
and, above all else, safety.
“The successful navigation of
these public-interest challenges
requires effective collaboration.”
By forming the new group, the
cities in the two counties are responding to a request from U.S.
Reps. Anna Eshoo, Jimmy Panetta and Ro Khanna, who last year
made their case in a public letter
for a “permanent venue to address
aircraft noise concerns.
“We think it is essential that
this body include all currently
unrepresented cities in our congressional districts,” they wrote.
The June 2017 letter called the

A

new group “a fundamental prerequisite to ensuring that there
is a platform to develop regional
consensus upon and thereby ensure any current and future aircraft noise concerns of our mutual
constituents can be adequately
addressed.
“We understand that the developing solutions to aircraft noise issues is a complicated and sensitive
endeavor that requires extensive
engagement with constituents living in affected communities facing
sometimes disparate but ultimately
interrelated issues,” the letter states.
“Because of this, any proposed
changes to our complex airspace
should not be the burden of one single city and can only be achieved
fairly and effectively with a foundation of regional consensus.”
In Palo Alto, City Council
members have recently experienced first-hand the futility of
trying to fly solo in negotiations
with the FAA. In March, a delegation of council members flew to
Washington, D.C., to discuss the
topic of airplane noise with federal officials. According to the participants, the FAA indicated that
it has no interest in addressing
the city’s concern. Councilman
Cory Wolbach called the meeting
“the most frustrating interaction
with government that I can ever
recall,” while Councilman Adrian
Fine said the agency was “pretty
useless” at the meeting and described his feeling afterwards as
“defeated and deflated.”
In April, the council briefly
considered suing the FAA but
ultimately opted not to. After its
closed session on the topic, Mayor
Liz Kniss reassured the public that
the council remains “extremely
concerned” about airplane noise
and stressed the need to cooperate
with neighboring cities.
“Palo Alto needs to work together with other jurisdictions to
address this issue on a regional
basis,” she said.
Now, Palo Alto and other cities hope their collaboration can
achieve what individual appeals
could not. For the past year, the
Cities Association of Santa Clara
County led an ad hoc committee
of elected council members to
lay the ground rules for the new
roundtable. In June, Andi Jordan,

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council

The council did not meet this week

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com

executive director of the Cities
Association, sent a letter to all
the cities formal requests to join
the new collaborative. Each was
asked to review the memorandum of understanding for the new
group and respond by Sept. 28.
The founding member cities
of the roundtable are San Jose,
Campbell, Cupertino, Gilroy,
Milpitas, Morgan Hill, Mountain
View, Palo Alto, Santa Clara,
Sunnyvale, Santa Cruz, Watsonville, Los Altos, Los Gatos,
Los Altos Hills, Monte Sereno,
Capitola, Scotts Valley, as well as
the Santa Cruz and Santa Clara
Counties. Each will be asked to
contribute financially toward the
new association, with each contribution based on population.
Under the fee structure adopted by the ad hoc committee, the
contribution from each city will
be 50 cents per resident (in Palo
Alto, this amounts to an annual
contribution of about $33,466, the
Cities Association estimated). The
only exception is San Jose, which
is magnitudes larger than any
other city and which will have to
contribute 10 cents for each of its
roughly 1 million residents. Santa
Clara and Santa Cruz counties
will each be assessed 50 cents per
resident for their unincorporated
areas.
Councilman Greg Scharff, who
as former president of the Cities
Association helped jump-start
the new roundtable, said he hopes
the group will create a new path
forward for cities in negotiating
with the FAA, one in which they
actually have a good chance of
getting something accomplished.
Under the present setup, if Palo
Alto speaks and Mountain View
and Sunnyvale say something
different, FAA will use that as a
reason not to do anything, Scharff
told the Weekly.
In addition to improving the
cities’ position, the new group
should provide a forum for residents from the two counties to
express their concerns. And for
participating members, it will be
a way to accumulate expertise on
a complex topic.
“The hope is that whoever
serves will serve for a period of
time and will become an expert
and understand the issues, which
are very technical,” Scharff told
the Weekly.
The new roundtable group
isn’t Palo Alto’s only venue for
regional collaboration on airplane noise. The city also had a
representative on the city of San
Jose’s Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on South Flow Arrivals,
which in May released its final
report. Councilwoman Lydia
(continued on page 11)

Upfront

Stanford expansion
(continued from page 5)

The Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors is set to review
Stanford’s General Use Permit
application in the fall, with the
goal of making a decision on it
by the end of the year.
The city’s letter of response to
the analysis, signed by interim
Planning Director Jonathan Lait,
argues that the revised draft EIR
effectively and unfairly forces
the cities to bear the burden of
Stanford’s growth, particularly
when it comes to off-campus
housing built in their cities.
“Local agencies in which offcampus housing would be located can and should mitigate
the environmental impacts from
off-campus housing to the extent
feasible,” the county’s analysis
states.
Palo Alto officials took issue
with this language.
“This is not a satisfactory mitigation under CEQA (California
Environmental Quality Act) and
irresponsibly shifts the burden
from the university to Palo Alto
and surrounding communities
to mitigate the housing impact,”
Lait’s letter states. “The university has the land and resources to
mitigate housing-related impacts
and the county can and should
require greater analysis of how
induced population growth will

impact Palo Alto and to require
mitigation measures.”
In addition to requesting
the county do further and better analysis, the letter aims to
synthesize disparate comments
that were made by City Council
members during their June 25 review of the two housing alternatives. Councilmen Tom DuBois,
Adrian Fine and Cory Wolbach
voiced support for the alternatives, with DuBois saying they
“make a lot of sense,” particularly Alternative A, which would
house 100 percent of Stanford’s
new employees and students.
Fine called the alternatives
“promising,” while Wolbach
said he is much more in favor of
the alternatives than the original
Stanford proposal.
Other council members either
remained agnostic about the
alternatives or focused on the
negative impacts that additional
housing would usher in, including the prospect of 130-foot-high
buildings on El Camino Real,
across from Town & Country
Village.
Building housing of such
height will be “problematic
with the whole community” and
would impact things like “vistas,
viewpoints and compatibility,”
Councilwoman Karen Holman
said at the meeting. She and DuBois also raised concerns about
eliminating the building-setback
requirement on El Camino, while

Fine and Wolbach said they have
no problem with Stanford having
more flexibility to build closer to
the street.
The city’s letter tries to balance the council’s hopes and
fears by stating the city’s support for denser housing on the
Stanford campus, as well as its
desire to see a new analysis for
where the new housing would
be located. The notion that future housing “must be up to 134
feet tall adjacent to El Camino
Real exaggerates the impact of
placing housing in the identified
location,” the city’s letter states.
“The city encourages the
county to take a closer look at
how and where housing could
be placed so it respects and preserves the surrounding character,” the letter states. “If such
further analysis does not result
in meaningful changes, it is difficult to support the conclusion
based on information contained
in the (analysis) that such housing would not degrade the existing visual character or quality of
surroundings.
“El Camino Real has low-profile buildings, and construction
contemplated in the alternative
would significantly alter the
character of the street and by
extension the character of Palo
Alto,” the letter states.
While the letter doesn’t take
issue with requiring Stanford to
build more housing, it rejects as

wholly “unfounded” the draft
EIR’s suggestion that Palo Alto’s
recently revised Comprehensive
Plan accounted for Stanford’s
projected growth.
The Comprehensive Plan anticipates housing growth of 4,420
units through 2030, which would
have accommodated Stanford’s
original proposal for 3,150 housing units. But the Comp Plan did
not consider the additional 2,342
housing units contemplated in
Housing Alternative A, the more
ambitions of the two scenarios.
“Citing the Comprehensive
Plan and suggesting it anticipated this additional growth is not
only wrong, failure to disclose
impacts renders the document
inadequate under the California
Environmental Quality Act,” the
letter states.
One issue on which the Palo
Alto council generally agreed
is the need to request more assistance from Stanford on transportation. The letter makes that
case by pointing to growing dissatisfaction in the city with traffic levels. The letter notes that
resident satisfaction with “ease
of travel by car” has plummeted
since 2003. In 2017, only 42 percent gave the city good ratings
on this issue, the lowest level in
14 years of data collection. For
residents closest to the university, the letter notes, the figure
dropped to 31 percent.
According to the draft

environmental analysis, traffic would increase close to the
campus (the analysis found that
Housing Alternative A would add
about 2,100 trips during the morning and evening rush hours, while
reducing trips by commuters by
about 700). As such, the city requests that the university provide
upfront funding to “improve the
efficiency, capacity and reliability
of Caltrain,” as well as “fair share
contributions” to the city’s effort
to separate Caltrain tracks from
local roads at the city’s four rail
crossings.
The city’s letter also acknowledges, though does not delve
into, Stanford’s potential impacts
on the Palo Alto Unified School
District (PAUSD) — which, according to the school district,
are not disclosed in the revised
EIR. The City Council, the letter
states, “encourages the county
and university to work closely
with PAUSD to address these
concerns and ensure the district
maintains its neighborhood enrollment standards.”
“The impacts to PAUSD, new
school sites and funding for increased enrollment, should be more
clearly disclosed to the public in an
updated environmental document,”
the letter states. “Unmitigated impacts to the school district is a significant concern to the city.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online
throughout the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAlto
Online.com/news.

Cal Fire issues burning ban

Cal Fire officials have issued a ban on all outdoor burning
due to extreme fire conditions from Contra Costa County to
Santa Clara County and western San Joaquin and Stanislaus
counties. (Posted Aug. 9, 10:48 a.m.)

JCC to unveil new park

After almost 10 years of anticipation, Palo Alto’s Oshman
Family Jewish Community Center will officially unveil its new
park and pavilion on Sunday. (Posted Aug. 8, 3:54 p.m.)

Electronic skateboards stolen from b8ta

Three electronic skateboards valued at about $3,000 were
stolen from b8ta, a hands-on technology store, in downtown
Palo Alto early Saturday morning. Police said they found the
glass front door smashed when they arrived on the scene. (Posted

Aug. 4, 11:20 a.m.)

Stanford hit by car burglars

The Stanford University Department of Public Safety warned
car owners to take caution after at least three-dozen vehicles
were burglarized within the span of two weeks in late July,
agency officials said. (Posted Aug. 3, 3:38 p.m.)

Man arrested in Menlo Park stabbing

On Aug. 2, the Menlo Park police arrested a 21-year-old man
considered a suspect in a stabbing incident that occurred July
3. (Posted Aug. 3, 8:46 a.m.)

Stanford pediatricians, now in your neighborhood
at Peninsula Pediatrics Medical Group in Menlo Park
Want to get news briefs emailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

Access to Excellence.
genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org
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Health care

EAST PALO ALTO

(continued from page 7)

East Palo Alto city manager to depart
Carlos Martinez served the city in various capacities for 15 years
by Sue Dremann
he city of East Palo Alto
will lose City Manager Carlos Martinez to Richmond
by Nov. 1, if not sooner, according to documents from the city of
Richmond.
Martinez has been associated
with East Palo Alto in various
capacities since 2001, 15 years of
which he’s spent working directly
for the city government. He has
been city manager since 2015 and
was named interim city manager
in late 2014. Prior to that, he was
the economic development manager for nearly 12 years, starting
in 2003. He was also the redevelopment project manager overseeing East Palo Alto in 2001 until
state funding cuts eliminated redevelopment programs.
He previously worked for the
city of Hayward in economic
development, for a nonprofit economic development corporation,
as a legislative analyst for the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors
and in the private sector as an architect and planner. He also runs
his own small business.
“Serving as East Palo Alto

T

(continued from page 5)

City Manager and leading the
East Palo Alto team has been
one of the most rewarding experiences of my professional
career, and a great honor. Much
has been accomplished during
my tenure, building on the hard
work of my predecessors. East
Palo Alto is now better than ever,
with a great Council and team of
devoted professionals. The city’s
future is bright,” he said in an
email.
someone must be sick or dead,’
and I said, ‘No, ambulances
aren’t always associated with
negative things,’” Dozie said.
“If they (my sons) feel police
are friendly and approachable,
then they will feel comfortable
telling them about a problem as
opposed to feeling like they’re
people who are only going after
bad guys.”
Dozie said she had her sons
shake hands with five officers whom they met and applauded their friendliness and
professionalism.
Perron was also happy to see
so many children in attendance.
“If we have a chance to make
a positive impact on a young kid,
that’s going to help shape their
perception of law enforcement
later in life,” he said. He added
that some residents have already
suggested that they add a bounce
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Aisha Dozie, at right, takes a photo of her two sons, Ikenna, at left,
and Kaito, who got on a police motorcycle during National Night
Out at the Palo Alto Police Department.

house to next year’s event.
Resident Maura Dell also visited the event, mainly for her
3-year-old daughter, Layla, who
was especially interested in the
fire trucks and meeting Balko,
the police department’s trained
canine.
When asked by her mother
what her favorite part of the
event was, Layla happily shouted, “Doggie!”
Nick Enberg, a police officer
and Balko’s caretaker, said that
he was thrilled to see so many
people take an interest in his
four-legged companion.
“Police dogs have a stigma
of being scary, but through
events like this people can see
that they’re not as scary as they
may think they are,” he said.
“They’re meant to be sweet,
social and multipurpose. They
don’t differentiate between
people, and they’re unilaterally
happy-go-lucky.”
At the National Night Out
event at the Opportunity Center at 33 Encina Ave., attendees
mingled with each other and
sang karaoke songs including
Bon Jovi’s “Livin’ on a Prayer”
and Beyonce’s “Single Ladies”
with two visiting police officers.
Dozens of burgers, hot dogs,
mini donuts and Twizzlers were
arranged on tables and the 20
people, mostly residents at the
affordable-housing complex and
drop-in service center, made the
environment more intimate.
Resident Alacia Hafner
brought her 2-year-old daughter
to meet her neighbors.
“Us neighbors, we are like

The Palo Alto Police Department’s Paula Silva hands out prizes to
Miles Eng as his sister Sydney Eng and mother, Kate Eng, look on
during National Night Out on Aug. 7.
family. We don’t have to be
blood to be family,” she said.
“We use events like this to come
out, talk, have fun, laugh.”
She also recognized the significance of being able to see and
meet police officers face-to-face.
“Not everyone wants to deal
with the police, but when you
have a relationship or you know
and trust one officer, you can
call dispatch and ask for that
person’s name, which is more
comfortable,” she said.
Opportunity Center resident
coordinator Rebekah Dennison,
who helped organize the event
at the complex’s garden, said
that it was important for places
like the center, which serves
low-income residents, to participate in a citywide event like

National Night Out.
“A lot of people view the OC
as a place where only homeless
live and they think that low income is a bad thing, when in
fact a lot of are residents are
hard-working citizens — they
just don’t make enough for this
area,” Dennison said. “We want
to show that we’re part of the
Palo Alto community.”
The East Palo Alto Police
Department also organized National Night Out events at nine
locations, a majority of which
were hosted by residents who
focused on building their neighborhood camaraderie and crime
prevention. Q
Editorial Intern Alicia Mies
can be emailed at amies@
paweekly.com.

Adam Pardee

was fun and informal through
activities such as Plinko games
and a giveaway, some residents
were still able to discuss more
serious issues with police officers. Perron said that he talked
to people about the challenges in
recruiting new police officers,
Friday’s shooting outside the
Safeway in Midtown and crime
trends.
However, new resident Aisha
Dozie did not seek weighty conversations with police officers.
Instead, having moved from Nigeria to Palo Alto eight months
ago, she wanted to show her two
sons that they can trust the police force in their new home.
“When he (her son) saw
the ambulance, he said, ‘Oh,

Courtesy City of East Palo Alto

Night Out

Carlos Martinez

Martinez — who has two master’s degrees from the University
of California at Berkeley: one in
architecture and a second in city
planning — said he is committed
to a smooth transition for the city.
He is working with the City Council to determine his last day with
East Palo Alto to accommodate
the transition.
Mayor Ruben Abrica said in an
email that he and Vice Mayor Lisa
Gauthier will meet with Martinez
to sketch out a transition plan.
Martinez will replace retiring Richmond City Manager Bill
Lindsay. The city plans to hire
Martinez for a five-year term at
an initial annual base salary of
$260,000. His approximate total
compensation package would be
$358,000 with increases based
on his performance, according to
staff documents. In East Palo Alto,
Martinez was earning a salary in
2016 of $196,700 and total pay and
benefits of $243,407, according to
Transparent California. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Health (the hospital network that
includes Palo Alto Medical Foundation) that the ballot measure is
“hopelessly vague and fails to
provide meaningful relief” to affected parties. He noted that the
initiative in fact allows health
care providers to increase the acceptable amount they can charge
if it would be “confiscatory or
otherwise unlawful as applied to
that hospital, medical clinic, or
other provider.”
Despite arguments from Stanford and others, “the court is not
convinced the proposed initiative
is so clearly invalid as to justify removal from the ballot,” he
wrote.
“In fact, many of the points
raised by Petitioners appear to be
policy arguments that could be
addressed in a campaign to sway
voters in the city of Palo Alto into
defeating the initiative on the November ballot,” the ruling states.
“Finally, the court is aware of the
important state interest in protecting the public’s right to make
changes through the initiative
process and, for reasons stated
below, finds that petitioners have
not made a compelling showing
for interfering with the initiative
power.”
The Aug. 1 ruling is technically

a win for the city, whose ability
to place the issue on the ballot
was challenged by Stanford. It
is, however, a Pyrrhic victory.
City staff and council members
expressed grave doubts in June
about the city’s ability to take on
the new regulatory function.
“We’re not equipped to handle
this,” City Manager James Keene
said at the June 11 council meeting. “We need to recognize that
this has been dropped on us,
really.”
Mayor Liz Kniss observed that
health care is “hardly the issue we
normally deal with,” while Vice
Mayor Eric Filseth noted that the
measure represents a “very large
unfunded mandate.”
Despite their misgivings, this
week’s ruling ensured that the
measure will proceed to the November ballot. Wherley called the
lawsuit by Stanford and others “a
waste of the court’s time.” And,
he said, it “tried to deny voters
their democratic rights, a strange
stance to take for an academic
institution.”
“We wish Stanford Health Care
would attack the problem of high
infection rates and sky-high prices with the same enthusiasm and
effort they used to try to stop a
vote of the people,” Wherley said
in a statement. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Upfront

President Hotel
(continued from page 5)

From left to right, President Hotel Apartments residents Pemo Theodore, Katja Priess, Iqbal Serang
and Diane Boxill sit and chat before dinner inside Diane Boxill’s corner unit in Palo Alto on June 12.
community to thrive and develop,”
Priess said. “But in a place where
people, due to lack of housing and
exorbitant rents, are forced to be
stuck daily on congested highways
for hours while commuting to
work, start to live out of cars (and)
rent tents in backyards, each substantial loss of housing becomes a
moral issue as well.”
As of Tuesday, AJ Capital had
not filed any applications for a
building permit or an architectural
review, according to the city’s planning department. As such, the city
has not taken any action that would
allow a formal appeal, Chief Planning Official Amy French told the
Weekly.
Even so, the company has indicated that it plans to challenge
the determination by the planning
department that the proposed conversion of the building to a hotel
would violate the city’s zoning
code pertaining to “grandfathered
buildings” — those that were in
place before the current zoning
provisions were adopted. The code
specifies that such buildings can
only be remodeled or improved if

they retain “the same use” after the
renovation.
The city announced its determination in a June 17 letter that
interim Planning Director Jonathan Lait sent to Timothy Franzen,
president of the Graduate Hotels
division of AJ Capital. The letter
came five days after the company
completed its purchase of the Birge
Clark-designed building.
Prior to the June 17 letter, there
was little indication that the city
considered the conversion illegal.
In early June, the city received a
request for information from The
Planning and Zoning Resource
Company, LLC, an Oklahomabased firm that was performing a
zoning analysis on the property.
In a June 5 response to the firm,
French alluded to a conversation
that she had with a Resource Company employee, Alissa Winkle,
about the proposal to create a boutique hotel, according to documents
obtained by the Weekly through a
Public Records Act request.
French provided information
about the property and requested
clarification about “any potential

renovations, or proposed conversion back to hotel use.”
Two days later, on June 7, AJ
Capital’s consultants on the project
— former city Planning Director
Steve Emslie and former management analyst Richard Hackmann
— met with Lait to discuss the
proposal. At that meeting, Lait reportedly asked the applicant team
if it had reviewed the city’s municipal code for “compliance with
applicable provisions.” According
to Lait’s June 17 letter, Hackmann
indicated “only a need to address
parking and obtain design review
approval.”
Keene publicly announced the
proposal to convert President Hotel at the June 11 meeting of the
council. Though Keene said he
was concerned about the eviction
of residents, he gave no indication
that the project would be illegal.
Hotels, he said at that meeting,
“are uses permitted by right downtown.” Two days later, in response
to an inquiry from the Weekly, the
city’s Chief Communication Officer Claudia Keith wrote: “There
is no permit needed for the current

Ravenswood

Airplane noise

(continued from page 7)

Douglas Garriss greets new students at Ravenswood Middle School
on the first day of school on Aug. 16, 2017.
school also lost its vice principal
this summer.
Amanda Kemp, the former principal at Ronald McNair Academy,
is now principal at Belle Haven.
Sevilla’s contract at Cesar
Chavez is for one year; as the district transitions all of its middle

schoolers to the Ravenswood
Middle School, the other campuses will become K-5 elementary
schools. This year, only the eighthgraders remain at Cesar Chavez. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

File photo/Veronica Weber

Hernandez-Goff wrote in an email
to the Weekly. “The parents and
teachers at the school were not
happy that she would be leaving
for a district office position. The
board of trustees decided not
to make changes to the school’s
leadership.”
Maria Sevilla, who has served
in an interim capacity at different sites in Ravenswood in recent years, will take over as interim principal at Cesar Chavez,
Hernandez-Goff said. She was
most recently leading Belle Haven Elementary School in Menlo
Park on an interim basis until the
district named a replacement for
former principal Todd Gaviglio,
whose mid-year transfer to the
district office drew strong protest
from parents and teachers. The

(continued from page 8)

Kou served on that committee,
which considered the increasing concentration of flights in
the wake of NextGen, an FAA
program that switched from a
radar- to a GPS-based flight approach into airports. Because
this change created concentrated flight paths (what some have
characterized as highways in the
sky), it coincided with a dramatic spike in airplane-noise complaints from residents in homes

Adam Pardee

Hotel. The “colleagues memo”
process typically takes months to
produce results, as city staff analyzes the memo’s implications and
as the appropriate council committees vet the memo before sending it
to the council for full consideration.
While City Manager James Keene
indicated on July 30 that staff is
preparing to move ahead with this
process, he also noted that staff
will consider near-term actions
aimed specifically at helping President Hotel residents.
“Time is of the essence,” Keene
said. “Are there adjustments to our
current ordinances that could enhance renter protections?”
Dennis Backlund, who has lived
in President Hotel for the past 37
years and who previously worked
as a historic preservation planner
for the city, was among a group of
residents who last month appealed
to the council to pass an “urgency”
ordinance to stave off their displacement, even if temporarily.
He argued that the planned conversion of the building will have a
serious impact on downtown businesses, including those operated by
building residents. These include a
music school and a language-arts
school, he said.
“We request the council consider
an urgency ordinance or a moratorium that would, for example, delay
the expulsion for the residents until
after the holidays and to explore the
possibility of permanent residential
use of the building,” Backlund said.
Katya Priess, who operates the
language-arts school, noted the
support that the residents have
received from the wider community — including a petition signed
by 1,300 residents asking for the
preservation of the President Hotel for residential use. Priess asked
the council to pass an ordinance
protecting residents from unjust
evictions and enforce the existing
requirement for one-year leases.
“We understand that economic growth is important for a

use to be switched back to hotel.”
The following week, however,
Keene walked back his earlier
statement. He told the council on
June 18 that city staff was evaluating the proposed conversion’s compliance with the city’s code.
By July 17, staff concluded that
the planned conversation would, in
fact, be illegal. Lait informed Franzen in a letter that the city’s zoning
code “precludes the remodeling,
improving or replacement of site
improvements together with the
conversion of an existing non-complying facility in the subject property’s Downtown Commercial CD-C
district to a different land use.”
AJ Capital has since maintained
that the city’s determination has
not changed the firm’s plans. On
July 23, President Hotel residents
received a letter, signed by Franzen, telling them that the company
“respectfully disagree(s) with the
city’s current reading of the municipal code provisions” and that it
will continue its discussions with
the city in the coming days.
Meanwhile, the residents have
hired their own land-use attorney,
who concurred with the city’s findings prohibiting the conversion of
the hotel. Heather Minner, an attorney with the firm Shute, Mihaly &
Weinberger, LLC, argued in a July
27 letter to the city that the conversion of President Hotel would violate the zoning code.
“The city’s determination that
the zoning code prohibits converting this noncomplying building into a hotel is not only supported by the plain language of
the code and legal precedent; it is
also good policy,” Minner wrote.
“Developers should not be able
to take advantage of existing,
over-sized buildings to establish
a brand new hotel that would far
exceed the height and size limits
for hotels currently imposed by
the zoning code.
“Doing so would lead to excess
noise, traffic, and other adverse impacts in the downtown.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

under the new flight paths.
The report from the San Jose
group recommends that the
FAA consider options that allow for safe landings at Mineta
San Jose International Airport
while returning to a “more dispersed distribution of aircraft.”
It specifically asks that the FAA
not route airplanes over “narrow
rails” and that it revert to “ground
noise patterns prior to 2012 in the
same geographic proportions as
before.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Correction

On page 24 of the July 20 edition, the address for Lux Eyewear, voted
Best Eyewear store in the 2018 Best of Palo Alto competition, was
listed incorrectly. Lux Eyewear is located at 1805 El Camino Real
#100, Palo Alto. The Weekly regrets the error. To request a correction,
contact Editor Jocelyn Dong at 650-223-6514, jdong@paweekly.com
or P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto, CA 94302.
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Editorial
At risk of misleading voters
When does tactical ballot language
become dishonest?

onducting surveys of registered voters in advance of putting tax increases or bond measures on election ballots
has become a standard tool of city governments, school
districts and other groups to determine a measure’s likelihood
of success.
A research company is typically hired to test voter attitudes on
both the amounts to be raised and reactions to arguments for and
against funding measures. The results provide valuable information for elected officials and greatly influence the amount of
proposed tax increase or bond measure revenue that is ultimately
placed on the ballot. Such polling is a legitimate and important
tool in guiding elected officials so as not to overreach and risk
the rejection of a measure.
But increasingly these same polls are also being used to determine the words, statements or phrases that best resonate with
the voters surveyed and that will increase the chances of success. And, as last week’s brief Palo Alto City Council discussion
on the ballot language for a proposed increase in the hotel tax
showed, city officials are walking a dangerous line in developing ballot language that is less than transparent at best and
dishonest at worst.
To his credit, Councilman Greg Tanaka challenged city staff
on the proposed ballot language for the measure, which was
before the council for final approval.
Tanaka objected to the description stating the revenue from the
tax increase would be used “for vital city services such as ensuring modern, stable 911 emergency communications, earthquakesafe fire stations and emergency command center; improving
pedestrian and bicyclist safety; ensuring safe routes to schools;
maintaining city streets and sidewalks; and other city services.”
He correctly pointed out that the actual rationale for raising
additional money through this tax was not to fund city services
but to fund several major infrastructure projects, including the
new public safety building and parking garages, and he questioned why the ballot measure didn’t simply spell this out more
clearly.
The answer he got from City Manager Jim Keene was honest
but concerning.
Keene admitted that the language was crafted because it polled
the best among likely voters and was designed to favorably influence the outcome. He also defended its accuracy by pointing
out the fact that the city’s dispatch center, where 911 calls are
routed, is located at City Hall, which has long been viewed as
seismically unsafe for mission-critical services that must be able
to operate after a major earthquake.
He incorrectly stated, however, that “we would lose our communication and our 911 system” in the event of an earthquake,
since the city has a highly touted mobile command center with
all the equipment necessary to keep these systems in operation.
Tanaka questioned whether the ballot language amounted to
fear-mongering and a “bait and switch” since it failed to even
reference funding of the new public safety building or use the frequently discussed “infrastructure” needs of the community. Why
not just be honest about how the money will be spent?, he asked.
We agree with Tanaka and are disappointed that not one of his
eight colleagues joined him in revising the wording to make it
a more clear and accurate description of the intended use of the
additional tax revenue.
After gaining no support, Tanaka ended up casting what
amounted to a protest vote against putting the measure on the
ballot and was joined by Karen Holman and Lydia Kou, who
had previously opposed the tax increase because they preferred
the city look at scaling back the infrastructure plan or use other
funding sources to raising the transient occupancy tax from 14
percent to 15.5 percent, as will appear on the ballot, or to 16
percent, the amount initially proposed.
With years of discussion and widespread agreement among
civic leaders that these infrastructure projects are needed and
overdue, the primary issue has been how to raise the money.
Earlier this year, the council decided on the option that saddles
hotels and ultimately visitors with the tax rather than seek a bond
measure or impose new taxes on property owners or businesses
in general. It is a tactic that many cities are using since voters
have repeatedly demonstrated a much greater willingness to increase a tax on hotels than on themselves.
Having already chosen this easier method, the City Council
should have sought to be extra careful about accurately describing the reasons for the tax hike. In choosing instead to be guided
by polling results, the city opens itself up to potential legal challenges when the measure passes but more importantly suggests
that the ends justify a little shading of the details. Q

C
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Letters
Disruptive conduct

Editor,
As a former, eight-plus-year
Palo Alto planning commissioner
and a City Council member who
relies on and watches commission meetings, I care a great deal
about not only the functionality of the commission but also
how the body represents the city.
Perhaps due to space limitations
or my own constraints, I feel
perhaps clarification of my comments in the Weekly article of
Aug. 3 about the commission’s
functionality is appropriate.
Firstly, it is not reasonable that
all members of any group conduct business at equal levels of
expertise. I dislike generalities
but my quote, taken literally,
could be read to paint the commissioners with one brush.
That is hardly my observation.
It is clear that most commissioners conduct themselves such that
business can be conducted in an
appropriate manner that does not
abuse either the public meeting
process or individuals. However,
any commissioner who violates
standards for appropriate member
conduct — insisting on pontificating, criticizing staff in public,
attempting to dominate meetings,
for instance — is detrimental to
everyone.
Disruptive participation tends
to taint the whole commission and should not be tolerated.
A solid basis in and compliance
with standards for member conduct,
such as set forth in the “Commissioner’s Little Handbook,” can raise
the level of discourse the community and the council can rely on. And
we all will benefit from the added
time to address the important issues
facing the city that hardly need recounting here rather than the performance of any individual.
Karen Holman
Homer Avenue, Palo Alto

former Palo Alto firm, Facebook
— now headquartered in Menlo
Park because Palo Alto did not
offer the room to expand — described its need to hire 20,000
people by the end of 2018 to “review content posted on the site and
to work on its security team” (New
York Times, July 26). Facebook
already has building applications
with Menlo Park to add 1.75 million square feet of office space east
of U.S. Highway 101. This exceeds
that city’s long-term plan that limits growth for that area until 2040
(Daily Post, Aug. 3).
In contrast, Palo Alto, by adding a stricter office cap to an existing 50-feet height limit, keeps
its focus on efforts to try to maintain a balance between residents/
workers mobility and innovation.
Because of its limits on large company expansions, startups in Palo
Alto continue to run at almost
twice the level of any neighboring Silicon Valley city: currently
at 2,346 against Menlo Park’s 675,
Mountain View’s 1,339, Sunnyvale’s 1,029, Santa Clara’s 1,088
and San Jose’s 1,828 (data from
AngelList quoted in Palo Alto
Weekly, March 9, 2018).
An innovative culture, not big
companies, is the key to Silicon
Valley’s future.
Greg Schmid
Janice Way, Palo Alto

Need view of bikes on
Caltrain

Editor,
We must have seats with a view
of the bikes on Caltrain. The alternative is to stand next to the bike,
which when many people do will
cause train delays in addition to
being hugely inconvenient.
Caltrain is advertising itself as
the most bike-friendly commuter
option in the country — let’s keep
it that way.
Kristian Eide
Channing Avenue, Palo Alto

Fix traffic on Churchill

Editor,
I appreciate the effort to coordinate traffic lights on University
Avenue to reduce traffic headaches
and pollution.
Is it possible for there to also be
a review of the traffic stopped up
on Churchill Avenue in front of the
Palo Alto Unified School District
main office? It just takes two cars
turning left onto El Camino Real
to completely halt the traffic that
is trying to turn right (and that’s a
long light).
Enlarging the right-turn lane
so that cars could turn right onto
El Camino from Churchill would
probably ease the congestion. And
it might reduce pollution from cars
idling while waiting to turn.
Ann Protter
N. California Avenue, Palo Alto

Traffic-calming trials
create idling

Editor,
Reducing car idling is supposed to be one thing this city is
agreed on, and yet Palo Alto loves
traffic-calming trials that do the
exact opposite.
For example, to appease a relative handful of residents of Middlefield Road, anyone who drives
from Menlo Park area to Palo Alto
now faces slowdowns and often
stopped traffic on a regular basis,
not just commute hours.
In addition, the same trial has
24/7 left-turn restrictions onto
Middlefield. This means residents
of Downtown North heading to
San Francisco or SFO on U.S.
Highway 101 via Willow Road —
even at off-peak hours or on weekends — now not only must drive
several blocks out of our way to
and from Lytton Avenue but also
face several stops at traffic lights.
Where, of course, everyone idles.
When will we ever learn?
Janice Hough
Bryant Street, Palo Alto

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The key to Silicon
Valley’s future

Editor,
Your editorial on “Averting an
unneeded election” (Aug. 3, 2018)
is an excellent description of the
Palo Alto City Council’s discussion and vote on the citizen initiative to cut in half the rate of office
growth allowed in the city’s Comprehensive Plan.
The column concludes that the
cap likely would have been approved by voters in any case. But
it did not clearly state the importance of the initiative to the city’s
future.
Note a few recent data points: A

The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

What, if any, kind of
protections for Palo Alto
renters would you favor?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 300 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content,
libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be
accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a
granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also
publish it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Editorial Assistant
Christine Lee at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask
questions or just stay up on what people are talking about
around town!

Guest Opinion

Planning commission focus: Analysis and action
by Ed Lauing
he Weekly
article on
Aug. 3 on
the Planning and
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n
Commission (PTC)
was fuzzy and potentially misleading to readers. The
headline and clever
cover graphic citing “Dysfunction”
and “Polarization” seem to indicate that
the PTC is paralyzed in a political standoff
and not getting much of anything done. In
the article, 60 percent of the column inches
focused on one commissioner. But the headline and story pre-dispose the reader to believe that the commission is (1) voting substantially along presumed political lines and
(2) not even functional in executing its work.
Neither of these is true. As the chairman
of the commission, I was not interviewed
for the story, so I want to address the above
two themes and clarify the role of the PTC
in the community.
Dysfunction: Does this word suggest to the
public that the PTC is not executing (functioning) on its frequently packed agendas? This
is incorrect. If the author is referencing parts
of PTC meetings as “dysfunctional” because
they include digression, combative comments, or repetitive arguments to sway colleagues, I agree. But the commission’s work
still gets done. The PTC is not backed up on
any recommendation. Indeed, the opposite is
true. We are standing by for staff to prepare a
number of agenda items as their heavy work
load allows. Regardless of how difficult it is

T

to manage a debate to closure, timely action
is taken. If an item is occasionally continued
to the next meeting so that staff or commissioners can gather more information to make
a better decision, that approach should be applauded, not criticized. The PTC should not
be making recommendations to the council
without comprehensive information on an issue to inform those recommendations.
Polarization: The generalized charge of
polarization suggests that PTC votes are driven by lock-step political bias rather than analysis, debate and good judgment on each issue.
If that charge were true, almost every PTC
vote would be 4-3 based on the presumed
political leanings of the 7 commissioners.
Actual votes do not support that claim.
Here are examples of PTC’s votes on
some controversial topics - where one
might logically expect political bias to
creep in. (1) July 25:. A staff proposal to
approve a code amendment repealing a
350,000 cap for non-residential square footage downtown. After debate the vote was
4-0-1 against changing the ordinance. (2)
Our Jan. 18 action to approve a staff recommendation for an overlay zone ordinance
on a housing project at 2755 El Camino
(VTA site) was approved 6-0. (3) Our June
27 hearing on 999 Alma St. for a new gym
in retail space had legitimate arguments on
both sides. The staff proposal passed 5-1.
In short, there is no pattern of repetitive 4-3
votes suggesting polarization.
PTC’s function in the community: By
way of review, the PTC — created by citizen initiative — is an advisory body to the
council on myriad specified issues — with
commissioners appointed by the council to

serve at its discretion. PTC deliberates independently from the council and has no political role. The value-add from commissioners is to study key issues — many of them
quite complex — with information supplied
by staff and consultants and to then provide
recommendations to the council. Commissioners also hear from, and reach out to,
citizens and developers for input on issues.
And the commission provides an important
forum for public hearings. Considering public comment is a critical part of the commission’s analysis of an issue prior to forming
recommendations to the council.
Hence, the council benefits from a constructive divergence of views on a given issue
and the council also benefits from our initial
spade work on an issue before it reaches the
council for final action.
Our July 25 meeting represents the above
process at work. After reviewing a staff
report, listening to many public speakers,
and having a productive discussion, PTC
voted against the proposed ordinance due
to a number of factors. These include the
fact that much has changed in the city since
the council proposed eliminating the cap
in January 2017. It also took into consideration current priority on housing and the
then-pending ballot measure to reduce the
current 1.7 m office cap to 850,000. (Approved as an ordinance 10 days later by the
council — a shift in the council’s prior position.) We fulfilled our mandate to advise
the council after studying an issue. With a
4-0-1 vote there was no polarization, and
we made our recommendation that night.
Recently the council has had a pattern
of polarization on many policy issues with

many of the votes being 5-4. It is not our
place to reference that tendency to try to
predict what the council would like us to do.
We are charged with independent analysis
on issues and making informed recommendations to the council for their decisions.
There is one process area on PTC in which
there is often a divergence of opinion. Some
commissioners believe that issues should be
acted on immediately as they come to the
commission and be forwarded to the council. Others feel that certain issues are presented to us without sufficient data to make
an informed decision and, given the gaps,
we can’t vote with integrity. I am in the latter
camp. I believe that it is our responsibility to
make an informed decision with the right
data instead of moving it to the council with
gaps that it has to fill in. We need enough
real information to make informed decisions, not quick decisions. We are making
recommendations that impact the city for
years or decades. Spending an extra month
to “get it right” just makes sense to me. And
we should do the leg work on missing pieces
of information; not the council. It is jammed.
To me the definition of PTC success is
to wrestle with complicated issues for the
city and ultimately come together as a commission with judgment and compromise to
make recommendations to the council that
are best for our citizens. That is what we try
to do — quite functional in our output and
without excessive polarization — to execute
on our responsibilities. Q
Ed Lauing is the chairman of the
Palo Alto Planning and Transportation
Commission. He can be emailed at
evlauing@yahoo.com.

Streetwise

What do you think about the dining scene in Palo Alto?
Asked on California Avenue in Palo Alto. Question, interviews and photographs by Alicia Mies.

Muxi Li

Marlene Strauss

Brinda Schloss

Addison Partida

Sophie Dewees

N. Shoreline Boulevard,
Mountain View
Software engineer

South Court, Palo Alto
Tutor

Miranda Avenue, Palo Alto
Retired

Myrtle Street, East Palo Alto
Software engineer intern

Ross Road, Palo Alto
Student

“It’s lightyears behind San Francisco,
but it’s improved a lot recently.”

“I love it. I love the outside seating
everywhere.”

“A lot of places are definitely
overpriced. I try not to eat out
because I feel bad paying for a $25
plate of pasta knowing that it costs
$4 to make at home.”

“They’re always opening up new
places for people to eat at. They have
a lot of different kinds of cuisines
too.”

“I think it’s OK. The Thai food here is
the same as other places. The sushi
places are the same.”
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Pulse

A weekly compendium of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Aug. 1-Aug. 7

Violence related
Assault w/ a deadly weapon. . . . . . . . . 1
Attempted suicide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sexual assault. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Business scam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Credit card forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Abandoned bicycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Attempted auto burglary. . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Auto burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 6
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . 11
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 4
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Disturbing the peace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Extortion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Firearm disposal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 7
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Menlo Park

Aug. 1-Aug. 7

Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Receive stolen property . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 7
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
CPS referral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Info case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Mental evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Other/misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Property for destruction . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Resist arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

Arastradero Road, 7/3, 8:37 p.m.; sexual
assault/oral copulation.
Pasteur Drive, 7/3, 8:37 p.m.; sexual
assault attempt/oral copulation.
San Antonio Road, 7/29, 3:40 p.m.;
domestic violence/misc.
Ben Lomond Drive, 8/1, 1:02 p.m.;
suicide juvenile attempt/misc.
Middlefield Road, 8/3, 9:14 p.m.; assault
with deadly weapon.
Midtown Court, 8/7, 8:02 a.m.; battery/
peace officer.

Menlo Park

2800 block Sand Hill Road, 8/2, 10:58
a.m.; battery.
1200 block Hillview Drive, 8/6, 10:04
p.m.; spousal abuse.

Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

Fresh news
delivered
daily
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

City of Palo Alto
SPECIAL DIRECTOR’S HEARING
250 Hamilton Avenue,
Council Conference Room
August 23, 2018 at 3:00PM
Action Items
PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3743 Redwood Circle [17PLN00272]: Request for Director’s Review on a Tentative Approval of
an Individual Review Application for Demolition of an Existing oneStory Home and Construction of a two-Story 2,551 Square Foot
Home. Environmental Assessment: Exempt From the Provisions of
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in Accordance With
Guideline Section 15303 (New Construction). Zoning District: R-1
(Single Family Residential). For More Information Contact the Project
Planner Graham Owen at Graham.Owen@CityofPaloAlto.org.
The complete agenda with accompanying reports is available online
at bit.ly/PAdirectorshearing. For additional information contact Alicia
Spotwood at alicia.spotwood@cityofpaloalto.org or at 650.617.3168.
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THE CITY IS
PALO ALTO
THE LEADER IS

ALAIN PINEL

$400M

$300M

$200M

$100M

$ 480.31 M

ALAIN PINEL REALTORS

$500M

$ 156.09 M

$ 151.26 M
$ 114.49 M
$ 93.35 M

$0M
Alain Pinel

APR.COM

Deleon Realty

|

PALO ALTO

Keller Williams

Coldwell Banker

578 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

Intero RE

650.323.1111

Volume shown in millions of dollars. Source: TrendGraphix, January 1 through June 30, 2018. Displaying the top 5 brokerages in Palo Alto based on All Property Types closed sales volume.
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APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Derk Brill

Greg Celotti

650.543.1117
dbrill@apr.com

650.740.1580
greg@apr.com

License# 01256035

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO $8,000,000

Breathtaking estate property featuring a totally restored
Spanish Revival residence on an expansive 24k sf lot. www.
CrescentParkEstate.com

Sold! Absolutely stunning - brand new - and spacious 6
bedrooms, 8 baths, 6,413+/- sf home on a quiet street.

Derk Brill

License# 01360103

Grace C. Wu

650.543.1117
dbrill@apr.com

650.208.3668
gwu@apr.com

License# 01256035

PALO ALTO $6,995,000

PALO ALTO $5,888,000

6BR/6.5BA on one of the largest lots in Palo Alto, with
views of the foothills.

Quality built custom home. Spacious & light ﬁlled interior.
4,867 sf +/- on a 10,000 sf lot. 7bd, 5.5ba high ceilings.
Beautiful large backyard.

License# 00886757

Christy Giuliacci
650.380.5989
christy@apr.com
License# 01506761

Arti Miglani

650.804.6942
amiglani@apr.com

Sherry Bucolo
650.207.9909
sbucolo@apr.com
License# 00613242

PALO ALTO $5,880,000

PALO ALTO $5,175,000

Sold for 20% over list price! Captivating Cape Cod style
home on a large 11K lot in premier Crescent Park. Contact
us for our Fall listing promo!

Sold! Our strategic marketing plan and prep work sold
the home in one week with multiple offers. Thinking of
moving? “Let me tell you how I work. Let me work for you.”

Kathleen
Wilson

Carol Li

650.281.8368
cli@apr.com
License# 01227755

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! 6 years old Custom built Mediterranean home in
Midtown. 5BR plus office/4.5BA/2,954sf/approx. 9,104sf
lot. Palo Alto schools.

New 2018 custom Mediterranean in Crescent Park! Walk to
town! 5 bedroom. 4.5 bath. Quiet location.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

License# 01150085

Los Altos
650.941.1111
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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650.207.9909
kwilson@apr.com
License# 00902501

APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Grace C. Wu

Michael
Johnston

650.208.3668
gwu@apr.com

650.533.5102
mjohnston@apr.com
License# 01131203

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO $4,698,000

Coming Soon! New Construction: 5BD suites + 2 half baths;
Sub-Zero & Wolf appliance pkg; 3685+/- sf interior; top
Palo Alto schools.

Located at the end of C-D-S. 6bd, 4ba, large living room,
formal DR, chef’s kitchen w/ nook. Large entertainment
room. 4088 sf +/-, 7163+/- sf lot.

Dante
Drummond

Umang
Sanchorawala

650.960.5363
usanchor@apr.com
License# 01471341

License# 00886757

PALO ALTO $4,695,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Beautifully renovated Mediterranean style home in
desirable Community Center w/ 4 beds, 3 baths, 3,372 sf
in living space

Coming Soon! This elegant home in prestigious Crescent
Park location, close to downtown Palo Alto is ideal for the
world traveler.

Christy
Giuliacci

650.400.9390
ddrummond@apr.com
License# 00656636

Supriya
Gavande

650.380.5989
christy@apr.com
License# 01506761

PALO ALTO $4,380,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Spectacular Spanish adobe architecture tucked away
in desirable Barron Park. Magniﬁcent lot of 18,700+/sf
embraced by enchanting gardens.

Sold! Picture-perfect curb appeal~ Outstanding Midtown
location~ Newly ﬁnished, beautiful interiors. Spanning two
levels ~ Beautiful large backyard. Call for more details.

650.566.3890
sgavande@apr.com
License# 01856590

Denise Simons
650.269.0210
dsimons@apr.com
License# 01376733

Grace C. Wu
650.208.3668
gwu@apr.com

License# 00886757

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO $3,800,000

Coming Soon! New custom home in a C-D-S. 4bd, 3ba
main house plus a detached 1bd, 1ba unit. 2560 sf +/- of
living area. Close to Mitchell Park and schools.

Sold! Spacious 5 bedroom, 4 bath two-story home nestled
in the Evergreen Park neighborhood close to Calif Ave. and
Peers Park.

Umang
Sanchorawala
650.960.5363
usanchor@apr.com
License# 01471341

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
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APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Derk Brill

Lori Buecheler

650.543.1117
dbrill@apr.com

650.387.2716
lorib@apr.com

License# 01256035

PALO ALTO $3,750,000

ATHERTON $3,630,000

Sold! 3BR/2BA vintage ‘20s home totally remodeled, in
Crescent Park. Represented buyer.

Sold! Beautifully restored 4 BD home evokes timeless
elegance. Formal living, dining and sun-lit kitchen are
surrounded by gorgeous gardens. Represented buyer.

Sophie Tsang

Pamela Page

650.687.7388
sophie@apr.com

650.400.5061
ppage@apr.com

License# 01399145

PALO ALTO $3,305,000

LOS ALTOS $3,300,000

Sold! Ideal location in midtown. Close to Mitchell Park
library. Lovingly maintained 4 bd home. Ease and comfort
with a dash of uniqueness. Sold 28% over asking.

Sold! Wonderful 4bd/2.5ba in North Los Altos, close to
town. Remodeled ﬁve years ago, on a large cul-de-sac lot.

Derk Brill

License# 01256035

PALO ALTO $3,285,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Recently constructed 3BR/3BA contemporary build
within walking distance to Downtown Palo Alto.

Coming Soon! Location, convenience and appeal, this
inviting 3-level home is where you want to be for today’s
vibrant Palo Alto lifestyle.

Michael
Johnston

650.619.7885
shewitt@apr.com
License# 00967034

Terry Rice

650.207.4142
trice@apr.com

650.533.5102
mjohnston@apr.com

REDWOOD CITY $2,999,950

PALO ALTO $2,985,000

Sold! Stunning 1920s home in Edgewood Park on 11,760+/sf lot with pool and spa; Old World glam with modern
conveniences.

Coming Soon! Spacious light ﬁlled home on a quiet cul-desac close to Mitchell Park and Charleston shopping center.
5bd, 2.5ba, 2103+/- sq.ft. on 10,000+/- sq.ft. lot.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

License# 00858214

Stephanie
Hewitt

650.543.1117
dbrill@apr.com

License# 01131203

License# 01859485

Los Altos
650.941.1111
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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License# 00621581

APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Lori Buecheler

Jenny Teng

650.387.2716
lorib@apr.com

650.245.4490
jteng@apr.com

License# 01859485

BURLINGAME $2,900,000

MOUNTAIN VIEW CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Sold in less than one week with multiple offers,
this beautiful four bedroom home has been completely
remodeled with attention to detail throughout.

Sold! Single story gem in the desirable Waverly Park
neighborhood. Easy access to El Camino Real, highways
85, 237 and 280. Excellent Mountain View Schools.

Lori Buecheler

License# 01023687

Denise Simons

650.387.2716
lorib@apr.com

650.269.0210
dsimons@apr.com

License# 01859485

SAN CARLOS CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO $2,710,000

Coming Soon! This gorgeous 4 bedroom, 3.5 bath
remodeled light-ﬁlled home has been expanded with top
of the line ﬁnishes.

Sold! Stylishly updated 4 bedroom, 2 bath mid-century
modern Eichler with abundant natural light, walls of
windows and an open ﬂoor plan.

License# 01376733

Ted Paulin
650.766.6325
tpaulin@apr.com
License# 01435455

Pamela
Rummage Culp
415.640.3293
pculp@apr.com
License# 00896337

WOODSIDE $2,700,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Located in the Woodside Glens, this spacious 3000
SF home with 4BRS and 3.5 BAS nestled in a woodsy
setting has a ﬂexible ﬂoorplan.

Coming Soon! Old Palo Alto Bungalow on 10k sf lot!
3beds/1ba. 3 garages. Rent/live in the home while building
your dream home behind it. This is it!

Ray Hogue
650.964.3722
rhogue@apr.com
License# 01980343

Christy Giuliacci
650.380.5989
christy@apr.com
License# 01506761

Denise Simons
650.269.0210
dsimons@apr.com
License# 01376733

PALO ALTO $2,700,000

PALO ALTO $2,698,000

Sold! A private courtyard welcomes you into this 4 bed, 2
bath updated Stern and Price home located near top schools
and Mitchell Park Community Center. Sold with 13 offers.

Striking mid-century modern Eichler set on a large
8,450+/- sf lot. Superb cul-de-sac location in the highly
sought after Greenmeadow neighborhood.

Sherry Bucolo
650.207.9909
sbucolo@apr.com
license# 00613242

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111
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APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Shelly
Roberson

Andrea
Schultz

650.574.3632
aschultz@apr.com
License# 01196243

REDWOOD CITY $2,670,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Stunning Spanish style home in prestigious Edgewood
Park neighborhood. Beautiful old world architectural features.
Charming and serene yard with pool. Represented buyer.

Coming Soon! Midtown Palo Alto 3BD, 2BA home, near
top-rated local schools, shopping, restaurants and public
transit.

Ray Hogue

650.464.3797
sroberson@apr.com
License# 01143296

Janie Barman

650.964.3722
rhogue@apr.com

650.759.1182
janie@apr.com

License# 01980343

License# 01270223

Stacey Woods
650.793.4583
swoods@apr.com
License# 02002137

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

 HONDA $2,500,000

Coming Soon! Charming home in sought after Green Gables
neighborhood. 3bed/1ba. Close to Duveneck Elementary,
Community Center and Stanford University.

Private estate property on 20 acres with dramatic hill views.
Just over the hill from Silicon Valley yet a world apart.

650.380.8440
jbarman@apr.com
License# 01281597

Michael
Johnston

Desiree
Docktor

650.291.8487
ddocktor@apr.com
License# 01808874

John Barman

PALO ALTO $2,498,000

MENLO PARK $2,495,000

Amazing off-market opportunity to buy charming cottage
located in desirable downtown Palo Alto! Appointment
Only.

The Willows — 3BD, 2BA main house + guest house;
potentially sub-dividable 22,051+/- sf lot; unique & private
property.

650.533.5102
mjohnston@apr.com
License# 01131203

Janie Barman
650.759.1182
janie@apr.com
License# 01270223

Sophie Tsang

650.687.7388
sophie@apr.com

John Barman
650.380.8440
jbarman@apr.com
License# 01281597

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

PALO ALTO $2,350,000

Coming Soon! Absolutely charming 4 bedroom Palo Alto
home with a huge, amazing backyard. New roof, fresh paint
and more. A gem!

Sold! Outstanding downtown location. One block from
University. Walking distance to parks, restaurants, shops, train
stops, bus stops. Listed at $1,990,000, sold for $2,350,000.

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
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License# 01399145

APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Pamela
Rummage Culp

Lynne Mercer

650.906.0162
Lmercer@apr.com

415.640.3293
pculp@apr.com
License# 00896337

PORTO VALLEY $2,250,000

MOUNTAIN VIEW $2,215,000

Sold! This charming home situated on a private acre has 4
BRS and 2.5 BAS. There are magical views of the bay from
most of the living area and the enormous deck.

Sold! Tastefully remodeled 3BR/2BA Eichler home with
great indoor/outdoor ﬂow, walls of windows and beautiful,
shaded side yard.

Greg Celotti

Pamela
Rummage Culp

650.740.1580
greg@apr.com

415.640.3293
pculp@apr.com
License# 00896337

SAN FRANCISCO $2,200,000

SAN CARLOS $2,198,000

Sold! Breathtaking views command one’s attention from
the living area and master bedroom. This 2 BR 2.5BA
condominium, located in Corona Heights has 2,200 SF.

Coming Soon! Gorgeous 4 bed, 2 bath single level home in
outstanding neighborhood/location near downtown plus
excellent schools!

License# 01360103

Supriya
Gavande

Pamela
Rummage Culp
415.640.3293
pculp@apr.com
License# 00896337

License# 00796211

SAN FRANCISCO $2,150,000

PALO ALTO $2,088,000

Sold! This is a charming home located close to USF on a tree
lined street. There are 2 BRs and 1 BA on the main ﬂoor and
an additional bedroom and bath located downstairs.

Enjoy upscale urban living in the heart of downtown ~
Elegant corner single level condominium~ Two balconettes
& spacious patio~Elevator secure access~ 2 parking spaces.

650.566.3890
sgavande@apr.com
License# 01856590

Michele Harkov
650.773.1332
mharkov@apr.com
License# 01838875

Michael
Johnston

650.533.5102
mjohnston@apr.com
License# 01131203

MENLO PARK $2,000,000

SAN MATEO $1,998,000

Coming Soon! The Willows – 3BD, 2BA home within
strolling distance of Downtown Palo Alto.

Flexible space and expansive living areas allow for easy,
spacious living in this 3 bedroom, 3 bath home. High-end
kitchen, panoramic windows with mountain vistas.

Liz Rhodes
lrhodes@apr.com
650.722.3000
License# 01179852

APR.COM
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APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN
Janie Barman
650.759.1182
janie@apr.com
License# 01270223

Emely
Weissman

650.814.0374
eweissma@apr.com
License# 01119038

SAN FRANCISCO $1,995,000

COFFEE CREEK $1,950,000

Noe Valley! Bright and beautiful 3/2 home with lush large
garden. 1,820 sf elegant interior. This will have you wanting
to live in SF!

Own a boutique resort! Bonanza King Resort on idyllic
Coffee Creek is a rustic paradise. 7 cabins + amazing
owner’s home.

Michele Harkov

John Barman
650.380.8440
jbarman@apr.com
License# 01281597

Janie Barman

650.773.1332
mharkov@apr.com

650.759.1182
janie@apr.com

License# 01838875

License# 01270223

Liz Rhodes
lrhodes@apr.com
650.722.3000
License# 01179852

REDWOOD CITY $1,795,000

REDWOOD CITY CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Beautiful 3 bedrooms, 2 bath home on tree-lined
street. Remodeled kitchen, wide-plank hardwood ﬂoors &
backyard retreat great for entertaining.

Stunning 6-year-new home. 3 bedrooms + enormous top
ﬂoor loft. Friendly, open ﬂoor plan. Fresh carpet & paint.
A gem!

John Barman
650.380.8440
jbarman@apr.com
License# 01281597

Michele Harkov
650.773.1332
mharkov@apr.com
License# 01838875

Sophie Tsang

650.687.7388
sophie@apr.com

Liz Rhodes
lrhodes@apr.com
650.722.3000
License# 01179852

SAN MATEO $1,750,000

BELMONT CALL FOR PRICE

SugarLoaf neighborhood a delightful ﬁnd that’s packed
with bonuses. 4 bedrooms, 3 baths with expansive
backyard & In-law apartment with separate entrance.

Coming Soon! 4bed/2.5 ba home at Belmont Shores, near
walking/biking trails. Top-rated Belmont/Redwood Shores
school district.

License# 01399145

Christy Giuliacci
650.380.5989
christy@apr.com
License# 01506761

Pat Kalish

650.523.4624
pkalish@apr.com
License# 00702818

SAN MATEO $1,698,000

MOUNTAIN VIEW $1,598,000

Coming Soon! Duplex on a corner in charming area. This could
be an owner-occupied property. Two separate entrances.
This is a project! Either tear down or do a nice remodel.

Stunning end unit town home built in 2011 offers upscale
living while being just moments to vibrant downtown
Mountain View & only 1.5 miles to the Google campus.

APR.COM
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Sherry Bucolo
650.207.9909
sbucolo@apr.com
license# 00613242

APR SUMMER CAMPAIGN

Nadr Essabhoy

Shelly
Roberson

650.248.5898
nessabhoy@apr.com
License# 01085354

MOUNTAIN VIEW $1,598,000

PALO ALTO CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Move right in and start living in this beautiful 4
bedroom, 3.5 bath townhome located in the heart of
downtown Mountain View.

Luxurious Downtown Palo Alto 55+ community - 2BD,
2BA condo with 10ft ceilings, ﬁreplace, balcony and lots
of amenities.

Stacey Woods

650.464.3797
sroberson@apr.com
License# 01143296

Ling Lau

650.793.4583
swoods@apr.com

650.269.6809
llau@apr.com

License# 02002137

REDWOOD CITY CALL FOR PRICE

SAN JOSE CALL FOR PRICE

Sold! Darling Craftsman inspired home near Mt. Carmel.
2bed/1ba. Conveniently close to vibrant downtown
Redwood City and major commute routes.

Coming Soon! Welcome to this classic Cambrian home on
a lovely tree line street. Top Elementary API 935! Great
ﬂoor plan w/separate LR and Family Room. Move-in ready.

Sophie Tsang

License# 01177889

John Forsyth
James

650.687.7388
sophie@apr.com
License# 01399145

SAN MATEO $1,100,000

REDWOOD CITY $1,098,000

Spacious 3 bd top ﬂoor end unit near downtown. Boasting
1723 sf. Walking distance to El Camino, blocks to Downtown
shops and restaurants. Virtual tour: 234Elm.com.

Charming 2BD/1BA home with 825 Sq.Ft. living space plus
a 325 Sq.Ft. bonus room. Total lot size is ~5,835 Sq.Ft. This
home is located less than 1 mi. to downtown Redwood City.

Andrea
Schultz

650.218.4337
john.james@apr.com
License# 01138400

Pat Kalish

650.823.4624
pkalish@apr.com

650.574.3632
aschultz@apr.com
License# 01196243

SAN JOSE $1,075,000

MENLO PARK $998,000

Beautiful 2Bd, 2Ba condo in fabulous Plant 51 building
located in the heart of downtown SJ. Built in 2008. Great
location overlooking park.

Darling home on quiet street in the popular Belle Haven
neighborhood. 3/1 with 1 car garage. Nicely updated
throughout. Beautiful fenced front yard.

License# 00702818

APR.COM
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Courtesy Rebecca Robinson

At left and above, former Palo Alto resident
Rebecca Robinson stands in the garden in front of
her property’s barn on the outskirts of Madison,
Wisconsin. Robinson and her family moved a few
years ago, trading a 1,100-square-foot home in
Palo Alto for a 10-acre property.

Why they left

hen Rebecca Robinson,
space,” she said.
a Palo Alto mother of
Van Gelder actually grew up in
three, told her friends
Michigan before moving to the
in 2014 that she was moving to
Bay Area. She used to tell people
Wisconsin after more than a deshould she would never move
cade in the Bay Area, she received
back. But after taking her daughtwo different types of responses:
ter on a campus tour at the UniFormer Palo Alto residents trade Silicon Valley lifestyle
The first was jealousy, the second
versity of Michigan a few years
bewilderment.
ago, she started considering it.
for better ‘quality of life’ elsewhere
“It was either ‘You’re so lucky!
She has close friends in the area
by Eric He
I want to move. I want to get out
and just felt like it was the right
of here’ or ‘How could you move
time.
anywhere else? This is paradise. fewer people moved into Silicon discovered that many of the rea- three bedrooms, two bathrooms
“It took a couple years from not
I would never, ever leave,’” she Valley than left the area in 2016. sons that attract so many to Palo and 1,600 square feet. In Ann Ar- thinking about moving back to
said.
An average of 42 people more Alto — the fast pace, the school bor, they have 5,900 square feet, ‘Let’s move back,’” she said.
The reactions reflect the spec- moved out of the region each system — may be the same rea- 0.7 acres of land and 50 trees on
Just as Palo Alto is adjacent to
trum of attitudes Palo Altans have month in 2016 compared to 2015, sons why others flee from the their property. Several large trees the Stanford University campus,
toward their city and Silicon Val- the report stated. Some 2,458 region. Instead, they seek some- and a large lawn area comprise van Gelder’s new neighborhood is
ley, which has burgeoned into a people moved to other U.S. des- thing else. They are parents who the front yard.
near the University of Michigan
technological, innovation and in- tinations per month in 2016. Last don’t want their children going
“It’s really nice to have the extra — which is in the middle of Ann
tellectual hub rivaled by few re- month, a poll of 1,000 registered through the stress of attending
gions in the country. Filled with voters by the Bay Area Council Palo Alto or Gunn high schools.
technology companies that have found that 46 percent said they are They are working professionals
become household names across likely to move out of the Bay Area who are willing to commute from
the globe, the area is home to in the next few years, an increase farther away for more affordable
highly educated, ambitious people of six percentage points from housing. They are retirees wantwho have created a world that’s 2017 and 10 percentage points ing a slower pace of life.
the envy of many: Public schools from 2016.
“My own view,” said Brian
rank among the top in the state the
Additionally, more people are Brennan, the senior vice president
consumer economy attracts high- leaving Silicon Valley for other of the Silicon Valley Leadership
end restaurants and retailers, and domestic destinations than are Group, “is it’s remarkable that we
a politically accoming in. They have not lost more folks from this
tive populace
might be headed region.”
involves itself in ‘My own view is it’s
for other innovapublic service.
tion hubs such
At the same remarkable that
as Austin, which Housing costs, quality
time, growing
had the largest of life
inda van Gelder moved with
problems with we have not lost
number of new
her family to Ann Arbor,
commute traffic
residents relocatMichigan in 2017, after selland housing costs more folks from this ing from other
have become a
parts of the coun- ing the Palo Alto home that she
burden for many. region.’
try (2,783 per and her husband bought in 1993,
Numbers show
—Brian Brennan, senior month) in 2016, to gain a better “quality of life.”
“The Bay Area is just getting
that this high- vice president, Silicon Valley or Seattle, which
powered lifeLeadership Group gained 2,564 do- intense, crowded and expensive,”
style is not for
mestic residents she said. “Everybody has to work
everyone.
per month that hard to be able to live there. There
According to a report on Sili- year. Silicon Valley, by compari- isn’t much time to just relax and
con Valley’s competitiveness son, lost 2,548 residents in 2016 to communicate with people.”
Former Palo Alto resident Linda van Gelder and her family moved
In Palo Alto, her family had a to Ann Arbor in 2017, into this 5,900-square-foot home on 0.7 acres
produced by the Silicon Valley other regions of the U.S.
Leadership Group and the Silicon
In interviews with several bungalow-style home in the Du- of land. It cost less than the family’s much-smaller Palo Alto home
Valley Community Foundation, former residents, the Weekly veneck/St. Francis neighborhood: sold for.

W

L

Courtesy Linda Van Gelder
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Courtesy Amy Renalds

Bend, Oregon, is located on the Deschutes River, which people
enjoy floating down during the summer. Many former Silicon Valley
residents have relocated to Bend in recent years.
Arbor. Their house is on a very
quiet street about a block from a
farmers market.
Van Gelder said someone in
Ann Arbor remarked that they
must have paid an arm and a leg
for their new home.
“Well,” she responded, “it’s
not as much as what we sold our
house for, and it’s a bigger house.”
The median home value in Palo
Alto is more than $3 million, according to Zillow. Silicon Valley’s
median home value rose 10 percent in 2017, topping $1 million
for the first time. It is more than
double that of the Seattle, Boston
and New York City regions, as
the Bay Area has become more
gentrified.
Though Ann Arbor is also
facing increased gentrification,

there is an effort to combat it, van
Gelder said. The median cost of a
home in Ann Arbor is $364,100,
according to Zillow.
“There’s enough housing,” van
Gelder said, “so houses don’t
become so expensive that Ann
Arbor becomes more like Palo
Alto — like you can’t live there if
you’re a teacher.”
Robinson and her husband grew
up in Arizona. She, too, didn’t expect they would ever leave Palo
Alto.
“We thought we’d be there forever,” she said. “We never even
thought about Wisconsin.”
But a few years ago, the family
of five set their sights on moving;
Robinson cited a culture of stress
in the Palo Alto school system as
chief among their reasons. They

How Palo Alto
compares
Palo Alto’s residents
tend to be highly
educated:
80% are college grads.

The % of college grads
in Bend, Santa Barbara,
Madison and Ann Arbor
range from 41.6% to 72.8%

Palo Alto’s students
excel at SATs:
The average score is 1,360.

The national
average is 1,020.

Palo Alto’s population
is less white:
56.3% are white, 1% black,
30.9% Asian, 7.1% Hispanic

Ann Arbor, Madison
and Bend range from
69% to 87% white.

More Palo Alto residents
are foreign born:
35.7% were not born
in the U.S.

In Bend, 5% are foreignborn, while in Santa
Barbara 25.4% are.

Palo Alto’s single-family
homes are pricey:
The median list price is
$2.88 million.

Santa Barbara homes are
selling for $1.35M, while
on the low end, a medianpriced Madison home
goes for $275,000.

Sources: 2016 American Community Survey estimates;
Palo Alto Unified School District; Zillow.com

considered places such as Seattle
and Portland but settled on Wisconsin after her husband found a
way to continue his venture capital work with the University of
Wisconsin. They were transfixed
by the different pace in Wisconsin. They started commuting, and
soon enough, they committed.
Robinson went from a
1,100-square foot home in Palo
Alto to a 10-acre property on the
outskirts of Madison, Wisconsin.
There is a 100-year old barn, a
farm and lots of green grass, but
it is only 12 minutes from downtown Madison.
“It’s the best of both worlds
because it feels super rural, but
within a couple minutes, we’re in
the city,” Robinson said.
The high cost of housing has
deterred others looking to start a
family, like Steve Smith, who was
a clinical psychology professor at
Palo Alto University but moved
back to Santa Barbara in 2016 —
where he is a tenured professor
at UC Santa Barbara — with his
wife and daughter (they later had
a son in Santa Barbara).
“The cost of living was so prohibitive, especially for a small
family just starting to get rolling,”
Smith said. “The difference is
here in Santa Barbara is you also
have range to have some inexpensive housing. The floor financially
in the Palo Alto area was way too
high.”
The Silicon Valley report
pointed to one of the causes of
escalating housing costs: While
employment grew by 29 percent
and population expanded 8 percent from 2010 to 2016, housing
units only increased by 4 percent.
The gap between job and housing
growth is becoming wider, heightening the demand for housing.
This has led some to move just
outside the area — people like
Arnab Basu, who lived in Palo
Alto for five years but moved
north to Santa Rosa with his partner in 2015.
“I think it’s a necessity,” Basu
said. “We had to move to make

At top: Helen Jones retired to a beachfront home in Santa Cruz after
living in Palo Alto for nearly 30 years. Above: Helen Jones talks to
Bob Spisak, a friend she met in a physical-therapy exercise class, at
Lighthouse Point in Santa Cruz on July 3. Photos by Adam Pardee
sure we could operate and be the location.
“Every time I’ve been back
working professionals that we
(in Palo Alto),” she said, “the
are.”
While Basu does not have to traffic has been a little bit more
commute back to the Valley, oth- challenging.”
In Bend, she said, there is virtuers do, opting to move to the outskirts of the Bay Area but make ally no commute. To get to work,
the long drive back. This, Brennan her husband doesn’t have to pass
said, is one way to beat the cost of a single stoplight.
Ann Arbor’s
housing, but it’s
traffic situation
not a long-term ‘It’s the best
is bad for Michifix. Instead of
gan, van Gelder
being burdened of both worlds
said, but it’s all
with sky-high
relative. There
rent, people are because it feels
are only a couple
saddled with sitting in a car for super rural, but
of spots to avoid
hours on end.
during rush hour.
The difference within a couple
“Getting on the
between traffic
freeway, it’s slow
congestion in minutes, we’re in
for not even a
Silicon Valley
mile during rush
versus other parts the city.’
hour,” van Gelder
of the country
said. “People
—Rebecca Robinson, here think the
is stark. Kathy
Schroeder spent resident, outskirts of Madison traffic is bad.”
more than two
Bay Area comdecades in Palo
muters would
Alto, working in the public school probably beg to differ. Comsystem and as the executive direc- mute times in Silicon Valley intor of a nonprofit before relocating creased by nearly 19 percent bein 2015 to Bend, Oregon, a town tween 2010 and 2016, more than
of 91,000 people, where her hus(continued on page 28)
band’s company opened a second
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Courtesy Smith family

Steve Smith and Elizabeth Schwyzer Smith say they enjoyed living
and working in the Palo Alto area, but they decided to return to
Santa Barbara as they started their family.

Courtesy Smith family

Stella Smith, the daughter of former Palo Alto University clinical
psychology professor Steve Smith, plays in a Santa Barbara park.

Why they left
(continued from page 25)

Seattle, Boston, New York City
and Southern California, and
the average commuter spends 72
minutes per day on the road, the
report found.
“To put it mildly, it’s an imperfect way,” Brennan said. “It’s not
sustainable. It’s not environmentally sustainable. And in terms of
quality of life, it’s not sustainable.”
Brennan added that he sees the
trend continuing in the short term.
Only an economic downturn, he
said, would change the dynamics. Such a downturn would lead
to slower job creation — or job
loss — leading to fewer workers, less demand for housing and
lower home prices. Even if policymakers introduced legislation
to alleviate the housing crisis or
traffic issues, the effect would not
be apparent for a while.
“It will take us a long time to
dig out of this problem that we’ve
created for ourselves,” he said.

‘I just want my kids to
be kids’

ccording to parents who
have left, Palo Alto harbors
a culture of stress and pressure that does not exist in their
new hometowns. At get-togethers
in Palo Alto, the discussion would
inevitably turn to where their kids
are going to college and how they
are going to get in. They would
hear their kids and their friends
talk about staying up until 3 a.m.
studying, taking every Advanced
Placement class they could. Perfect ACT scores were the norm.
Robinson — who was on the
PTA board at Duveneck Elementary School for 10 years and volunteered in school classrooms

A

balanced and academically fulfilling life for kids. That balance,
he said, is difficult to achieve
in Silicon Valley, where youth
grapple with the pressure to be
the very best at so many different things. It’s why he’s glad his
kids aren’t growing up in this
environment.
“I just want my kids to be
kids,” he said, “and run around
the park.”

in Palo Alto — said she saw the
difference when she enrolled her
son in a private high school near What they miss
mith still visits Palo Alto
Madison.
about once a month. When
“It feels breathable,” she said.
he comes, he always goes
“You’re at school events and
people (with kids) in sixth grade running in Huddard Park in
aren’t talking about getting their Woodside. He misses the redwood
kids in ACT-prep programs and trees, the environment, the natural
hiring professional baseball play- beauty, the vibrance.
“There is an excitement to beers to coach their kids. It just feels
more old-fashioned, like what it ing there that is fun,” Smith said.
Van Gelder’s daughter misses
should be.”
Van Gelder, who worked as a Philz Coffee, and van Gelder
therapist and served as president wonders how there isn’t a Jamba
of the Parent Teacher Student Juice in Ann Arbor. Basu still
Association (PTSA) at Palo Alto stops by Fraiche, a locally owned
High School from 2014 to 2016 frozen yogurt store in downtown
and was a trainer for QPR, a sui- Palo Alto, whenever he’s in town.
“We were big fans of it,” he
cide prevention program, said she
joked to the principal at one point said. “Every couple of weeks, I’ll
go and get a cup
that she was
there.”
just going to put
In addition to
a couch in the ‘I’d be walking out
missing their
parking lot.
favorite spots
“I’d be walk- and parents would
and
experiing out and parences, former
ents would be be telling me what
residents who
telling me what
moved to more
their kids are their kids are going
remote areas
going through,”
feel an intellecvan Gelder said. through.’
Even well—Linda van Gelder, former tual difference.
Schroeder
meaning parPTSA president, Palo Alto
traded the fastents are dragged
paced lifestyle
into this lifestyle, according to Smith, who for a small town that gets lots of
also had a private practice as a snow in the winter and is filled
psychologist in Palo Alto. He met with two-lane roads, hiking trails
kids who struggled with depres- and camping spots. Traffic jams
sion and anxiety disorders, kids in Bend have more to do with
who were scheduled “up to their deer or geese wandering onto the
eyeballs” with tutors, music les- streets than too many cars on the
road.
sons and sports.
“There is a nice small town feel
“You get pulled into it,” Smith
said, “because when everybody to Bend that I don’t have the same
else around you is doing the same perception of in Palo Alto,” she
said. “People are always stopping
thing, it’s hard to do differently.”
Smith is on the board of di- and waving people across the
rectors of Challenge Success, an street to walk, or letting people
initiative started by Stanford in in if there are lines of traffic. If
2007 that aims to create a more somebody has problem on the side
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of the road, five people stop to try
to help.”
But Schroeder said she took
Palo Alto’s intellectual level of
discourse for granted. According
to the latest U.S. Census Bureau
data, 80 percent of Palo Alto residents are college graduates, compared to 42 percent of residents
in Bend. Schroeder, who called
herself “flamingly liberal,” was
disappointed to learn her new
county, Deschutes, went for Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential
election (73 percent of Santa Clara
County voted for Hillary Clinton).
She has seen signs of overt racism
that she didn’t see in Palo Alto,
like a white supremacist symbol
on the back of a pickup truck.
There are many good people in
Bend, Schroeder said, but the discussions she has around town are
not the same as the ones she had
in Palo Alto.
“We don’t talk about politics or
current events in the same way because they might be warm, wonderful people that I really like, but
they may have a different political
philosophy than I do,” she said.
“We tend to avoid those topics
more.”
When Robinson enrolled her
youngest daughter, who had attended Palo Alto High School
through her junior year, in a public high school in Madison, she
was taken aback — so much so
that her daughter finished her last
semester of high school online.
“That was a bad mistake,”
Robinson said. “Being out in the
country — how do we say this
nicely — they just weren’t quite
as ‘woke’ regarding race and
feminism.”
Smith, who lamented the lifestyle that Palo Alto cultivates for
youth, nonetheless misses the diversity of the city.
The area’s cultural diversity. In
2016, Silicon Valley gained an average of 2,506 residents a month
from international regions.
The data, Brennan said, underscores how immigrants may be
transfixed by the values they see
in the Valley: the innovation, the
diversity, the fast pace.
Smith, likewise, said he found
these factors energizing.
“It’s neat to be in a place where

the things that are driving the
tech industry are really just going on everywhere,” Smith said.
“It’s such an educated population
that it’s just easy to get caught up
in stimulating conversations with
everybody.”
These are assets that former
Palo Altans appreciate and part
of what they enjoy about encountering fellow expats in their
new hometowns. Bend, Oregon
has become one locus for people
who used to live in the Palo Alto
area. Schroeder said she ran into
a friend at a concert a few weeks
ago who had just moved to Bend
a few days earlier.
“Folks who have moved here
from Palo Alto have a common
background and perspective
which is great fun to share with
each other up here,” Schroeder
said. “I totally understand what
attracts Palo Alto people to this
area, especially those who want
to raise their children in a simpler
environment or those who want to
retire in an outdoor playland.”
Former Palo Alto Eichler homeowner Carroll Harrington likewise
enjoys the company of old friends
in her new hometown of Capitola,
a different kind of outdoor playland
than Bend. She is enjoying retirement there after spending more
than five decades in Palo Alto,
where she worked for the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District, was a consultant for the Palo
Alto Medical Foundation and had
a graphic design business.
Now, Harrington loves looking
at the ocean and the more casual
vibe. She enjoys going to the Museum of Art and History in Santa
Cruz and people-watching.
“It’s a different kind of energy,”
she said. “It just seems more relaxed down here.”
The same goes for her friend,
Helen Jones, who moved from
New York to Palo Alto in 1969.
Jones worked as a counselor at
De Anza College and her husband
worked for the Palo Alto Veteran
Affairs. She enjoyed the climate
and raised two daughters.
But when retirement came in
1997, she decided to move permanently to Santa Cruz, where she
had a second home. She’s never regretted it. Like Harrington, Jones
enjoys the ocean, which her beachfront house overlooks. Through her
large picture windows, she sees the
crisp, blue water, with people strolling by on the beach.
“It was an easy move,” Jones
said. “It’s only an hour’s drive.
But it’s a whole different world.” Q
Freelance writer and former
Palo Alto Weekly intern Eric He
can be emailed at heeric@usc.
edu.
About the cover: Clockwise
from bottom left: For sale sign
courtesy of Photospin; traffic
and Palo Alto High School file
photos by Weekly staff; a river in
Bend, Oregon courtesy of Kathy
Schroeder; Whitman Robinson
at home in Madison, Wisconsin,
courtesy of Rebecca Robinson;
and the Ann Arbor home of
Linda van Gelder and her family,
courtesy of van Gelder.

Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Found materials make compelling art at Pace Gallery
by Sheryl Nonnenberg
curiosity about life and objects
that reflect how we live. As the
title of this exhibition suggests, he
also has a cheeky sense of humor
that finds its way into most of his
art, even when dealing with serious subjects.
“A lot of this work deals with
age,” he explained. “It’s about the
promises that are made early in
life that can’t possibly come true.
I guess it’s about learning life’s
lessons and dealing with reality.”
The exhibition begins with two
odalisques, normally a label given
to pictures of veiled female slaves
or concubines. In Hawkinson’s
hands, however, urethane innertubes and the molded forms used
to transport produce are joined to
create an off-kilter motorcycle rider, leaning into a curve or, perhaps,
getting ready to wipe out. The artist explained that he is not a rider
but “likes to do modes of transportation, exposing their inner workings.” The second in the series is
not a vehicle but rather a twisted
silver charm bracelet, where the
links are joined “like an embrace.”
One can really appreciate the “all
that glitters” reference here, as
the shiny diamond-like facets are
revealed, at closer inspection, to
be just mirrored mylar, placed in
empty egg cartons. The artist said,

Courtesy of Pace Gallery

The artist used molds of his own body parts, plus strips of denim
jeans, to create Bather (Moby Dick).

“Like a child’s toy crown, they are
hollow and have no volume.”
That fool-the-eye quality continues, on a much larger scale, with
the largest and most compelling
piece in the exhibition, Juggernaut. Taking up the entire second
gallery space, the piece consists
of a huge jewel-encrusted crown
that is supported by an old pool
ladder and moves continuously in
an elliptical fashion. It stands in
front of a tufted blue wall that is
periodically inflated by a vacuum
pump. Empty rotating cylinders
of oxygen and propane, hanging
from the ladder, create a deep, low
sound element. “The sound is low,
like a steel drum and it’s a sad refrain, but it’s also sleepy and mesmerizing,” Hawkinson said. The
artist said that he always wanted
to create a piece with this name.
“It’s an Indian word and refers to
when a village moves a statue of
a god from one temple to another
— hundreds of people do it.” A
check with Webster also revealed
that during these massive moves,
people would often throw themselves under the moving statue,
resulting in “juggernaut” also being a reference to any sort of blind
devotion or sacrifice. As with the
previous pieces, the huge faceted
gems are just shiny, hollow mylar. Whether the visitor sees it as
a symbol of royalty or just empty
promises, the artist is fine with
any interpretation. “I hope people
will spend time with it to read
what’s going on.”
Hawkinson is a Bay Area native
and attended San Jose State University, where he earned a BFA.
He then relocated to Los Angeles
in order to attend graduate school
at UCLA, earning a MFA. His
work seemed to garner attention
almost immediately, resulting in
major exhibitions and inclusion in
the 1999 Venice Biennale. In 2015,
he was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship, given to those who
demonstrate exceptional creative
ability in the arts. He admits that
he is a bit of a magpie, saying, “my
work is informed by whatever materials there are around me.” He is
also known for using his own body
in much of his work. This tendency can be seen in the next series of
works in the show, beginning with
Bather (Moby Dick).
The free-standing piece consists

Courtesy of Pace Gallery

gg cartons, plastic membranes, empty propane canisters and torn denim are
probably candidates for the recycle bin in most homes. For artist Tim Hawkinson these objects,
and most detritus, are fodder for
his imaginative, off-beat assemblages. Pace Gallery is featuring
a series of new work by the highly
regarded Southern California artist in a show titled “All that glitters, Must come down,” on view
until Sept. 9.
The problem that some viewers have with “found art” is that
it seems too simple, which generates a “my kid could do that”
response. Conversely, the reaction
also can be one of anger, as if the
artist is trying to pull the wool
over our eyes. While Hawkinson
does work with quotidian objects
that he finds around his home
in Alta Dena, there is a highly
sophisticated thought process
behind each and every piece he
creates. References as far-reaching as Indian religious ceremonies, the Venus of Willendorf
and Moby Dick reveal the artist’s
vast knowledge and broad range
of interests. Mainly, Hawkinson,
who is quiet and thoughtful, yet
very approachable in person,
seems to have an unquenchable

Tim Hawkinson’s Juggernaut is an enormous tiara that moves in an
elliptical fashion.
of an old claw-foot bathtub into
which a “sea” of well-worn denim has been affixed. Jutting up
through the denim are hands, fingers and a knee made of urethane.
“The piece is inspired by the book
Moby Dick and captures the sinking of the Pequod,” said Hawkinson. He explained that for this
piece, and several others in the
exhibition, he created molds of his
body parts using dental impression material. A plaster cast, then
a silicon cast was created and the
result, which is the color of skin
tones, is very realistic. Hawkinson
says he never uses models because
“using myself is convenient —
and less expensive!”
In the last gallery, a series of
very different pieces is on view.
Unlike the sculptural works, these
are two-dimensional hanging
scrolls that are bordered in shiny
gold fabric (former survival blankets). Hawkinson explained that
these pieces, titled “Baldachin,”
were inspired by the Bernini
canopy that hangs over the altar
in St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome.
Pictured on the scrolls are photographs of the artist, contorted,
elongated and rather creepy. “That
is me, taking a contra-postal pose
on a rotating base,” he explained.
“Hundreds of photographs were

made as I made a full rotation.”
Reminiscent of eagle pose, a yoga
posture that involves balancing
on one foot with an arm and a leg
wrapped around the body, “They
really represent being off center,”
he said.
Hawkinson acknowledged that
people are often perplexed by his
work. “I am used to that,” he said,
“but I encourage people to just
use their eyes and interpret with
their own rich base of personal
history.”
Based on Hawkinson’s success at Pace (this is his sixth solo
show), and the art world in general, it would seem that all that
glitters is, indeed, gold. Q
Freelance writer Sheryl
Nonnenberg can be emailed at
nonnenberg@aol.com.
What: Tim Hawkinson’s “All
that glitters, Must come down.”
Where: Pace Gallery, 229
Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto.
When: Through Sept. 9,
Tueday-Saturdays
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.;
Sundays 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cost: Free.
Info: Go to pacegallery.com/
exhibitions/12947/all-thatglitters-must-come-down.
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Working it out

Jane Austen, high schoolers, hip-hop
and more at annual New Works Festival
by Karla Kane
hough this year’s Theatre- of works of literature including
Works Silicon Valley New “Emma,” “Jane Eyre,” “Sense and
Works Festival is, as usual, Sensibility,” “Daddy Long Legs”
diverse in style and topic, with and “Being Earnest” and who has
no particular overarching theme a history with the company.
tying the plays-in-progress to“TheatreWorks is really fangether, festival director Giovan- tastic at nurturing writers, and
na Sardelli said there’s a sense of ever since I first came up with
“being true to yourself, follow- ‘Emma,’ I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
ing your heart” and a rock‘n’roll the process of the New Works
spirit running through much of Festival,” he said. “In between
the 2018 lineup. Always a high- performances you have an oplight of the summer arts calendar, portunity to actually work on
the festival this year will include the piece after you’ve just heard
influences from rock and hip- it played in front of an audience.
hop music, new spins on classic There’s nothing more valuable
stories and wholly original tales than that.”
from a variety of voices.
This year, Gordon is presenting
“I enjoy writing about strong a musical adaptation of “Pride and
women. I feel a lot of the source Prejudice,” perhaps Jane Austen’s
material I’ve chosen has been most beloved novel, to Palo Alto
about strong women and that audiences. The 19th-century storeally appeals to me,” writer/ ry of the spouse-seeking Bennet
composer Paul Gordon said in a sisters and the romance between
recent interview. TheatreWorks protagonist Elizabeth Bennet and
regulars will no doubt recognize the haughty and uptight Mr. DarGordon as the writer/composer re- cy is “sort of a silly story in many
sponsible for musical adaptations ways, about some foolish people,”
Gordon said, adding that he was
originally more drawn to Austen’s
other works. But, it’s also “this
incredible reflection of society
and how we see ourselves. A profound story even though in many
ways it’s very frivolous,” he said.
“That’s the genius of Jane Austen.
She can amuse us, educate us and
really make us think about ourselves in a way that’s still relevant
with modern audiences.”
His approach to setting Austen
to music has varied from show
to show. While “Emma’s” score
is light and airy and “Sense and
Sensibility” is more serious and
orchestral, “Pride and Prejudice,”
to his surprise, turned out to be
more rock-and-pop flavored,
particularly in regards to leading man Mr. Darcy, whose charTony Award-nominated
acter arc Gordon finds the most
composer/ lyricist Paul
compelling.
Gordon’s musical adaptation
“He has that dark side to him.
of “Pride and Prejudice” will
He’s a very complicated character.
be presented at TheatreWorks
Darcy has to overcome his own
Silicon Valley’s 2018 New Works sense of self, this idea of who
Festival.
is is,” he said. “This amazing

Deborah Lopez

Alexa Alman
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Director of New Works Giovanna Sardelli will
direct Laurel Ollstein’s “They Promised Her The
Moon.”
woman that he comes across shatters his identity and makes him
truly vulnerable for the first time
in his life.”
Counting the Beatles, Joni
Mitchell and Elvis Costello
among his songwriting heroes,
along with fellow Broadway composer/pop writer David Yazbek,
film-score composer John Williams and theater legend Stephen
Sondheim, incorporating a variety
of styles and genres comes naturally to Gordon.
While the New Works Festival
reading of “Pride and Prejudice”
will involve only a piano instead
of the bass, drums and electric
guitars a full production would
include, “I do think people will
be surprised at some of the edge,”
Gordon said. “Honestly, I don’t
know if any of it works. That’s
the great thing about the festival:
The audience will tell me,” he
laughed.
Sardelli said she was excited
to add “Something to Say: New
Plays by Women,” a sextet of
10-minute plays offering the fresh
perspectives of six playwrights
from around the country, to the
lineup.
“I always want to know what
every writer has to say,” she said,
“But I’m really curious about
women; What are you thinking
right now?”
Sardelli is herself directing
Laurel Ollstein’s “They Promised
Her the Moon,” the true story of a
female pilot who strove to break
the glass ceiling and join the
space race as a U.S. astronaut.

TheatreWorks Silicon Valley’s 2018 New Works
Festival includes “Once Upon a Rhyme: A
Musical Tale” by Ronvé O’Daniel.

Festival veterans The Kilbanes
will perform their brand of rockbased storytelling as the latenight special event, while this
year’s Next Generation Event (a
special slot given to an emerging
artist/work from the community)
will be a performance of “Venture,” the Silicon Valley-set original musical by Palo Alto High
School teacher Michael Najar
that debuted at Paly (and was profiled in the Weekly) this spring.
According to Paly Theater Program Director Kathleen Woods,
the script has been tightened up
in places and a new song has been
added. “Venture”’s New Works
performance will be made up of
selected material from the fulllength show and will include both
high school cast members from
the original production and some
adult actors.
“Born in East Berlin” by Rogelio Martinez, examines a 1988
Bruce Springsteen concert in East
Berlin through the story of Anne,
an American music producer
caught up in Cold War politics.
“She’s used to moving through
the world with all our American
privileges, so sure she would
never succumb to an authoritarian regime,” Sardelli said. “It’s
actually a really fascinating look
at learning the world works differently on one side of the wall than
the other.”
Another musical, “Once Upon
a Rhyme,” by Ronvé O’Daniel,
tells the story of a dancer whose
romance with the girlfriend of
a gangsta rapper interferes with

his dreams of a hip-hop career.
The show won the “Best of Fest”
award at the New York Musical
Festival and Sardelli said she’s
sure it’s bound for future success.
“It has so much energy; it’s really exciting,” she said. “It’s about
identity, about talents, about how
we move through the world.” The
piece, which, when fully staged,
would be dance-intensive, involves rap and gospel music, and
Sardelli said it’s been a while
since TheatreWorks ventured into
the world of hip-hop.
The New Works Festival, she
said, tends to attract both audience regulars and newcomers
drawn to the chance to see shows
in their incubation phase.
“We get a different mix of people and we’re so blessed in that we
also have a subscriber base that is
excited by New Works, so there’s
a lot of crossover,” she said. “It’s
good to see what the response is.
They’re all exciting to me but I’m
always surprised by the ones that
resonate.” Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: New Works Festival 2018.
Where: Lucie Stern Theatre,
1305 Middlefield Road,
Palo Alto.
When: Aug. 10-19.; see online
for festival schedule.
Cost: Festival pass $49-$65;
individual shows $20.
Info: Go to theatreworks.org/
new-works-festival-2018/.

Eating Out
he fig had been picked by hand
from a 30-year-old tree the day before it arrived on my plate. Sliced
in half, it was carefully topped with a small
dollop of Humboldt Fog goat cheese, toasted walnuts and a green marigold leaf.
Hours before, the chef and his team
had filled a Toyota Tundra with flats of the
dark purple Mission figs — as well as stone
fruit, Italian pears, blackberries and peaches
— from K and J Orchard’s stand at the Ferry
Plaza farmers market in San Francisco. Early
every Saturday morning, the cooks scour the
market for the best produce, with the farmers
ultimately dictating that night’s menu.
It is this symbiotic, sacred relationship
between kitchen and farm that the Michelinstarred Madera at the Rosewood hotel in
Menlo Park aims to elevate with a new
monthly dinner series that launched in June.
Each month, the chef invites one of the farms
that supplies the restaurant to a communal
dinner that aims to demystify and honor the
labor that goes into the food.
“It’s a celebration of the relationship between chef and farmer,” Madera’s executive
chef, Reylon Agustin, told 13 people gathered
in a private dining room for the K and J Orchards dinner on July 28. “Tonight we’re in
casual conversation about the struggles and
the triumphs that we go through on a weekly
basis and season to season.”
Even in the ever-enlightened Bay Area,
it’s easy to forget the enormous effort that
it takes to grow and serve the food our on
plates. We don’t hear about how unseasonably cold weather froze this year’s apricot


blossoms or the painstaking “succession
planning” necessary to keep a farm going
— planting hundreds or thousands of new
trees each year, investing in new varieties or
replacing older trees. We don’t know that the
figs weren’t planned for that night’s menu,
but added at the last minute because they
were just too good to pass up.
Sitting side by side with the people who
grew and cooked your food, you hear these
stories. It’s impossible not to have a deeper
appreciation for their work.
Over kampachi, duck liver mousse and
fermented peaches, Boonie Deasy of K and
J Orchards told the story of her farm. Her father, a University of California pomologist (a
botany specialty focusing on fruit) who wrote
books about Asian pear propagation, met her
mother, a registered nurse from Thailand who
owned a small farm in Yuba City, north of
Sacramento. They fell in love and in 1990
started K and J Orchards on a 20-acre property in Winters, just outside of Davis.
Deasy has since taken over the farm with
her husband, Tim. They oversee about 10
full-time and 30 seasonal workers across
both farm properties.
More than 200 Bay Area restaurants —
including the likes of The French Laundry, Michael Mina and Manresa — rely
on them for pristine cherries, apricots,

peaches, nectarines, pluots, plums, figs,
Asian pears, apples, persimmons, mandarin oranges and walnuts. Madera has
sourced produce from K and J Orchards
since opening nine years ago.
Deasy and her husband drive hundreds of
miles every week to deliver their produce to
restaurants and sell it at farmers markets, including in Palo Alto and Menlo Park. Every
piece of fruit is hand-picked and hand-sorted,
carefully vetted for quality.
“The amount of work that goes into farming is something that is just lost,” Agustin
said. “Even as a young cook, I was largely
unaware of how much effort goes into it.”
At the dinner, Deasy and her husband
marveled at the culinary team’s treatment
of their fruit: pears poached in white wine,
cinnamon, vanilla bean and chili flakes,
served with duck liver mousse; blackberries
cooked down to make a lacquer for smoked
squab; peaches and plums transformed into
an ethereal gazpacho, poured table-side
over slices of kampachi.
The dinner also breaks down the walls
between diner and chef. Over three hours
and five courses, Agustin talked openly
about why he became a chef, his upbringing, Anthony Bourdain-esque descriptions
of the days when chefs drank gin-andtonics out of plastic quart containers, and

where he eats on his days off.
Agustin grew up baking with his Filipino
grandmothers; an early culinary triumph was
when he finally got a recipe for leche flan just
right. He chose a career in the kitchen against
the wishes of his family and went on to cook
for Gordon Ramsay in London and Traci Des
Jardins in San Francisco.
At Madera, he has focused on cultivating
close relationships with a smaller number
of growers, narrowing the number of farms
from which the restaurant sources to about 10.
He brings his whole staff, both front and back
of house, on farm visits. Anyone who wants to
go to a ranch to see a slaughter just has to ask.
“Being a chef now, it’s easier in a lot of aspects and harder in a lot of aspects. Everything is at our fingertips. We can order from
any corner of the world and procure whatever
we want to, the best of everything or the most
manicured of something,” Agustin said. “But
at one point as a chef you have to question if
that’s the right culture to adopt.”
The dinner may inspire diners to ask themselves the same question. While not everyone
can afford the dinner (it costs $165 per person,
including wine pairings but not tax and gratuity), most of us can visit our local farmers
market to support and get to know the people
growing our food.
The dinners will run through November
and resume again in the spring. For more
information or to make a reservation, go to
maderasandhill.com/farm-dinner or call
650-561-1528. Q
Staff writer Elena Kadvany can be
emailed at ekadvany@paweekly.com.

Left: Reylon Agustin, the executive chef at Madera in Menlo Park, hosts a monthly dinner focusing on the produce of a single farm, bringing diners and farmers together at the
same table. Middle: Kampachi is served with a stone-fruit gazpacho and sprinkled with coriander. Right: John Wesley, the sous chef at Madera, puts the finishing touches on
the dishes served at the farm series dinner. Top photo: Squab with preserved blackberries and wild onion.
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THE SURPRISE MOVIE OF THE SUMMER!
KELLY MACDONALD IRRFAN KHAN DAVID DENMAN

“AN UNDENIABLE
SUCCESS!”
-Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES
“STUNNING.
A NEAR-PERFECT
MOVIE!”
-Jordan Ruimy, THE PLAYLIST
The following is a sampling of movies
LITTLE
recently reviewed in the Weekly:

FROM THE PRODUCER OF

Movies

MISS SUNSHINE

P U Z Z L E
SCREENPLAY
BY

OREN MOVERMAN AND POLLY MANN DIRECTEDBY MARC TURTLETAUB
WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

PALO ALTO
CINÉARTS@PALO ALTO SQUARE
3000 El Camino Real
CRITICS’
cinemark.com
PICK
VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.PUZZLE-FILM.COM

TheatreWorks
TheatreWorks
S I L I CO N VA L L E Y
S I L I C O N VA L L E Y

Courtesy of Focus Features

STARTS
FRIDAY,
AUGUST 10

Adam Driver, left, and John David Washington star in Spike Lee’s
“BlacKkKlansman”.

Boyz in the hoods

Spike Lee unmasks hatred with ‘BlacKkKlansman’
0001/2 (Century 16 & 20)

NEW VOICES. NEW STORIES.
Staged Readings of New Works
Late Night Special Event
Meet the Festival Artists Panel
and much more!

Aug 10–19
Lucie Stern Theatre, Palo Alto

theatreworks.org 650.463.1960

AND NEXT ON THE MAINSTAGE...
A Cutting-Hedge Suburban Comedy

Gardens

By Karen Zacarías

“Perceptive. Hopeful.
A true breath of comic fresh air!”
DC Theatre Scene

Aug 22–Sept 16
Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts

theatreworks.org 650.463.1960
MICHAEL EVANS LOPEZ, MARLENE MARTINEZ, AMY RESNICK, & JACKSON DAVIS / PHOTO KEVIN BERNE
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“Do we always have
unlikely true story
OPENINGS
to talk politics?” a man
finds him in 1970s
asks. “What’s more important?” a Colorado becoming what a police
woman replies. This exchange in chief calls “the Jackie Robinson
the new Spike Lee joint “BlacK- of the Colorado Springs police
kKlansman” sums up the direc- force.” The film’s opening scenes
tor’s own sweet spot as an artist. reveal the racism tolerated within
No, he doesn’t always have to talk the force as Stallworth (John Dapolitics, but at this moment, he’s vid Washington, in a star-making
feeling the responsibility... and the turn) makes the case that he’s
anger. Lee has crafted sex com- undercover material. First, he’s
edies and heartwarming nostalgia sent to infiltrate the Black Power
but we like him when he’s angry, movement at a college lecture by
and “BlacKkKlansman,” for its Kwame Ture, a.k.a. Stokely Carkeen sense of irony and the laughs michael (Corey Hawkins), who
that attend it, carries righteous an- makes some pretty reasonable
ger at shameful history repeated.
sounding arguments about homiLee and co-screenwriters David cidally racist police misconduct.
Rabinowitz, Charlie Wachtel and
One thread of “BlacKkKlansKevin Willmott adapt their script man” explores the role of police
from Ron Stallworth’s memoir in perpetuating race violence. But
“Black Klansman.” Stallworth’s it’s Stallworth’s next undercover

role that gives the film its strangerthan-fiction thrust: One day in the
bullpen, Stallworth picks up the
phone to the Ku Klux Klan, passes
himself off as a white man and
initiates a membership process.
To crack the Klan, Chief Bridges
(Robert John Burke) reluctantly
keeps Stallworth on that phone
and pairs him with Detective Flip
Zimmerman (Adam Driver) to be
the white face of Stallworth when
face-to-face meetings are required.
What follows can be overtly
funny in its absurdity. For the
most part, however, “BlacKkKlansman” isn’t a comedy at
all, but an earnest vintage Spike
Lee joint recounting history and
projecting it onto our present. Lee
frames the film with contextual
commentary, opening with Alec
Baldwin as the voice of old-school
American white hate and closing
the film with video proof that hate
groups endure and require our
vigilance. In between, the story
of Stallworth and Zimmerman’s
investigation highlights their differences (by skin color) and similarities (as a Jewish cop, Flip isn’t
exactly safe around the KKK).
By the time he arrives at a nicely
tense climax involving a visit from
KKK Grand Wizard David Duke
(a smarmy Topher Grace), Lee has
invoked African-American social
and cultural history in a variety of
engaging ways, including historical references, side-eyes to cinematic influencers “Gone with the
Wind” and “Birth of a Nation” and
a showcase cameo role for a major
black icon. It never hurts having
the great American composer (and
14-time Lee collaborator) Terence
Blanchard contributing invaluably
to the film’s emotional tone and
sense of import. “BlacKkKlansman” entertains mightily, but it’s
also important. In the end, true to
form, Lee sounds his latest alarm.
Rated R for language throughout, including racial epithets, and
for disturbing/violent material
and some sexual references. Two
hours, 15 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
Ant-Man and the Wasp (PG-13) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
BlacKKKlansman (R) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Blindspotting (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Christopher Robin (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Darkest Minds (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Death of a Nation (PG-13) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Dog Days (PG) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Eighth Grade (R) +++1/2
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
The Equalizer 2 (R) ++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
High Noon (1952) (Not Rated) Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation (PG) ++
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Incredibles 2 (PG) ++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom (PG-13) ++1/2
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Leave No Trace (PG) Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Mamma Mia! Here we Go Again (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Meg (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Mission: Impossible Fallout (PG-13) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Morocco (1930) (Not Rated) Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Puzzle (R) Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
RBG (PG) Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
Slender man (PG-13) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Sorry to Bother You (R) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Spy who Dumped Me (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Teen Titans Go! To the Movies (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Three Identical Strangers (PG-13)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Vishwaroopam 2 (Not Rated) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Won’t You be my Neighbor? (PG-13)
Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241)
tinyurl.com Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road,
Redwood City tinyurl.com/Century20

CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto (For information: 493-0128)
tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (For recorded
listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org

Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies

2 18 FALL CLASS GUIDE
Dance
all means many things —
Halloween parties, neighborhood
trick-or-treating, leaves changing
colors, Thanksgiving, the weather
cooling down and of course, a new
academic year. While not all of us are returning to school,
vacation season is officially over. In the spirit of taking up
QHZVNLOOV³RUVLPSO\KDYLQJIXQ³ZH·YHSUHSDUHGDQHZ
guide with a comprehensive list of classes you can take
locally. The kind of classes range from acting to language
workshops to music classes for almost every instrument
\RX FDQ WKLQN RI $QG ZH·YH LQFOXGHG FODVVHV IRU
the kids, from sports academies to preschools.
1RPDWWHUZKDW\RX·UHORRNLQJIRUWKLV
guide is a sweet place to start.

F

Business, Work
& Technology

CareerGenerations

2225 E. Bayshore Road, Suite
#200, Palo Alto, 650-320-1639,
info@careergenerations.com,
careergenerations.com

CareerGenerations offers group
workshops and programs to meet
the career needs of a variety of
individuals, including college
students looking for internships,
graduates looking for employment and those reentering the
market. A fall goal setting workshop will be held starting Oct. 18.

Dance Connection

Cubberley Community Center, L-5, 4000 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto, 650-322-7032,
danceconnectionpaloalto.com

Dance Connection offers a
preschool combination class for
preschool-age children (beginning at age 3), graded classes
for youth and adults, and
other programs to meet dancers’ needs. Ballet, jazz, hiphop, lyrical, Pilates and more are
available for students at various
levels of ability. Fall 2018-Spring
2019 classes begin on Aug. 20.
Register online.

Western Ballet

914 N. Rengstorff Ave., Mountain View, 650 -968 - 4455,
westernballet.org

Western Ballet holds ballet
classes that draw from the Russian Vaganova method and the
newer more “open” classical
method. Classes are available for

The Class Guide is published quarterly by the Palo Alto Weekly,
The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

children, teens and adults and for
both newcomers and those pursuing professional careers. Fall
workshops begin in early September, and the 2018-19 youth program for ages 3-18 begins Sept. 4.

In its 90-minute classes, Bikram
Yoga Mountain View instructs
students in 26 hatha yoga postures
and two breathing exercises in a
heated room. 60-90 minute classes are held each day of the week.

Health &
Wellness

California Yoga Center

Ananda Palo Alto

California Yoga Center in
Mountain View holds asana yoga
classes for students at beginning,
intermediate and advanced levels. The center also holds classes
on pranayama, restorative yoga
and back care.

Ananda Temple, 2171 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto, 650-323-3363 ext.
0, inform@anandapaloalto.org,
anandapaloalto.org

Ananda Palo Alto classes and
events cover various topics including yoga, meditation and
spirituality.

Bikram Yoga
Mountain View

1910 W. El Camino Real, Suite E,
Mountain View, 650-967-2968,
info@bikramyogamountainview.
y g
com,, bikramyoga.com

1776 Miramonte Ave., Mountain Vie w, 650 -9 67-570 2,
californiayoga.com

Flying Fish Swim School

280 Polaris Ave., Mountain View,
650-625-1333, flyingfishswim.com

Flying Fish Swim School in
Mountain View offers group and
(continued on next page)

WHEN STUDENTS EMBRACE A CHALLENGE

THE
EXTRAORDINARY
HAPPENS

At Stratford, students accomplish extraordinary things. Our advanced yet
balanced curriculum propels students to excel both inside and outside
the classroom. Discover a school that inspires children to become creative
problem-solvers, imaginative innovators, and confident leaders.

Now Enrolling Preschool – 8th Grade

Schedule a tour today!
StratfordSchools.com/tours

APPLY
NOW

Palo Alto Campus
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Accrediting Commission
for
Schools
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Preschool – Middle School
870 North California Avenue
(650) 493-1151

AND CO

L

Preschool State License: 434408056. Copyright © 2018 Stratford Schools, Inc.
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Art & Music
Classes
Preschool
Art & Music

private swimming instruction
for all ages and skill levels.

Complimentary child care is available. Classes meet at 9 a.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays year-round.

Integrated Healing Arts

Kim Grant Tennis Academy

(continued from previous page)

4161 El Camino Way, Palo Alto,
650-493-7030, iha@integratedhealing.org, integratedhealing.
org

Private
Music
Lessons

Integrated Healing Arts instructors teach ongoing classes
on meditation, self-development, self-realization, tai chi,
qigong and spiritual health.

REGI

Jacki Sorensen’s
Fitness Classes

S

arts4TER NOW!
all.or
g
Fall

Start

Cla
in Se sses
ptem
ber

Mountain View Masonic Lodge,
890 Church St., Mountain View,
650-941-1002, joanier@pacbell.net, jackis.com

Jacki’s Aerobic Dancing offers dance classes with abdominal work, strength training and
easy-to-follow aerobic routines.

3005 Middlefield Road, Palo
Alto, 650-752-8061, admin@
kimgranttennis.com, kimgranttennis.com

The Kim Grant Tennis Academy
organizes an array of tennis classes
and programs for adults and children, as well as those with special
needs. Fall session runs from Aug.
13-Nov. 11; registration is now
open online.

Shoreline Lake

3160 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View, 650-965-7474, boath o u s e @s h o re l i n e l a k e. c o m ,
shorelinelake.com

Shoreline Lake’s Boathouse offers a variety of group lessons
for sailing, stand-up paddling,

Peninsula
School

kayaking and windsurfing, as well
as private lessons.

Studio Kicks

796A San Antonio Road,
Palo Alto, 650 - 855-9868,
info@studiokickspaloalto.com,
studiokickspaloalto.com

Studio Kicks is a family fitness
center offering cardio kickboxing
classes and training in martial arts
for children and adults.

Taoist Tai Chi Society
of the USA

Unity Church, 3391 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto; St. Mark’s Episcopal Church, Parish Hall, 600
Colorado Ave., Palo Alto; Mitchell
Park, The Bowl, 600 E. Meadow
Drive, Palo Alto, 650-396-9244,
taoist.org/usa

The Taoist Tai Chi Society of the
USA, a charitable organization
with nationally accredited volunteers, holds classes designed to
improve balance, strength, flexibility, relaxation and health.
Beginner classes are held a few
days each week. New participants can join ongoing classes.

Yoga Works Palo Alto

440 Kipling St., Palo Alto,
650- 468-2929, yogaworks.
com/location/palo-alto

With locations across the nation, YogaWorks studio holds
classes on yoga fundamentals;
vinyasa, Hatha and Iyengar
styles; restorative yoga; and
circuit training.

A Leader in Creative Education since 1925
Age 3 - 8th Grade

Music, Arts &
Crafts

Art with Emily

402 El Verano Ave., Palo Alto,
650-856-9571, emilyjeanyoung@
gmail.com, artwithemily.com

COLLEGE PREP,
LESS STRESS
Our adaptive college prep program
empowers diverse learners to imagine,
dream, & explore who they will become.

NURSERY & KINDERGARTEN OPEN HOUSE
(Children welcome)

OPEN HOUSE
October 13, 2018
10:30am - 12:30pm

November 10, 2018
10:30am - 12:30pm

Oct 27 & Jan 12 10-11:30 am
Registration not required

THURSDAY TOURS (Adults only please)
Oct 25, Nov 8, 30, Dec 6 & 13, Jan 10 11:00 am
920 PENINSULA WAY, MENLO PARK, CA 650-325-1584
PENINSULASCHOOL.ORG
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admissions@mid-pen.org | mid-pen.org
650.321.1991 | 1340 Willow Road, Menlo Park

Emily Young teaches mixedmedia and multicultural art
classes in small groups for children and adults at her studio in
Palo Alto, as well as individual
lessons.

Art Works Studio

668 Ramona St., Palo Alto, 650321-3891, artworkspaloalto@
gmail.com, pacificartleague.org

Art Works Studio holds regular fine-art classes for youth,
who are given the chance to
explore and learn about art history. Fall classes, which include
an Intro to Comics class, begin
late August.

Art & Soul

Webster Street Studio, 2326
Webster St., Palo Alto, 650269-0423, 650-316-9208, artandsoul.paloalto@gmail.com,
artandsoulpa.com

Art & Soul runs after-school
art clubs throughout the week
at Walter Hays and Ohlone
elementary schools, Gideon
Hausner Jewish Day School
and Hoover and Barron Park
elementary schools. Programs

2 18 FALL CLASS GUIDE
allow
ow children
h
to explore drawing, painting and sculpture techniques, as well as develop their
observational skills. Fall session
begins Aug. 27. Register prior to
the first class.

center suggests starting with one
of its free hour-long orientation
sessions.

Palo Alto Art Center

1313 Newell Road, Palo Alto, 650329-2366, cityofpaloalto.org/gov/
depts/csd/artcenter

Community School
of Music and Arts

230 San Antonio Circle, Mountain
View, 650-917-6800, info@arts4all.
org, arts4all.org

Community School of Music
and Arts, nonprofit center for arts
education, offers music classes and
art classes for students of all ages.
Registration for fall programs is
now open online.

Peninsula Youth Theatre

2500 Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, 650-988-8798, info@
pytnet.org, pytnet.org

Peninsula Youth Theatre (PYT)
offers drama classes in acting,
musical theater and other skills to
children of various abilities and
ages.

group music lessons for young
children, including classes for
first-time music learners (ages 3
to 6) and sessions on piano performance and music theory. Private
lessons are also offered. Enrolling
online for fall group classes.

The Midpen Media Center

900 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,
650-494-8686, info@midpenmedia.
org, midpenmedia.org

The center offers workshops for
a range of media arts, including
video production, photo enhancement, studio work and more. The

Palo Alto Art Center classes and
workshops — teaching children,
teens and adults — cover such
areas as ceramics, painting, drawing, jewelry, sculpture, Adobe
PhotoShop and more. Fall classes
and workshops registration opens
for Palo Alto residents on Aug. 16,
and to the public on Aug. 23.

Palo Alto School of Chamber
Music

234 Fulton St., Palo Alto, 650-7665084, schoolofchambermusic.com

Fall Quarter
starts Sept. 24
4
Apply at foothill.edu
hill.edu
Buy a SmartPass
ass
& ride VTA
all quarter!

Palo Alto School of Chamber
Music offers year-round coaching sessions by professional musicians to students of all ages and
(continued on next page)

Tumasov Fine Art Studio

823 W. El Camino Real, Mountain View, 415-490-8925,
tumasovfineartstudio@gmail.
com, tumasovfineart.com

The studio offers workshops
and classes in painting, drawing, ceramics, piano and more,
as well as an after-school art
program for kids.

West Valley Music

N

W

E

S

The Odyssey
Montessori School
100 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto

Let The Journey Begin...

262 Castro St., Mountain View, 650-961-1566,
info@westvalleymusic.com,
westvalleymusic.com

EDUCATION
IS for LIFE

West Valley Music helps students further their music skills
or try their hand at different
instruments. Group lessons are
held for instruments such as piano, guitar, ukulele and violin,
as well as band and orchestra.
Private lessons are also offered.
Registration for fall classes are
open online.

Lingling Yang
Violin Studio

Middlefield Road and East
Meadow Drive, Palo Alto,
650-456-7648, linglingviolin.
blogspot.com, linglingy@gmail.
com

This studio offers private violin instruction to children ages
7 and up and adults of all levels. Enrollment is offered yearround and auditions are required
for intermediate and advanced
violin players. Classes are
taught by a classically trained
violinist and experienced violin
teacher whose students include
award winners at violin competitions and members of PACO,
CYS and ECYS.

Opus1 Music Studio

1350 Grant Road, #5, Mountain View, 4131 El Camino Real,
#103, Palo Alto, 650-625-9955
(Mountain View), 650-384-6848
(Palo Alto), musicopus1.com

Opus1 Music Studio holds

OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH
9AM - 12PM
Brand New to Palo Alto!
A Montessori school using the developmental
theory of education to design an
individualized curriculum.
Children ages 18 months to 6 years of age will
enjoy a child-guided experience in either our
English program or in our Mandarin bilingual
program.

REGISTER NOW!

PAAdultschool.org (650) 329-3752

PALO ALTO ADULT SCHOOL

offers new classes each
fall, winter, spring, and summer

Hours: 7:30am-6:30pm
For a tour of the school, call: 650-321-2747

Art / Birding / Cooking
ESL / Healthcare Training / Music
Upholstery / World Languages / Woodworking

www.odysseymontessoripa.com

10% discount available at PAAdultSchool.org/coupon
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(continued from previous page)

all levels including adults. Concerts and master classes are open
to the public are offered for each
eight week session. The program
is open to string players, wind
players and pianists. In addition
to trios, quartets or quintets, there
is a chamber orchestra which is
offered for all students.

Sur La Table Cooking School

Town & Country Village, 855 El
Camino Real, #57, Palo Alto, 650289-0019, cooking073@surlatable.
com, surlatable.com

Sur La Table offers hands-on
cooking classes, guiding students
in making regional cuisines,
themed meals or special foods like
bread, croissants and baked goods.
Classes for kids, teens and adults
are available.

Art Classes for All Levels and Ages

FALL 2018
ENROLLING NOW!

personalized, Montessori curriculum. Lessons draw from classical
subjects and other areas, including
art, music, foreign language, physical education, communication, life
skills and more.

German International
School of Silicon Valley

310 Easy St., Mountain View, 650254-0748, office@gissv.org, gissv.
org/gissv-home-english

The German International
School of Silicon Valley is a private school providing preschool
to high school students with a bilingual education. The school also
offers German language courses
for all ages on Saturdays, as well
as adult and corporate courses on
weekdays.

Parenting

Children’s Health Council

650 Clark Way, Palo Alto, 650326-5530, info@chconline.org,
chconline.org

PacificArtLeague.org
668 Ramona Street | Downtown Palo Alto | 650-321-3891


HeadsUp!

Child Development Centers

• Year-round, full-day program for ages 0-6
• Individualized Montessori curriculum
• International curriculum (Chinese, Spanish)
• Cultivation of thinking skills & personal values
• Bilingual Chinese-English classroom option




   




  

 

  
 

Children’s Health Council holds
a variety of classes touching on
child-behavior issues, dyslexia,
anxiety and depression, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism and other topics related to
encouraging all children’s success.

Parents Place

200 Channing Ave., Palo Alto, 650688-3040, parentsplace.jfcs.org/
location/peninsula

A resource center for parents,
Parents Place on the Peninsula offers workshops on subjects ranging from sibling rivalry to building
a child’s self-esteem and confidence. Parent and child activity
groups are also organized.

Education

Emerson School

2800 W. Bayshore Road,
Palo
Alto,
650-424-1267,
emersonschool@headsup.org,
headsup.org/emerson-school

Emerson School provides a
full-day, year-round program for
grades one to eight, teaching a

Individualized, self-paced, Montessori curriculum
Emphasis on personal goal setting and time management
Foreign languages, art, and music included for all students
Cultivation of thinking skills and personal values
Year-round, full-day, program for grades 1-8
CALL FOR A PRIVATE TOUR

(650) 424-1267
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Kehillah Jewish High
School

3900 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, 650213-9600, kehillah.org

This college-preparatory high
school (grades nine through 12)
features modern science and computer labs, art and music studios,
a drama program, a full range of
academic courses with small class
sizes, sports teams and more.

Living Wisdom High
School of Palo Alto

4000 Middlefield Road, Palo
Alto,
Cubberley
Community Center, 650-646-1066,
kabir@livingwisdomhighschool.
org, LivingWisdomHighSchool.org

Living Wisdom High School
serves ninth through 12th grade,
and offers a strong emphasis on
personalized learning as well as
project-based, experiential and indepth study rooted in creativity,
inner development, compassion,
critical thinking and problemsolving. Additionally, daily yoga
and meditation instruction is included, and curriculum includes
a balanced approach to academics
and well-being through outdoor
adventures and field trips abroad.

Gideon Hausner
Jewish Day School

Living Wisdom School
of Palo Alto

Instructing children in kindergarten through eighth grade, Gideon
Hausner Jewish Day School provides strong academics, instruction
in Jewish studies and the Hebrew
language, enrichment opportunities and after-school programs.

TK-8th grade. See a six-minute
video at LivingWisdomSchool.
org. 24 years of education with
new high school. Offering daily
yoga and meditation and experiential, project-based learning,
Living Wisdom School has 24
years of proven success and serves
grades TK through eighth grade.
It offers a 1:6 teacher-student ratio
in kindergarten; an integrated arts
program which includes music,
theater, art and dance; a balanced
approach to technology; and afterschool care.

450 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,
650-494-8200, admissions@hausner.com, hausner.com

HeadsUp! Child
Development Center

2800 W. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto,
650-424-1267, pacdc@headsup.org,
headsup.org/headsup

HeadsUp! Child Development
Center serves infants, toddlers
and preschoolers (to age 6) with
a full-day program, year-round.
The Montessori curriculum focuses on building thinking skills
and personal values. A bilingual
Chinese-English preschool

START
HORSING AROUND
Taught by an equine scientist, behaviorist, and trainer




classroom is also available.

EQUINE SCIENCE
CLASSES and
HOMESCHOOL
COURSES

CUSTOMIZABLE
CLASSES!
Jennifer Ott Cameron
650-619-8257 • jottcameron@yahoo.com
starthorsingaround.com • Located at Sandhill and 280

456 College Ave., Palo Alto, 650-4628150, info@livingwisdomschool.org,
LivingWisdomSchool.org

Oshman Family JCC Leslie
Family Preschool

3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, 650-2238788, earlychildhood@paloaltojcc.
org, paloaltojcc.org/preschool

The Oshman Family JCC’s
award-winning preschool program provides an atmosphere
for building healthy and positive
learning experiences. The Yad
b’ Yad program is for children
12 to 18 months of age. Parent/
caregiver participation programs
are available for children 12 to
23 months old.

Meira Academy

3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, 650485-3589, office@meiraacademy.
org, meiraacademy.org

Meira Academy is a traditional,
all-girls Jewish high school devoted to academic excellence,
and incorporating Jewish studies as well as seminaries in Israel with an overarching goal of
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preparing its students for college.

Milestones Preschool

3864
Middlef ield
Road,
Palo Alto, 650- 494- 0550,
preschool@ abilitiesunited.org,
abilitiesunited.org

Milestones Preschool offers a
year-round, project-based program that fosters the social, emotional, cognitive and physical development of children ages 2 to 5.

Mustard Seed
Learning Center

2585 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto,
650-494-7389, info@mustard
seedlearningcenter.org, mustard
seedlearningcenter.org

The Mustard Seed Learning
Center is an after-school tutoring and care program that teaches
local youth to speak Mandarin
Chinese, in addition to emphasizing social development and excellence in mathematics, science, arts
and music. It also has a preschool
program.

Areas of focus include fostering
self-discipline, critical thinking,
independence and cooperation,
creative expression and a love of
learning.

WriteNow! Writing Camps

2800 W. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto,
650-424-1267, headsup.org/
writenow-programs

This writing course
is designed to improve student’s
skills in formal, informal and creative
writing. Individualized coaching is
s/
used to help with his/
her thinking, writing and
ion skill.
revising and presentation

Yew Chung International
national
School of Silicon Valley
(YCIS)

310 Easy St., Mountain View,
f.com,
650-903-0986, info@sv.ycef.com,
ycis-sv.com

Peninsula School is a progressive institution teaching
about 250 students from nursery through eighth grade, with
an emphasis on choice and
experience. Classes cover core
subjects as well as instruction
in music, physical education,
drama, weaving, woodshop
and more.

Sand Hill School

650 Clark Way, Palo Alto, 650688-3605, info@sandhillschool.
org, sandhillschool.org

As part of the Children’s
Health Council, Sand Hill
School teaches children from
kindergarten through eighth
grade with language-based
learning differences, and assists with the attention and social difficulties that go along
with them.

Stratford School

870 N. California Ave.,
Palo Alto, 650-493-1151,
pa@stratfordschools.com,
stratfordschools.com

Stratford School teaches
children from kindergarten
through eighth grade, approaching the learning experience by infusing a strong
liberal arts curriculum with
STEAM inspired learning.
Apply online.

Waldorf School of the
Peninsula

Mountain View Campus, 180
N. Rengstorff Ave., Mountain
View, 650-417-7600; Los Altos
Campus, 11311 Mora Drive, Los
Altos, 650-209-9400, admissions@waldorfpeninsula.org,
waldorfpeninsula.org

Waldorf School of the Peninsula serves children from nursery up through high school.

3400 West Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
www.girlsms.org

YCIS provides a multicultural
and bilingual (English and Mandarin Chinese) education to children from preschool to middle
school. Teachers facilitate student’s academic, personal and social development and emphasize a
global perspective.

For Adults
F
Fo

Avenidas

4000 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto, 650289-5400, avenidas.
oorg

Av
Avenidas
offers a
pletho
plethora of classes, as well
as lectures and workshops, for
seniors foc
focusing on topics such
as general health, physical fitness, lang
languages, humanities,
computing music and writing.
computing,
Membersh costs, fees and
Membership
des
class descriptions
are listed on

OPEN
HOUSE

Please RSVP
650.968.8338 x133
admissions@girlsms.org

Saturday,
Oct. 20th, 1 - 4 pm
Saturday,
Dec. 1st, 1 - 4 pm

(continued on next page)

Peninsula School

920 Peninsula Way, Menlo
Park, 650-325-1584, peninsulaschool.org

The Girls’ Middle School
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Meaningful & Balanced Lives
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Woodside Priory School
302 Portola Road
Portola Valley, CA 94028
650.851.8223

OPEN
O
PEN HOUSES
HOUSES
•Saturday, October 20th • Saturday, November 17th

* Registration for Open Houses and Campus Visitor Days
opens on September 4th at www.prioryca.org!
Priory is a Catholic Benedictine, independent,
coeducational 6th-12th grade school
located in Portola Valley.
Our mission is to assist all students in creating
meaningful and balanced lives, developing as lifelong
learners and stewards, and productively serving
a world in need of their gifts.

WWW.PRIORYCA.ORG
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Invitation for Bids
Repair of Driveway at Monte Bello Open
Space Preserve
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District (District) will receive bids at
[OLPY(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L6ѝJLSVJH[LKH[+PZ[LS*PYJSL3VZ
(S[VZ*(on or before 4:00 p.m. on Friday, August 24,
2018MVY[OLM\YUPZOPUNVMHSSSHIVYTH[LYPHSZHUKZLY]PJLZ
required for the following designated scope of work: repair
KYP]L^H`MYVT)SHJR4V\U[HPU*VTT\UPJH[PVUZP[LZV\[O
to the District Monte Bello Open Space Preserve boundary
[V[HSPUNMLL[All bidders must attend a mandatory
pre-bid meeting and site tour scheduled for 9:00 a.m.
on Monday, August 13, 2018. 9LZLY]H[PVUZ YLX\PYLK
*VU[HJ[!+VYLLU(NIH`HUPH[ UVSH[LY[OHU
WTVU-YPKH`(\N\Z[[VTHRLHYLZLY]H[PVU
HUKYLJLP]LKPYLJ[PVUZ
*VTWSL[L WYVQLJ[ PUMVYTH[PVU PZ JVU[HPULK ^P[OPU [OL
WYVQLJ[)PK7HJRHNL^OPJO^PSSILH]HPSHISLUVSH[LY[OHU
4VUKH` (\N\Z[   VUSPUL H[ [OL +PZ[YPJ[»Z ^LIZP[L!
O[[W!^^^VWLUZWHJLVYNUL^ZYLX\LZ[FMVYFIPKZHZW
A hardcopy is available for review at the District
(KTPUPZ[YH[P]L6ѝJL

Monthly Open House (650) 785-8099
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the website.

Advantage Aviation

1903 Embarcadero Road, Palo
Alto, 650 - 494-7248, info@
advantage- aviation. com,
advantage-aviation.com

Language classes at the
Palo Alto Adult School

Palo Alto High School, Tower Buildalo
ing, 50 Embarcadero Road, Palo
ool@
Alto, 650-329-3752, adultschool@
org/class/
pausd.org, paadultschool.org/class/
world-languages

With many instructors, Advantage Aviation has a selection of
flying classes that train new pilots
as well as help more experienced
ones acquire needed licenses.

Classes are offered in Spandaish, French, Italian and Mandarin Chinese. The classes cover
beginning and advanced skills
and sometimes literature and
arts.

Bay Area Friendship Circle

Palo Alto Adult School

The Bay Area Friendship
Circle offers programs for kids
and teens with special needs
ages 2 to 22 year round as well
as winter and summer camps.
Trained teen volunteers provide one-on-one friendship and
support.

Computer, language, cooking,
writing, art, outdoor and finance
classes — and many other offerings — are available through the
Palo Alto Adult School.

3921 Fabian Way, Suite A023, Palo
Alto, 650-858-6990, bayareafc.org,
info@BayAreaFC.org

50 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto,
650-329-3752, adultschool@pausd.
org, paadultschool.org

Stanford Continuing Studies

Littlefield Center, 365 Lasuen St.,

Join Us at a 2018
Fall Open House!

Stanford, 650-725-26
650-725-2650,
continuingstudies@
continuingstudies@stancontinuin
ford.edu, continuingstudies.
stanford.edu

Stanford Continuing
Conti
Studies
ganizes clas
organizes
classes in liberal arts
and scienc
sciences, creative writing
and professional and personal
development. Courses are held
in the evenings or on Saturdays.
Stanford Continuing Studies also
presents lectures, performances,
conferences and other events.

Class Guides are published
quarterly in the Palo Alto Weekly,
Mountain View Voice and the Almanac. Descriptions of classes
offered in Palo Alto, Stanford,
Menlo Park, Mountain View,
Atherton, East Palo Alto, Los
Altos, Los Altos Hills, Portola
Valley and Woodside are provided. Listings are free and
subject to editing. Due to space
constraints, classes held in the
above cities are given priority.
To inquire about submitting a
listing for the next Class Guide,
email Editorial Assistant Christine Lee at clee@paweekly.
com or call 650-223-6526. To
place a paid advertisement in
the Class Guide, call the display advertising department at
650-326-8210.

Advertiser
Directory
Community School
Of Music And Arts

Early Learning Institute
• Emerson School
• HeadsUp! Child
Development Centers

Give Your Teen Both Academic

Success and Happiness!

• Supportive, Stress-Free Environment
• Small Classes & Dedicated Teachers
• Academic Excellence, Honors & AP options
• Personalized Learning Plan
• Meaningful Adventures & Challenges
with national and international travel,
nature challenges, team-building, and service projects

Now Enrolling for Fall 2018
www.LivingWisdomHighSchool.org
kabir@livingwisdomhighschool.org
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Foothill College

Kindergarten-8th Grade
Monday, October 15, 8:30-10:30 am
Middle School (6-8)
Sunday, October 28, 1:00-3:30 pm
Kindergarten-3rd Grade
Wednesday, November 14, 7:00-8:30 pm

RSVP: 650.494.4404
admissions@hausner.com
www.hausner.com
gideon hausner jewish day school

¶®¤£¢£°¡ · °§¡£¢§¢¶²¯¢¸§

450 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, CA 94306 | K-8
Operating and scholarship funds partially provided by the Jewish Community
CAIS and WASC
Federation of San Francisco, the Peninsula, Marin and Sonoma Counties and the
Schwartzman Family Scholarship Fund.
Accredited

Gideon Hausner Jewish
Day School
Girls Middle School

Odyssey Montessori
School
Living Wisdom
High School
Mid-Peninsula
High School

Pacific Art League
Palo Alto Adult School
Peninsula School

Peninsula Youth
Theatre
Start Horsing Around
Stratford School

Woodside Priory
School

Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 44
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front
GROWING ASIAN VEGGIES ...
The Santa Clara County Master
Gardener program will offer a
free class on Thursday, Aug. 16,
on “Growing Asian Vegetables,”
such as bok choy, scallions and
dill. Master Gardener Jean Lee
will hold the class from 7 to 8
p.m. in the Community Room at
Rinconada Library, 1213 Newell
Road, Palo Alto.
FILOLI IN THE FALL ... The
654-acre Filoli estate is kicking
off its annual fall festivities with
special events that run from
Sept. 7 through Nov. 4. This
year’s theme, “Golden Harvest,”
honors the estate’s agricultural,
homesteading and preservation
practices. There will be antique
farm equipment throughout the
property, tours of the Gentleman’s
Orchard and tales from the
families and staff who built Filoli.
Be sure to view the mixed-media
art exhibit that will be on display
at the Visitor and Education
Center. And on Saturday, Sept.
22, the estate will hold its daylong
Autumn Festival, celebrating
family and cultural traditions
related to the fall harvest. There
will be heirloom fruit tasting from
Filoli’s orchards, autumn-themed
floral demonstrations, orchard
walks, live entertainment and
other activities, including pumpkin
decorating, puppet shows and
a cider tasting, as well as a
beekeeping demonstration and
visits from zoo animals. From 5 - 7
p.m., enjoy the Autumn Afterglow
with food, music, and beer tasting
from Fort Point Brewery at the
Woodland Beer Garden. Filoli
is located at 86 Canada Road,
Woodside. For tickets or more
information, go to filoli.org.
THINKING ABOUT
REMODELING? ... Not sure what
scope your remodeling project
should take? Harrell Remodeling
is holding a free seminar on
Saturday, Sept. 15, to help
homeowners review their design
options and decide whether they
should refresh, reface or do a
complete redesign. The event
will be from 9 -11 a.m. at 944
Industrial Ave., Palo Alto. For
more information, go to harrellremodeling.com.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

cover-up
It’s a

Planting interim crops helps
soil for future veggies and fruit
Story and photos by Christine Lee

Master Gardener Ann Burrell pulls
a cowpea plant to expose its roots.
Cover crops need to be cut and put
under the soil before they bear fruit.
Root nodules like these help put
nitrogen back in the soil.

I

f your vegetable garden seems like it’s
not producing as much as you think it
should, you might need to follow ancient
farmers’ wisdom: plant cover crops.
Cover crops, also known as “green
manure,” have been used for centuries
to enrich soil prior to planting and harvesting summer and winter crops. Unlike main
crops that you can pick and eat, these plants
are meant to be clipped, chopped and buried
as compost in the soil.
“Basically what we’re doing is feeding all
the microorganisms that live in the soil and
improving soil texture. And basically (the
soil) becomes more workable, more nutritious
for the plants you’re going to grow in afterward,” said Ann Burrell, a master gardener at
the University of California, during a recent
visit to the Palo Alto Demonstration Garden,
where she and the other master gardeners keep
a healthy edible garden brimming with bees,
birds and colorful flowers.
Here, Burrell and other gardeners planted
cowpeas as this year’s summer cover crop to
add nitrogen (a key nutrient for growing plants)
to the soil. Other cover crops, such as grasses,
turnips, bok choy and broccoli, are used to add
carbon to the soil to make it more fertile.
“People complain about clay soils because
if they’re heavily compacted, they’re hard as
rock in summer, and they’re dry and horrible

Cowpeas blooming at the Palo Alto
Demonstration Garden.

Visitors at Palo Alto Demonstration Garden
can view cover crops every summer and
winter. Each soil bed is planted with a cover
crop every two years.
to work with in the winter,” Burrell said. “So
adding compost, especially green cover crops
like (cowpeas), will lighten the soil and make
it workable.”
Oftentimes, cover crops will grow so abundantly, they’ll start growing out of their beds.
When this happens, Burrell will clip the plant
at the ground and cut it in pieces about four
inches long with hedge shears before planting
the pieces in the soil. The smaller the pieces,
the better.
“If you can shred it into tiny pieces ... they

would compost faster. Basically what we’re doing is composting them in the soil,” she said.
When it comes to timing, Burrell recommends planting cover crop seeds in May, growing them throughout the summer and turning
them under three to six weeks before growing
winter vegetables, such as onions and garlic.
Winter cover-crop seeds should be planted in
October, so they can be turned under in time
for spring and summer plantings.
For summer cover crops, Burrell chooses
cowpeas, sudangrass, buckwheat and other
plants that add nitrogen since the much of the
soil in this area is carbon-rich, she said. For the
winter, she goes with fava beans, bells beans,
veches and clovers.
“Clovers are particularly attractive because
they make these beautiful red clovers that are
just absolutely gorgeous as a cover crop,” she
said.
Burrell said one of the more difficult things
with growing cover crops is resisting the urge
to eat them.
“One of the standard cover crops is fava
beans, and a lot of people like to eat fava
beans, so you have to encourage them not to,”
she said.
If you have gardening questions, contact UC
Master Gardeners at 650-329-1356 ext. 205. Q
Editorial Assistant Christine Lee can be
emailed at clee@paweekly.com.
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SOLD IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
SOLDINYOURNEIGHBORHOOD
D

1414 Edgewood Drive, Palo Alto
$10,900,000
SO

LD

1414 Pitman Avenue, Palo Alto
$5,880,000

846 E Greenwich Place, Palo Alto
$5,610,000

LD
SO

1945 Cowper Street, Palo Alto
$4,925,000
SO

LD
SO

LD
SO

L
SO

LD

SO

1310 Greenwood Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,600,000

1417 Pitman Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,600,000

LD

LD
SO

1437 Dana Avenue, Palo Alto
$4,498,000

LD

SO

2950 South Court, Palo Alto
$3,900,000

775 Garland Drive, Palo Alto
$4,000,000

LIST YOUR HOME WITH
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD SPECIALIST
“I strive to provide the highest standard of integrity and diligence.”

XINJIANG

650.283.8379
xjiang@apr.com
www.xjiang.apr.com
License #01961451
Serving Palo Alto, Los Altos, Menlo Park, Atherton
MBA, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania
BA, Waseda University Japan (圹ኦय़)
Fluent in Japanese and Mandarin
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/ Regal Crescent Park Home Near Downtown /

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday & Sunday, 1:30 - 4:30pm
827 HAMILTON AVENUE, PALO ALTO
Exuding all the character of a heritage manor beﬁtting Crescent Park,
this home was actually built just 20 years ago and has been tastefully
updated since then. The result is chic designer style with every box
checked for the best in downtown living – sumptuous interiors,
exceptional outdoor living space, plus a location that puts University
Avenue shops and restaurants just four blocks away.

Offered at $4,198,000
For photos visit www.827Hamilton.com
• 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms
• Approximately 2,547 sq. ft.
• Stunning Crescent Park remodel
featuring chic designer style
and reﬁnished hardwood ﬂoors
• Newly constructed in 1997
with an architectural style
beﬁtting Palo Alto’s heritage
neighborhoods
• Majestic living room with
towering ceiling and a formal
dining room that opens to an
enclosed garden courtyard
• Chef’s kitchen with breakfast
nook

• Inviting family room with a
marble ﬁreplace
• Main-level bedroom, also ideal
for an ofﬁce
• Master bedroom suite with
vaulted ceiling and French
doors to a large terrace
• Parterre rose garden
• Spacious garden courtyard
with lawn and vast terrace
• Outstanding location less
than one-half mile to shops
and restaurants on famed
University Avenue
• Excellent Palo Alto schools

DANTE DRUMMOND
650.400.9390
ddrummond@apr.com
www.DanteDrummond.com
License # 00656636
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THE ADDRESS IS THE PENINSU
THE EXPERIENCE IS AIN PINEL

ATHERTON $15,900,000

LOS ALTOS HILLS $7,288,800

LOS ALTOS $7,288,000

MENLO PARK $6,598,000

385 Fletcher Drive | 6bd/7+ba
Mary & Brent Gullixson | 650.888.0860
License # 00373961 | 01329216
BY APPOINTMENT

24040 Oak Knoll Circle | 5bd/5ba
Loren Dakin | 650.714.8662
License # 01030193
BY APPOINTMENT

759 Sunshine Drive | 6bd/5+ba
Mandy Montoya | 650.823.8212
License # 01111473
BY APPOINTMENT

1797 Stanford Avenue | 6bd/7ba
Keri Nicholas | 650.533.7373
License # 01198898
BY APPOINTMENT

ATHERTON $6,495,000

PALO ALTO $4,695,000

MENLO PARK $3,480,000

REDWOOD CITY $3,159,000

29 Stockbridge Avenue | 5bd/5.5ba
Mary & Brent Gullixson | 650.888.0860
License # 00373961 | 01329216
BY APPOINTMENT

744 Guinda Street | 4bd/3ba
Umang Sanchorawala | 650.960.5363
License # 01471341
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

35 La Loma Drive | 3bd/3ba
Kiersten Ligeti | 650.766.8319
License # 01298631
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:00-4:00

3723 Jefferson Court | 4bd/3.5ba
Judy Citron | 650.543.1206
License # 01825569
BY APPOINTMENT

 HONDA $2,998,000

PALO ALTO $2,950,000

PALO ALTO $2,698,000

WOODSIDE $2,199,000

300 Rancho De La Bana | 6bd/7ba
S. Hayes/ K. Bird | 650.245.5044
License # 01401243 | 00929166
BY APPOINTMENT

2380 Tasso Street | 3bd/2ba
S. Bucolo/C. Giuliacci | 650.207.9909
License # 00613242 | 01506761
OPEN SUNDAY 2:00-4:00

411 Adobe Place | 3bd/2ba
C. Giuliacci/S. Bucolo | 650.380.5989
License # 01506761 | 00613242
OPEN SUNDAY 2:00-5:00

12 Montecito Road | Land
Wayne Rivas | 650.740.5746
License # 01055861
BY APPOINTMENT

MOUNTAIN VIEW $1,799,000

SANTA CRA $1,298,000

REDWOOD CITY $1,285,000

SAN JOSE $889,000

1777 Latham Street | 3bd/2.5ba
Lynn North | 650.209.1562
License # 01490039
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30

2006 Stanley Avenue | 3bd/2ba
Barbara Williams | 650.814.0741
License # 01033672
OPEN SATURDAY 1:00-4:30

2024 Palm Avenue | 2bd/1ba
Janis Ahmadjian-Baer | 650.740.5390
License # 00980993
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

182 Kirk Avenue | 3bd/2.5ba
Carol Borison | 650.303.9569
License# 01880666
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111

Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100

Woodside
650.529.1111

Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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$$ FOR SALE $$

THIS WEEKEND OPEN HOMES

Non MLS Homes & Land
Call Jan

Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”
Realtor, DRE #00620365

The local
news you care
about is one
click away.

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

5 Bedrooms

40 Selby Ln
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$5,200,000
324-4456

2 Bedrooms - Condominium
2330 University Av #380
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$829,888
947-4700

LOS ALTOS
4 Bedrooms

1847 Juarez Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

$2,988,000
947-2900

952 Lundy Ln
Sat/Sun
Sereno Group

$2,599,000
947-2900

759 Sunshine Dr
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$7,288,000
462-1111

11600 Old Ranch Ln
$3,798,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700
27760 Edgerton Rd
$5,998,000
Sun
Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

Are you staying current with the
changing real estate market conditions?
:HRσHUWKHRQHRQOLQH
destination that lets you
fully explore:
• Interactive maps
• Homes for sale
• Open house dates and times
• Virtual tours and photos
• Prior sales info
• Neighborhood guides
• Area real estate links
• and so much more.
Our comprehensive online guide
to the Midpeninsula real estate
market has all the resources
a home buyer, agent or local
resident could ever want and it’s
all in one easy-to-use, local site!

Agents:

You’ll want to explore our unique online advertising opportunities.
&RQWDFW\RXUVDOHVUHSUHVHQWDWLYHRUFDOOWRGD\WRðQGRXWPRUH

Explore area real estate through your favorite local website:
TheAlmanacOnline.com
MountainViewOnline.com
PaloAltoOnline.com
And click on “real estate” in the navigation bar.

TheAlmanacOnline.com

MountainViewOnline.com

25616 Moody Rd
Sun 1-5
Coldwell Banker
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$6,450,000
325-6161

6 Bedrooms

25721 La Lanne Ct
$8,348,000
Sat
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
941-4300

MENLO PARK
2 Bedrooms

124 Oak Ct
$1,575,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

14 Tynan Way
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$2,395,000
851-2666

5 Bedrooms

25 Bear Gulch Dr
$5,995,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
851-1961
1 Applewood Ln
$6,495,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
851-2666
1305 Westridge Dr
$6,495,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474

8 Bedrooms

140 Willowbrook Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$6,388,000
851-1961

1240 Woodside Rd #24
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

3 Bedrooms

471 Lakeview Way
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

4 Bedrooms

441 3rd Av
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
194 Hillview Av
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

5 Bedrooms

2868 Carolina Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$675,000
325-6161
$1,899,950
947-4700
$1,149,000
324-4456
$2,488,000
851-2666
$1,875,000
543-7740

SAN CARLOS
3 Bedrooms

1724 Greenwood Av
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$2,150,000
324-4456

1290 Sharon Park Dr #49
$1,649,000
Sun
Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

SANTA CLARA

3 Bedrooms

$1,500,000
324-4456

2959 Gala Ct
$1,395,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
941-4300

$4,695,000
324-4456

STANFORD

552 Marsh Rd
Sun 1-4:30
Coldwell Banker

4 Bedrooms

925 Cotton St
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

2328 Branner Dr
$3,400,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1 Bedroom - Condominium
500 W Middlefield Rd #71
Sat 12-5/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$669,000
947-4700

174 Jordan Ct
$1,498,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700
195 Darya Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$1,550,000
947-4700

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

221 N Rengstorff Av #20
$1,398,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

6 Bedrooms

22420 Diericx Ct
$2,898,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

827 Hamilton Av
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
1321 Harker Av
Sat/Sun
Deleon Realty

3 Bedrooms - Condominium

124 Peter Coutts Cir
$1,475,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

483 Wild Cherry Ter
$998,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

2 Bedrooms - Townhouse
220 Red Oak Dr #M
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

4 Bedrooms

840 Mango Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

6 Bedrooms

880 Tartarian Way
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero Real Estate Services

$789,000
947-4700
$1,898,000
323-1900
$2,398,000
947-4700

WOODSIDE
4 Bedrooms

PALO ALTO
4 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse

SUNNYVALE

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

5 Bedrooms
PaloAltoOnline.com

PORTOLA VALLEY

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

4 Bedrooms

5 Bedrooms

$9,800,000
543-8500

REDWOOD CITY

LOS ALTOS HILLS

The DeLeon Difference®

4256 Manuela Ct
Sat
Deleon Realty

3 Bedrooms

EAST PALO ALTO

6 Bedrooms
®

7 Bedrooms

ATHERTON

$4,198,000
323-1111
$7,988,000
543-8500

163 Otis Av
$2,695,000
Sun 1-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
529-1111
6 Quail Ct
$4,190,000
Sun 2-4 Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

6 Bedrooms

116 Fox Hollow Rd
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$7,200,000
851-2666

777 San Antonio Rd #131
Palo Alto
Beautiful Palo Alto Condo
Fantastic opportunity to own in Palo Alto. Move in and
enjoy this tastefully updated and bright condo, within close
proximity to shops, restaurants, and employers. Located in
The Greenhouse complex, you’ll enjoy a park like setting,
ample open space, and a community pool.
Amenities
• 1,030 sf living space, 2 bd/2 ba
• Large master suite with walk-in closet
• Dedicated balcony with storage closet
• Updated kitchen with new appliances
• Brand new hardwood ﬂoors & paint
• New recessed LED lighting throughout
• In-unit laundry

Offered at $1,250,000
Open House:

Saturday & Sunday

Wonderful Location
• Great location within The Greenhouse complex
• Easy access to highways, stores, and restaurants
• Located in the coveted Palo Alto School District
• Close to Google, Facebook, Apple, Intuit, and other
major employers

Chris Taylor
Realtor DRE#01763999
Certiﬁed Appraiser AR039437

Contact:
650-804-1938
chris@triadainvestments.com
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Palo Alto Weekly

Moonlight
Run & Walk
At Palo Alto Baylands

N

A benefit event
for local non-profits
supporting kids &
families

Friday, Sept. 21, 2018
Presented by City of Palo Alto

NEW COURSE!

5K Run & Walk

NEW THIS YEAR!

10K Run

Half Marathon

INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION: PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
CORPORATE
SPONSORS:
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Marketplace
PLACE
AN AD
ONLINE
fogster.com

E-MAIL
ads@fogster.com

P
 HONE

650.326.8216
Now you can log on to
fogster.com, day or night
and get your ad started
immediately online.
Most listings are free and
include a one-line free
print ad in our Peninsula
newspapers with the
option of photos and
additional lines. Exempt
are employment ads,
which include a web
listing charge. Home
Services and Mind & Body
Services require contact
with a Customer Sales
Representative.
So, the next time you
have an item to sell,
barter, give away or
buy, get the perfect
combination: print ads in
your local newspapers,
reaching more than
150,000 readers, and
unlimited free web
postings reaching
hundreds of thousands
additional people!!

INDEX
QBULLETIN

BOARD

100-155
SALE
200-270
QKIDS STUFF
330-390
QMIND & BODY
400-499
QJ
 OBS
500-560
QB
 USINESS
SERVICES
600-699
QH
 OME
SERVICES
700-799
QFOR RENT/
FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE
801-899
QP
 UBLIC/LEGAL
NOTICES
995-997
QFOR

The publisher waives any and all claims
or consequential damages due to errors
Embarcadero Media cannot assume
responsibility for the claims or performance
of its advertisers. Embarcadero Media right
to refuse, edit or reclassify any ad solely at its
discretion without prior notice.

fogster.com

TM

THE PENINSULA’S
FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEB SITE
Combining the reach of the Web with
print ads reaching over 150,000 readers!

fogster.com is a unique web site offering FREE postings from communities throughout the Bay Area and
an opportunity for your ad to appear in the Palo Alto Weekly, The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

Bulletin
Board

230 Freebies
baby crib - FREE

245 Miscellaneous

For Sale

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH
FOOD GRADE 100%. OMRI Listed-Meets
Organic Use Standards. BUY ONLINE
ONLY: homedepot.com (Cal-SCAN)

115 Announcements

202 Vehicles Wanted

Parakeets for Sale - $75

DID YOU KNOW
that newspapers serve an engaged
audience and that 79% still read a
print newspaper? Newspapers need to
be in your mix! Discover the Power of
Newspaper Advertising. For more info
email cecelia@cnpa.com or call
(916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)

WANTED! Old Porsche
356/911/912 for restoration by
hobbyist 1948-1973 Only. Any
condition, top $ paid! PLEASE LEAVE
MESSAGE 1-707-965-9546. Email:
porscherestoration@yahoo.com.
(Cal-SCAN)

Vintage Mountain View Shop

DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release — the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or
http://prmediarelease.com/california
(Cal-SCAN)
CASTRO STREET MOUNTAIN VIEW HIGH
HUGE BOOK SALE AUGUST 11 & 12

210 Garage/Estate
Sales
Menlo Park, 1911 Menalto, August 18
10:30-1:30
Palo Alto, 1018 Loma Verde Avenue,
Aug. 11, 8-2
Palo Alto, 1280 Pine Street, 8a-noonish

215 Collectibles &
Antiques
TOPPS Baseball Sets - $99

Kid’s
Stuff
350 Preschools/
Schools/Camps
Neuroscience Summer Camp

No phone
number in the
ad?
GO TO

fogster.com
for contact
information

Mind
& Body

Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS
for LESS THAN $200! FDA-Registered.
Crisp, clear sound, state of-the-art
features & no audiologist needed.
Try it RISK FREE for 45 Days! CALL
1-877-736-1242
(Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN - Anytime. Anywhere!
No tanks to refill. No deliveries. The AllNew Inogen One G4 is only 2.8 pounds!
FAA approved! FREE info kit:
1-844-359-3976.
(Cal-SCAN)

Jobs

425 Health Services

500 Help Wanted

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids
100% Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial.
Comfort Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you
decide to keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per
aid. FREE Shipping. Call Hearing Help
Express 1- 844-234-5606
(Cal-SCAN)

Cleaners need an experience presser.
$16/hr to start. Apply in person.
Town & Country Cleaners, 855 El Camino
Real #42, Palo Alto.

“Even Chances”— the odd one’s out. Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 47.

Answers on page 47.

Spanish Teacher

The Vintage Mountain View Shop

130 Classes &
Instruction
ExpertMathematicsTutoring.com
Mathematics/Computer Science
650-208-5303
Matthew T. Lazar, Ph.D.
https://expertmathematicstutoring.
com/
School of Chamber Music

133 Music Lessons
Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons. In your home
or mine. Bachelor of Music, 20+ years
exp. 650/493-6950
CMEC Music Instruction
Covenant Music Education Center
(CMEC) invites children and youth
wishing to enroll in private music
lessons in piano, voice, flute, violin,
brasses and organ. Contact Covenant
Music Education Center at 650-494-1760
or covenant presbyterian.net/cmec.
Guitar Lessons For Engineers
Please see www.rkguitar.com for
musical samples and details.

135 Group Activities
Trailblazer Race 9/30

145 Non-Profits
Needs
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-844-491-2884 (Cal-SCAN)
Got an older car, boat or RV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the
Humane Society. Call 1-844-335-2616
(Cal-SCAN)
DONATE BOOKS/SUPPORT PA LIBRARY
Friends of Menlo Park Library
WISHLIST FRIENDS PA LIBRARY

150 Volunteers
FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY
JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM
Love to READ? Share your passion
Teaching Volunteer Opportunity

Classified Deadlines:

NOON,
WEDNESDAY

Across
1 Worker’s compensation
5 “M*A*S*H” actress Loretta
9 Wilson of “The Office”
14 Have ___ in the oven (be
preggers)
15 “What ___ God wrought” (first
official Morse code message)
16 Muppet wearing a
horizontally striped shirt
17 2000 movie with the quote
“What we do in life echoes in
eternity”
19 Box lunch?
20 Relative that might be “once
removed”
22 Wood for baseball bats
23 Removed
27 Mustard sometimes mixed
with mayo
31 “Out of the Cellar” glam
rockers
33 ___-de-France (Paris’s region)
34 1998 skating gold medalist
Kulik
35 In-between feeding time
invented for a Taco Bell ad
campaign
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38 Olympus ___ (Martian
volcano)
39 Come together
40 90 degrees from norte
41 Intuitive power
43 “Don’t change”
44 Suffix similar to -let
45 Painters’ mediums
46 Lunar cycle segment
47 Present-day
49 Act like an old-timey suitor
51 Honorific for landmarks
like the Great Wall of China,
Taj Mahal, or Empire State
Building
58 Cable movie channel owned
by Lionsgate since 2016
61 Lou Gehrig’s nickname, with
“The”
62 TV input or output
component
63 Appellation
64 Johnny of “Fantastic Beasts:
The Crimes of Grindelwald”
65 Color for rolls of dimes
66 Actress Natalia of “Stranger
Things”

67 “Undertale” character named
for a derided font
Down
1 Tail movements
2 Skilled
3 Burrito bar side, for short
4 Prefix with plasm
5 Sardine cousins
6 Look after
7 “Was ___ harsh?”
8 “No ___ Traffic”
9 Renaissance
10 Bowl game venue, maybe
11 Roadside rest stop
12 Insect egg
13 Keanu, in the “Matrix” series
18 “___ ever-changing world ...”
21 Living room piece
24 Short nap
25 Makes happy
26 Leave out
27 Chinese restaurant style
28 Repetitive-sounding province
of the Philippines
29 Brought bad luck to

www.sudoku.name

30 Brewer’s dryer
31 Archaeological site
32 The “A” that turns STEM into
STEAM
35 Joining with heat
36 Harvard-set Turow book
37 Fit together
42 Range of perception
46 “Christopher Robin” character
48 Like feelings from ASMR
videos, for some
49 Mock-innocent reply
50 Team VIP
52 Golden ___ (Sir Francis
Drake’s flagship)
53 Airplane seat attachment
54 Head bobs
55 De Matteo of “The Sopranos”
56 Channel with a “Deportes”
version
57 Sales force members
58 Succumb to gravity
59 NBC News correspondent
Katy
60 Ending for Power or Gator
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)

THE PENINSULA’S FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEBSITE
TO RESPOND TO ADS WITHOUT PHONE NUMBERS
GO TO WWW.FOGSTER.COM

Business
Services
601 Accounting/
Bookkeeping
ADMIN. ASSISTANT
bkpg incl payroll, bill paying, tax prep.
Leave contact name and telephone at
650-968-5680 or email to kara@jps.net.

604 Adult Care
Offered
A PLACE FOR MOM
The nation’s largest senior living referral
service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-855-467-6487.
(Cal-SCAN)

624 Financial
Are you in BIG trouble
with the IRS? Stop wage & bank levies,
liens & audits, unfiled tax returns, payroll
issues, & resolve tax debt FAST. Call
855-970-2032. (Cal-SCAN)
Unable to work due to injury
or illness? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc.,
Social Security Disability Attorneys! FREE
Evaluation. Local Attorneys Nationwide
1-844-879-3267. Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. FL
(TX/NM Bar.) (Cal-SCAN)

636 Insurance
DENTAL INSURANCE
Call Physicians Mutual Insurance
Company for details. NOT just a
discount plan, REAL coverage for
350 procedures. 1-855-472-0035 or
http://www.dental50plus.com/canews
Ad# 6118 (Cal-SCAN)
Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)
SAVE
on Medicare Supplement Insurance!
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation!
Compare Quotes from Major Insurance
Cos. Operators Standing By. CALL
1-855-690-0310. (Cal-SCAN)

640 Legal Services
DID YOU KNOW
that the average business spends the
equivalent of nearly 1½ days per week
on digital marketing activities? CNPA
can help save you time and money. For
more info email cecelia@cnpa.com or
call (916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)

751 General
Contracting
A NOTICE TO READERS:
It is illegal for an unlicensed person
to perform contracting work on any
project valued at $500.00 or more in
labor and materials. State law also
requires that contractors include their
license numbers on all advertising.
Check your contractor’s status at
www.cslb.ca.gov or 800-321-CSLB
(2752). Unlicensed persons taking
jobs that total less than $500.00
must state in their advertisements
that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board.

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup
& maintain the value of your home! Set
an appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069
(Cal-SCAN)

771 Painting/
Wallpaper
Glen Hodges Painting
Call me first! Senior discount. 45 yrs.
#351738. 650-322-8325, phone calls
ONLY.

799 Windows
Dennis Lund Window Cleaning
Best In Quality
Free Estimates: (650) 566 1393
Fully Licensed & Insured
Service from San Mateo to Morgan Hill
and all points in between

Real
Estate
805 Homes for Rent
Palo Alto, 3 BR/1BA
Btfl house in Midtown. Hrdwd floor,
fresh paint. Nice nghborhd close to
YMCA. Easy access to 101. Avlble Aug
3rd. $4500/6 mo. & then mo. to mo.
650-856-1610

809 Shared Housing/
Rooms
Redwood City, 4 BR/2 BA - $1200

840 Vacation
Rentals/Time Shares

Home
Services
707 Cable/Satellite
DIRECTV SELECT PACKAGE!
Over 150 Channels, ONLY $35/month
(for 12 mos.) Order Now! Get a $100
AT&T Visa Rewards Gift Card (some
restrictions apply) CALL 1-866-249-0619
(Cal-SCAN)
DISH TV $59.99
For 190 Channels $14.95 High Speed
Internet. Free Installation, Smart HD
DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. Some
restrictions apply. 1-844-536-5233.
(Cal-SCAN)

715 Cleaning
Services
Junk Removal Diva
Woman Owned Professional All Junk
removal, since 2010.
No Job Too Small or Too Big; Household,
Office, etc.
Call: (650) 834-5462
PA Molly Maid, Inc.
PA Molly Maid, Inc.
Give yourself the gift of time and let
Molly Maid clean your home, contact
us at 650-965-1105 or at pamollymaid@
aol.com

ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Visit the Palo Alto Weekly
Marketplace at
www.fogster.com

Santa Cruz Ocean Getaway
Home in Surfers’ Paradise, Pleasure
Point. 1 BR apt. Ocean view from LR
and BR, shared deck, BBQ & hot shower.
Garage & parking. QUIET community.
Landlords on site. Great credit & refs
please. 1yr lease min. Sorry, no dogs.
$2,850/mo. 650-328-9399

845 Out of Area
NORTHERN AZ WILDERNESS RANCH
$205 Month - Quiet very secluded 38
acre off grid ranch bordering 800 acres
of uninhabited State Trust woodlands
at cool clear 6,200’ elevation. No urban
noise & dark sky nights amid pure air
& AZ’s very best year-round climate.
Blends of evergreen woodlands &
grassy wild flower covered meadows
with sweeping views across scenic
wilderness mountains and valleys
from ridgetop cabin site. Abundant
clean groundwater at shallow depths,
free well access, loam garden soil,
maintained road access. Camping and
RV use ok. Near historic pioneer town
& fishing / boating lake. From $22,500,
$2,250 down, with no qualifying seller
financing. Free brochure with photos,
additional property selections with
prices, terrain maps, lake info, weather
chart/area info: 1st United Realty
800.966.6690. (Cal-SCAN)

855 Real Estate
Services
RETIRED COUPLE $$$$
for business purpose Real Estate loans.
Credit unimportant. V.I.P. Trust Deed
Company www.viploan.com Call
818 248-0000 Broker-principal BRE
01041073. (Cal-SCAN)

890 Real Estate
Wanted
KC BUYS HOUSES - FAST - CASH
Any Condition. Family owned &
Operated . Same day offer!
(951) 805-8661
WWW.KCBUYSHOUSES.COM (Cal-SCAN)

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
WESTERN RECOVERY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644302
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Western Recovery, located at 2200 Geng
Road, Suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
WESTERN SERVICE CONTRACT CORP.
2200 Geng Road, Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 2/18/2004.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 10, 2018.
(PAW July 20, 27; Aug. 3, 10, 2018)
BAGEL AND DONUT BASKET
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644444
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Bagel and Donut Basket, located at 1705
Branham Ln., San Jose, CA 95118, Clara
County.
This business is owned by: A General
Partnership.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
TYHUOY NGOV
1208 Lynn Ave.
San Jose, CA 95122
VOEUT HENG
1208 Lynn Ave.
San Jose, CA 95122
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 7/13/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 13, 2018.
(PAW July 27; Aug. 3, 10, 17, 2018)
STANFORD SMILE DESIGN
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644275
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Stanford Smile Design, located at 1805
El Camino Real Suite 202, Palo Alto, CA
94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
BABAK MOSTAAN DDS
26100 Duval Way
Los Altos Hils, CA 94022
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 06.25.2008.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 10, 2018.
(PAW July 20, 27; Aug. 3, 10, 2018)
MEDALLION RUG GALLERY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN643597
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Medallion Rug Gallery, located at 353
University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
POLYTEX CORPORATION
370 Convention Way
Redwood City, CA 94063
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 03/01/1987.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
June 20, 2018.
(PAW July 20, 27; Aug. 3, 10, 2018)

MARKETPLACE the printed version of

fogster.com

TM

TAQUERIA EL GRULLENSE M & G INC.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644506
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Taqueria El Grullense M & G Inc., located
at 3636 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA
94306274, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
TAQUERIA EL GRULLENSE M&G INC.
3636 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306274
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 01/17/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 17, 2018.
(PAW July 27; Aug. 3, 10, 17, 2018)
JAMAICA ON WHEELS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644544
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Jamaica On Wheels, located at 33 Encina
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ALACIA STACIAN HAFNER
33 Encina Ave. Apt. 530
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 18, 2018.
(PAW July 27; Aug. 3, 10, 17, 2018)
LITTLE HILLS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644729
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Little Hills, located at 2625 Middlefield
Rd., #407, Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa
Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
TINY HILLS, INC.
2625 Middlefield Road, #407
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 07/01/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 26, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 2018)

may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of: Gertrude Eleanor
Jones aka Gertrude O’Hare Jones aka
Gertrude E. Jones aka Gertrude O.
Jones
A Petition for Probate has been filed by
Stephen Jones and Rebecca Jones in
the Superior Court of California, County
of Santa Clara.
The Petition for Probate requests that
Stephen Jones and Rebecca Jones be
appointed as personal representative
to administer the estate of the
decedent.
The Petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow
the personal representative to take
many actions without obtaining
court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, however,
the personal representative will be
required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant the
authority.
A hearing on the petition will be held
in this court on October 4, 2018 at 9:00
A.M. in Dept. 12 located at 191 North
First Street, San Jose, CA 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or

file written objections with the court
before the hearing. Your appearance
may be in person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative
appointed by the court within the later
of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general
personal representative, as defined in
section 58(b) of the California Probate
Code, or (2) 60 days from the date of
mailing or personal delivery to you
of a notice under section 9052 of the
California Probate Code.
Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your rights as
a creditor. You may want to consult
with an attorney knowledgeable in
California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court
a Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate assets or of
any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250. A Request
for Special Notice form is available from
the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner: Yulissa Zulaica,
Johnston, Kinney & Zulaica LLP, 180
Sansome Street, Fifth Floor, San
Francisco, CA 94104, Telephone: (415)
693-0550; Fax No. (415) 693-0500
8/10, 8/17, 8/24/18
CNS-3160493#
PALO ALTO WEEKLY

We handle all your
Legal publishing needs

To assist you with your legal advertising needs
Call Alicia Santillan at 650-223-6578
asantillan@paweekly.com

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 46.

IKON ELECTRIC
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644582
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Ikon Electric, located at 2850 Middlefield
Road, Unit 120, Palo Alto, CA 94306,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
HOOD GENERAL CONTRACTING, INC.
2850 Middlefield Road, Unit 120
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 07/23/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 19, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 2018)
WEEKEND WELLNESS CLINIC
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN644684
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Weekend Wellness Clinic, located at 616
University Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
ALEXANDAR JOSHUA PETERS
616 University Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 11/03/1984.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on July 24, 2018.
(PAW Aug. 10, 17, 24, 31, 2018)

997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF
GERTRUDE ELEANOR JONES AKA
GERTRUDE O’HARE JONES AKA
GERTRUDE E. JONES AKA GERTRUDE
O. JONES
CASE NO. 18PR184027
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
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Sports
Shorts

ONE TIMES THREE ... The Stanford
women’s volleyball team begins
the season atop the American
Volleyball Coaches Association
preseason poll. It is the 70th No.
1 ranking all-time for the program.
Stanford has been ranked in every
AVCA preseason poll since its
inception in 1982, and is No. 1 to
start the season for the first time
since 2002. The Cardinal, which
received 43 first-place votes,
returns five starters plus its libero
from last year’s NCAA semifinal
team. Stanford is one of two
teams, with Penn State, to appear
in all 37 NCAA women’s volleyball
Tournaments . . . The defending
national champion Stanford
women’s soccer team opens the
season ranked No. 1 in the United
Soccer Coaches top-25 poll.
Stanford’s entire starting defense
returns, including goalkeeper
Alison Jahansouz, whose seven
goals allowed in 2017 ranks fifth in
program history. . . . The Stanford
men’s soccer team, three-time
defending NCAA champions, is No.
1 inn the nation according to the
United Soccer Coaches preseason
poll. The Cardinal sealed its place
in history after beating Indiana, 1-0,
in the College Cup last December.
Stanford became just the second
school to win three consecutive
NCAA championships.

ON THE AIR
Saturday
Sunday

International swimming: Pan Pacific
Championships, Tokyo, 1 p.m., KNTV

Wednesday

Drag Boat Racing: Lucas Oil Series,
San Angelo, Texas, noon, NBCSN

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

Increase in numbers
a healthy sign

University of San Diego over the
summer, returns for his third year
as the starter.
“He’s looking real good,’’ Gifford said. “He’s very studious,
brings his notebook every day. It’s
clear he wants to be good.’’
Chryst struggled in a run-based
Wing-T the last two years. The
Vikings will be more wide open
this season; Chryst will be taking snaps in the shotgun, rather
than under center, in a more passfriendly system.
Aiden Chang (931 yards
rushing last season) returns at

by Glenn Reeves
ast season was an experience best left buried and
forgotten for the Woodside
High School’s football team.
The Wildcats went 0-10 and
due to a lack of available bodies had to forfeit their final game
of the season. As a result, they
have been demoted from the
Peninsula Athletic League’s
mid-tier Ocean Division to the
Lake Division.
As fall practice opens, Woodside coach Justin Andrews is
looking for a rebound season and
so far likes what he’s seen.
“Judging by a small sample
size we’re much improved across
the board,’’ Andrews said.
Most encouraging are the presence of 80 players to populate
the program’s two teams, a big
increase over last season.
Joseph King was the team’s top
offensive performer a year ago as
a junior quarterback. But King,
a standout catcher on the Woodside baseball team, has accepted
a scholarship offer to play baseball at Washington State and opted to not play football this fall.
While Andrews certainly
would have liked to have had
a returning quarterback with
a year of running the system
under his belt, he said he likes
what he’s seen of two aspiring
quarterbacks -- Trevor Cook and
Brody Crowley -- who are competing for playing time.
“I’m pleased to see how they
are competing,’’ Andrews said.
“Both have taken big steps of
development over the summer at
passing tournaments.’’
Cook is seen as more of a

(continued on next page)

(continued on next page)

L

Senior Jackson Chryst (9) will be instrumental in helping Palo Alto achieve its goals. Linemen such as
Meesi Mahe (55) will also be key.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Palo Alto seeks to reverse trend
The last time the Vikings recorded a winning season was in 2013
by Glenn Reeves
alo Alto High has a storied football tradition.
The 2010 Vikings were
the first Central Coast Section
team to win a state championship and the only CCS team to
do so until last year when St.
Francis, Milpitas and Serra all
joined the party in a drastically
expanded state playoff structure
that included 13 divisional state
champions.
But since longtime coach Earl
Hansen retired following the 2013
season, Palo Alto has had four
consecutive losing seasons.
Last year’s 3-8 campaign was

P

hard to take for Paly fans as the
team endured losses by scores of
48-7, 42-6, 48-14, 31-8 and 49-0.
But there are definite grounds
for optimism as the 2018 season
is about to begin.
Last year’s team was predominantly sophomores and juniors.
As a result there are experienced
returning players on hand at virtually every position.
There is also a new head coach
in Paly graduate Nelson Gifford
and a dedication to the endeavor of
getting the program turned around.
It all starts at quarterback where
Jackson Chryst, who received
up a scholarship offer from the

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Gunn looks to write
a better ending

First-year Titans coach sees the possibilities
by Glenn Reeves
t’s the start of a new chapter and Jason Miller the new
author as he takes over as
football coach at Gunn High.
He’s hoping to be able to duplicate the success he had coaching
three prep programs in Southern
California.
Miller has installed a runheavy double-wing offense.
Solomone Paletua (6-0, 190) will
play a key role as the quarterback
on offense and linebacker on defense. He and Lee Howard (5-10,
165) look like they might be the

I
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primary ball carriers.
“The good thing about our system is it being adaptable to different kinds of runners, both the
bruising, physical kind and the
smaller quicker kind,’’ Miller said.
Paletua took on a variety of
roles and had a number of quality
games last season for a 3-7 Gunn
team. Howard provides a breakaway threat.
“He’s got a shot to play at the
next level, probably as a slot receiver,’’ Miller said of Howard.
“He has worked very hard to
increase his strength in order to

Rick Eymer

International swimming: Pan Pacific
Championships, Tokyo, 1 p.m., KNTV

Wildcats
in search
of rebound

Karen Ambrose Hickey

POOLING RESOURCES ...The Pan
Pacific Swimming Championships
hardly began in Tokyo before
Stanford junior and Olympic gold
medalist Katie Ledecky lowered
her own championship meet record
to 1:55.16 Wednesday night in
the preliminaries of the 200 free.
Ledecky, who won four titles at
the Pan Pacs four years ago, looks
to repeat that performance this
weekend. This is just her second
Pan Pacs and she’s already tied
for sixth with most titles in Pan
Pac history. Stanford grad Jenny
Thompson owns 12 titles and
former Cardinal Janet Evans
has nine. Ledecky will also be
swimming the 800 free, an event in
which she holds the world record at
8:04.79. She also has an eye on her
meet record of 8:11.35. Ledecky
has 19 of the top 20 fastest times
in the history of the event. Stanford
sophomore Brooke Forde qualified
for the finals in the 400 individual
medley, swimming 4:40.76, the fifthfastest in prelims.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Gunn is anxious to reverse years of frustration and coach Jason
Miller has the Titans working hard.
take a little bit of pounding and
protect himself from injury.’’
The fullback in the doublewing plays an important role as
a dive back. The ability of the
fullback to gain yards up the
middle opens the off-tackle and
end runs for the wingbacks and

quarterback. Miller says he likes
a quick, tough guy as his fullback
and so far sophomore Richard
Jackson has filled the bill. Linebacker Sa’a Faasisila (5-9, 238)
will also see time at fullback.
(continued on page 51)
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Karen Ambrose Hickey

Jamir Shepard (3) is one of several talented
receivers who will make a difference for the Vikings.

Palo Alto has set its sights on a winning season, which would be its first since 2013.

Passarello (6-3, 235), Seattle
Hmelar and Colin Giffen have
(continued from previous page)
impressed in practice.
Left tackle Andres Jimenez (6running back where he will be 0, 265) returns to lead the offencomplemented by Wes Walters sive line along with Alex Daw (5(6-0, 225), a hard-hitting line- 9, 255) at center, and Kevin Giffen
backer who provides a physical (5-10, 294) and Meesi Mahe (5-10,
dimension.
200) at guard. David Hickey (6-3,
“Wes is a challenge to tackle 230), Alberto Ruiz (6-3, 285) and
one on one,’’ Gifford
Jackson Bundy (6-0,
said.
250), the one sophoChryst will throw
more on the varsity, are
to an experienced and
competing for playing
deep group of receivtime opposite Jimenez
ers. Jamir Shepard, Juat the other tackle slot.
nacio Henley and Paul
Tyler Foug returns as
Thie all saw significant
the kicker.
time last season. They
The defense will be
will be joined by Walkled by Walters, Hmeer Rosenthal, Chris
lar, Mahe and Dwayne
Martinez and Joey PasTrahan at linebacker,
Nelson Gifford
sarello at wideout.
Lou Passarello and
“It feels good to put the second Bryon Escarsega-Calderon on
team out there and realize that’s a the line along with Henley and
competitive group,’’ Gifford said. Damion Richard-Valencia in the
The offensive unit also has secondary.
depth at tight end, where Lou
The Vikings will be tested

Vikings

right from the start. Paly opens
the season with non-league
games against St. Ignatius, Half
Moon Bay, McClymonds and

Aragon before SCVAL play begins with games against Milpitas and Wilcox. Those Week 2
through Week 5 opponents were

a combined 52-4 last season.
“It’s not easy but it’s what we
want,’’ Gifford said. “We want to
play strong opponents in order to
show that our program is where
we want it to be. The kids have
to compete against the best and
show the values we want to be
known for.
“Our call, you’ve seen it on social media, is #BringitHome.’’ Q

Palo Alto High
football schedule

Karen Ambrose Hickey

Karen Ambrose Hickey

Aiden Chang (22) came into his own last year. He rushed for 931
yards last season, replacing an injured Paul Jackson III.

Date
Opponent
Time
Aug. 24 vs. SI
7 p.m.
Aug. 31 at Half Moon Bay
7 p.m.
Sept. 7 vs. McClymonds
7 p.m.
Sept. 14 at Aragon
7:30 p.m.
Sept. 21 vs. Milpitas*
7 p.m.
Sept. 28 at Wilcox*
7 p.m.
Oct. 5 vs. Cupertino*
7 p.m.
Oct. 12 at Fremont*
7 p.m.
Oct. 26 vs. Los Gatos*
7 p.m.
Nov. 2 at Homestead*
7 p.m.
*SCVAL DeAnza Division games

What’s new with
COMMUNITY TREES?
Find out at:
Rick Eymer

Woodside, 0-10 last season, looks to reestablish a winning tradition. A larger turnout helps.

Wildcats
(continued from previous page)

runner, a natural athlete, while
Crowley has the stronger arm.
Both are likely to be in the lineup
at the same time with one being
moved to another position.
Lineman Christian Ochoa (62, 300) is the team’s top player.
With the team’s improved depth
on the line Andrews is hoping to
be able to use Ochoa primarily
on defense, but acknowledges it

may be difficult to bring him off
the field at any time.
Slot receiver/cornerback Luis
Robles is another standout.
“He plays much bigger than his
stature,’’ Andrews said of the 5-7
Robles. “He competes as well as
anyone I’ve coached.’’
Isaiah Henderson and Josh Peterson are competing for carries
at running back.
“A lot of positions are up for
grabs,’’ Andrews said. “But
we’ve looked pretty sharp the
way we’ve been executing.’’ Q

Woodside High
football schedule
Date
Opponent
Aug. 24 at South SF
Aug. 31 vs. Sequoia
Sept. 7 at Gunn
Sept. 14 vs. Leigh
Sept. 28 vs. Jefferson*
Oct. 5 at El Camino*
Oct. 12 at Mills*
Oct. 19 vs. Capuchino*
Oct. 26 at Carlmont*
Nov. 2 at Menlo-Atherton
*PAL Lake Division games

Time
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

COMMUNITY
FORESTRY 101
Workshop series

August 25, 2018
Details at
CANOPY.ORG
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PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM 90.1
CABLECAST LIVE ON GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL 26
*****************************************
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS.
THE AGENDA WITH COMPLETE TITLES INCLUDING LEGAL
DOCUMENTATION CAN BE VIEWED AT THE BELOW WEBPAGE:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/agendas/default.asp
AGENDA–SPECIAL MEETING–COUNCIL CHAMBERS
August 13, 2018 AT 5:00 PM

Closed Session
1. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS, Employee Organizations: 1) Service Employees
International Union, (SEIU) Local 521; 2) Palo Alto Fire Chiefs’ Association (FCA); 3) International
Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF), Local 1319; 4) Palo Alto Police Managers’ Association (PAPMA); and 5)
Utilities Management and Professional Association of Palo Alto (UMPAPA), Authority: Government Code
Section 54957.6(a) (HR)
 *
 65-,9,5*,>0;/*0;@(;;695,@76;,5;0(330;0.(;065:PNUPÄJHU[,_WVZ\YL[V3P[PNH[PVU<UKLY
Section 54956.9(d)(2), (One Potential Case, as Defendant)–Palo Alto-Stanford Fire Protection Agreement,
Authority: Government Code Section 54956.9(d)(2)
Consent Calendar
 (
 WWYV]HSVMHU(NYLLTLU[)L[^LLU[OL*P[`VM7HSV(S[VHUK[OL7HSV(S[V<UPÄLK:JOVVS+PZ[YPJ[MVY
:JOVVS 9LZV\YJL 6ѝJLY :LY]PJLZ HUK :OHYLK -\UKPUN VM [OL 7VZP[PVUZ PU [OL -VYT VM 9LPTI\YZHISL
Payment (Revenue) to the City, up to $200,000 in Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 and $250,000 in FY2020
 (WWYV]HSVMH*VUZ[Y\J[PVU*VU[YHJ[>P[O>H[LYWYVVÄUN(ZZVJPH[LZ0UJPUHU(TV\U[5V[[V,_JLLK
 HUK(\[OVYPaH[PVUVMH*VU[YHJ[*VU[PUNLUJ`PUHU(TV\U[5V[[V,_JLLK [V9LWSHJL
[OL,_PZ[PUN7H]PSPVU>PUN9VVMH[*\IILYSL`*VTT\UP[`*LU[LY
 (KVW[PVUVMH9LZVS\[PVU,Z[HISPZOPUN[OL-PZJHS@LHY :LJ\YLKHUK<UZLJ\YLK7YVWLY[`;H_3L]`
MVY[OL*P[`VM7HSV(S[V»Z.LULYHS6ISPNH[PVU)VUK0UKLI[LKULZZ4LHZ\YL5
7. Approval of a Blanket Purchase Order With Hill Brothers Chemical Company for a One-year Period in an
(TV\U[5V[[V,_JLLK MVY)\SR4HNULZP\T/`KYV_PKL:S\YY`MVY[OL9LNPVUHS>H[LY8\HSP[`
*VU[YVS7SHU[>P[O[OL6W[PVU[V9LUL^MVY[^V(KKP[PVUHS6UL`LHY7LYPVKZ5V[[V,_JLLK 
WLY@LHY:\IQLJ[[V*VUZ\TLY7YPJL0UKL_*700UJYLHZLZ
8. Approval of the Response to the Grand Jury Report on Law Enforcement Mental Health Training
9. Adoption of a Resolution Authorizing the City Manager to Purchase a Portion of the City’s Natural Gas
9LX\PYLTLU[Z-YVT[OL*P[`VM9LKKPUN*(<UKLY:WLJPÄLK;LYTZHUK*VUKP[PVUZ+\YPUN*HSLUKHY
Years 2018 Through 2030, Inclusive
 (
 KVW[PVUVMH9LZVS\[PVU(\[OVYPaPUN[OL:\ITP[[HSVMH-PUHUJPHS(ZZPZ[HUJL(WWSPJH[PVU[V[OL<UP[LK
:[H[LZ)\YLH\VM9LJSHTH[PVUMVY[OL>H[LY:4(9;!;P[SL?=0>H[LY9LJSHTH[PVUHUK9L\ZL7YVQLJ[Z
11. Approval of Amendment No. 5 to Contract No. C869 Between the City of Palo Alto and the Board of
;Y\Z[LLZVM[OL3LSHUK:[HUMVYK1\UPVY<UP]LYZP[`9LSH[LK[V[OL9LNPVUHS>H[LY8\HSP[`*VU[YVS7SHU[»Z
Pretreatment Program as Applied to Stanford
12. Approval of Amendment No. 1 to Contract No. C17163750 With Biggs Cardosa Associates, Inc. in an
(TV\U[ 5V[[V,_JLLK   [V 7YV]PKL *VUZ[Y\J[PVU (KTPUPZ[YH[PVU :LY]PJLZ MVY [OL )H`SHUKZ
)VHYK^HSR0TWYV]LTLU[7YVQLJ[7,MVYHUL^;V[HS5V[[V,_JLLK(TV\U[VM HUK[V
,_[LUK[OL;LYT;OYV\NO1\UL
 (WWYV]HSVMHU(NYLLTLU[>P[O7YVZWLJ[:PSPJVU=HSSL`MVYH5V[[V,_JLLK(TV\U[VM MVYH
;LYTVM4VU[OZ[VIL7YPUJPWHS0U]LZ[PNH[VYMVY[OL*P[`»Z-HPY=HS\L*VTT\[PUN7YVQLJ[PU*VVWLYH[PVU
With the Federal Transit Administration
 (
 KVW[PVUVMH9LZVS\[PVU(\[OVYPaPUN[OL*P[`4HUHNLY[V7\YJOHZLH7VY[PVUVM[OL*P[`»Z=LYPÄLK,TPZZPVU
9LK\J[PVUZ 9LX\PYLTLU[Z -YVT *HYIVUM\UKVYN -V\UKH[PVU <UKLY :WLJPÄLK ;LYTZ HUK *VUKP[PVUZ
During Calendar Years 2018 Through 2027, Inclusive
 (WWYV]HS[V:\ITP[H5H[PVUHS,UKV^TLU[MVY[OL(Y[Z(Y[>VYRZ.YHU[9LX\LZ[MVY [V:\WWVY[
*VKL!(9;PU+V^U[V^U7HSV(S[VPU6J[VILY
Action Items
16. PUBLIC HEARING: Adoption of an Ordinance Amending Title 16 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code to Modify
HUK0UJYLHZL[OL*P[`^PKL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU0TWHJ[-LL*OHW[LY "0UKLÄUP[LS`:\ZWLUK(WWSPJH[PVU
VM[OL,_PZ[PUN(YLHZWLJPÄJ;YHUZWVY[H[PVU0TWHJ[-LLZMVY[OL:[HUMVYK9LZLHYJO7HYR,S*HTPUV9LHS
CS Zone (Chapter 16.45) and the San Antonio/West Bayshore Area (Chapter 16.46); and Amend the
Municipal Fee Schedule to Update the City’s Transportation Impact Fees in Accordance With These
Changes, all in Furtherance of Implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. The Citywide Transportation
Impact Fee is a One-time fee on new Development and Redevelopment Throughout Palo Alto to Fund
Transportation Improvements to Accommodate and Mitigate the Impacts of Future Development in the
City. This Ordinance is Within the Scope of the Comprehensive Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
*LY[PÄLKHUK(KVW[LKVU5V]LTILYI`*V\UJPS9LZVS\[PVU5V *VU[PU\LK-YVT4H`
2018)
 (KVW[PVUVMH9LZVS\[PVU[V1VPU[OL:HU[H*SHYH:HU[H*Y\a(PYWVY[*VTT\UP[`9V\UK[HISL
18. Designation of Voting Delegate and Alternate for the League of California Cities Annual 2018 Conference,
[VIL/LSK:LW[LTILYPU3VUN)LHJO*(
AGENDA–SPECIAL MEETING–COUNCIL CHAMBERS
August 14, 2018 AT 6:00 PM
Closed Session
1. PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, Title: City Attorney, City Auditor, City Clerk, City
4HUHNLY(\[OVYP[`!.V]LYUTLU[*VKL:LJ[PVU I
AGENDA–SPECIAL MEETING–COUNCIL CHAMBERS
August 16, 2018 AT 6:00 PM
Closed Session
1. PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, Title: City Attorney, City Auditor, City Clerk, City
4HUHNLY(\[OVYP[`!.V]LYUTLU[*VKL:LJ[PVU I
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
;OL:W*P[`*V\UJPS9HPS*VTTP[[LL4LL[PUN^PSSILOLSKPU[OL*V\UJPS*OHTILYZVU(\N\Z[H[
8:00 AM to discuss: 1) Connecting Palo Alto Rail Program: Continued Discussion and Screening of Ideas for
Further Study, Including the Potential Merger of Ideas MCR and MCT, and the Suspension of Any Additional
Analysis of Idea PCX.
;OL:W*P[`:JOVVS3PHPZVU*VTTP[[LL4LL[PUN^PSSILOLSKPU[OL*VTT\UP[`4LL[PUNYVVTVU(\N\Z[
2018 at 8:00 AM.
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CITY OF PALO ALTO
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Palo Alto City
Council will hold a Public Hearing at the special meeting
on Monday, August 20, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. or as near
thereafter as possible, in the Council Chambers, 250
Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, to consider QUASIJUDICIAL: Consideration of Appeals of the Planning and
Community Environment Director’s decision to approve
the Architectural Review Application for 620 Emerson
Street [17PLN-00331] to allow demolition of an
existing single-story building and construction of a new
two-story 4,063 square foot commercial building for the
expansion of Nobu Restaurant. The Project includes
YLWSHJLTLU[ VM [OYLL VUZP[L WHYRPUN ZWHJLZ ^P[O Ä]L
in-lieu spaces in the Downtown Parking Assessment
District. Environmental Assessment: Exempt from the
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) per Guideline Section 15303 (New Construction)
Zoning District: CD-C(GF)(P) (Downtown Commercial).
BETH D. MINOR
City Clerk

*0;@6-7(36(3;6
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) has been prepared by the City of Palo Alto for
the Downtown Parking Garage Project providing 325 public
parking spaces above and below grade and 1,955 square
MLL[VMNYV\UKÅVVYYL[HPSZWHJLH[/HTPS[VU(]LU\L
The FEIR will be considered by City Council on September
   ;OL +YHM[ ,09 ^HZ H]HPSHISL MVY H KH` W\ISPJ
YL]PL^ HUK JVTTLU[ WLYPVK MYVT 4H`   [V 1\S` 
  +\YPUN [OL W\ISPJ YL]PL^ WLYPVK [OL (YJOP[LJ[\YHS
Review Board held a noticed public hearing on the Draft EIR
VU 1\UL   *VWPLZ VM [OL -,09 ^PSS IL H]HPSHISL H[
[OL+L]LSVWTLU[*LU[LY/HTPS[VU(]LU\LHUKHSS*P[`
3PIYHYPLZILNPUUPUNVU(\N\Z[
6U :LW[LTILY   [OL *P[` *V\UJPS ^PSS JVUZPKLY
JLY[PÄJH[PVUVM[OL-,09HKVW[PVUVMÄUKPUNZW\YZ\HU[[V[OL
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), adoption of a
mitigation monitoring and reporting plan, and approval of the
following:
/HTPS[VU(]LU\LÄSL 735! Architectural
9L]PL^(WWSPJH[PVUMVY*VUZ[Y\J[PVUVMH5L^-P]L3L]LS
5LHYS` -VV[ ;HSS 7HYRPUN :[Y\J[\YL >P[O 6UL )LSV^
Grade Parking Level Providing 325 Public Parking Spaces,
and 1,955 Square Feet of Ground Floor Retail Space, and
7OV[V=VS[HPJ 9VVM[VW 7HULS :[Y\J[\YL VU HU ,_PZ[PUN
Downtown Surface Parking Lot Zoned Public Facilities
Questions regarding the above should be directed to Amy
-YLUJO *OPLM 7SHUUPUN 6ɉJPHS   VY HT`
MYLUJO'JP[`VMWHSVHS[VVYN
(T`-YLUJO*OPLM7SHUUPUN6ɉJPHS
0U JVTWSPHUJL ^P[O [OL (TLYPJHUZ ^P[O +PZHIPSP[PLZ (J[ VM   SPZ[LUPUN
assistive devices are available in the Council Chambers and Council Conference
9VVT:PNUSHUN\HNLPU[LYWYL[LYZ^PSSILWYV]PKLK\WVUYLX\LZ[^P[OOV\YZ
HK]HUJLUV[PJL

Give blood for life!

b l o o d c e n t e r. s t a n f o r d . e d u

Sports

Keith Peters

Katie Ledecky won the 800 free with the fifth fastest time ever recorded
and then came back to place third in the 200 free on Thursday.

USA SWIMMING

Ledecky finds gold,
bronze at Pan Pacs
Stanford’s Forde a finalist in 400 IM

by Rick Eymer
tanford junior Katie
Ledecky owns world records and Olympic gold
medals and she’s still looking
to expand her dominance in the
swimming world.
Ledecky won the 800-meter free
and finished third in the 200 free on
Thursday, the first day of the Pan
Pacific Championships in Tokyo.
The bronze medal is an achievement but for Ledecky, who swam
1:55.16 in the 200 free, which
would have been a meet record
if not for Canada’s Taylor Ruck
gold-medal effort of 1:54.44, it’s
motivation for the next two years.
“It’s a tough double. I’ve done it
a number of times, but it’s always
a difficult thing to try to get the
warm down right and the warm
up right for the 200 and I never
really know how it’s going to go
until I get in there,” Ledecky said.
“I like to really push my range;
swimming the shorter events and
the longer events. I’m proud I
made the decision to swim those

S

two events and do the best I could
and come away with two medals.
I can’t complain about that.
“Of course, it’s motivating,”
she continued. “It’s something
that motivated me last year, getting silver in the 200 (at the World
Championships), and I really put a
lot of work into trying not to have
that happen again.”
A champion will always be more
critical of herself than anyone else
and Ledecky is no different.
“It’s always great to get a medal
for Team USA,” Ledecky said.
“I’ve been a lot faster than that a
number of times this year, so I’m
a little disappointed with the time.
I think I have a lot more in me in
that race.”
Ledecky is no fan of losing
but she has no fear of failure either. She has swam the 100 free
plenty of times without winning.
It’s all about the process and, perhaps, building a kind of mental
endurance.
“It’s all about the process,” she
said. “I know that I still have two

CITY OF PALO ALTO

NOTICE OF FINAL DATES ON OR BEFORE
WHICH DIRECT AND REBUTTAL ARGUMENTS
MAY BE SUBMITTED TO THE CITY CLERK IN
SUPPORT OF OR AGAINST THE MEASURES
IN PALO ALTO TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE
ELECTORS OF PALO ALTO AT A REGULAR
ELECTION, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2018

more years to go until the big
show here in Tokyo. I hope to be
here competing in that event and
get another shot at it. There’s a lot
I can learn.”
Ledecky leaves no doubt about
her brilliance in the 800 free. She
won the event in a time of 8:09.13
on Thursday, the fifth-fastest time
ever recorded. To list the top 20
times in the event would be easy:
Copy and paste Ledecky’s name
20 times.
Ledecky isn’t through. She’ll
also swim the 400 free Saturday
and the 1,500 free on Sunday.
Ledecky could also participate in
Friday’s 800 free relay.
Stanford sophomore Brooke
Forde competed in the 400 individual medley, finishing fourth
overall with a time of 4:39.22.
Cardinal alum and Olympic gold
medalist Simone Manuel helped
the 400 mixed medley relay team
finish third as the anchor. Her split
was 52.74 and the Americans combined for a time of 3:41.74.
Manuel returns to action Friday
in the 100 free. Q

Titans
(continued from page 48)

Phillip Doan is another player
who will get some carries at running back and play linebacker on
defense.
“We’ve got some pieces,’’ Miller said. “They’re still growing.
Our motto is trying to stack good
days on top of good days.’’
Geordie Emberling is a standout on the offensive line with a
chance to play in college, perhaps
at an Ivy League school.
“I’m real excited about the season, but I hold my breath because
of our low numbers,’’ Miller said.
“We can’t afford injuries.’’
There are 25 players on the
varsity roster and a little over 50
in the program. A lack of bodies is a problem that has beset
the Titans throughout the years.
Going back in time, Gunn went
5-4-1 in 1997 for its first winning season in 26 years, then had
three more consecutive winning
seasons. But since a 7-3 season

Date
Opponent
Time
Aug. 24 at Soquel
7:30 p.m.
Aug. 31 at James Lick
7 p.m.
Sept. 7 vs. Woodside
7 p.m.
Sept. 14 vs. Marina
7 p.m.
Sept. 21 vs. Mountain View*
7 p.m.
Sept. 28 at Monta Vista*
7 p.m.
Oct. 12 vs. Saratoga*
7 p.m.
Oct. 19 at Los Altos*
7 p.m.
Oct. 26 vs. Lynbrook*
7 p.m.
Nov. 2 at Santa Clara*
7 p.m.
*SCVAL El Camino Division games

presented by

Rotary Club
of Menlo Park
Foundation
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(SS TH[LYPHSZ [V IL WYPU[LK PU [OL :HTWSL )HSSV[ YLNHYKPUN
[OL TLHZ\YL ^PSS IL H]HPSHISL MVY W\ISPJ L_HTPUH[PVU MYVT
>LKULZKH` (\N\Z[   [OYV\NO -YPKH` (\N\Z[ 
VUSPULH[O[[W!^^^JP[`VMWHSVHS[VVYNNV]KLW[ZJSR
LSLJ[PVUZHZW HUK PU [OL *P[` *SLYR»Z VѝJL VU [OL ZL]LU[O
ÅVVY
BETH D. MINOR
*P[`*SLYR

Gunn High
football schedule

SATURDAY

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Tuesday, August 14, 2018,
H[ ! WT OHZ ILLU Ä_LK HZ [OL ÄUHS KH[L HUK [PTL
^OLU KPYLJ[ HYN\TLU[Z MVY VY HNHPUZ[ HU` X\HSPM`PUN IHSSV[
TLHZ\YL TH` IL Z\ITP[[LK [V [OL *P[` *SLYR MVY WYPU[PUN
HUK KPZ[YPI\[PVU [V [OL ]V[LYZ VM [OL *P[` ;OL KLHKSPUL MVY
ÄSPUNYLI\[[HSHYN\TLU[Z^P[O[OL*P[`*SLYROHZILLUZL[MVY
Tuesday, August 21, 2018, at 4:30 p.m.
;OL WVSSZ ^PSS IL VWLU MYVT ! HT \U[PS ! WT VU
;\LZKH`5V]LTILY

in 2002 Gunn has finished above
.500 only once, in 2012, when a
Dan Navarro-coached team also
went 7-3.
“I’m trying to insert toughness
into their psyches,’’ Miller said.
“We need mental toughness to
take us through the long season.
Last year they got off to good
starts in a lot of games before falling behind late in the game. We
need the mental toughness to pull
those games out this year.’’ Q

Race jersey
available
online

REGISTER:

TourDeMenlo.com

Ride Day Registration 7-10 a.m. @ Menlo-Atherton High School, 555 Middleﬁeld Road, Atherton
More Info, call Tom: 650-575-2279 or email: TourdeMenlo@gmail.com
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COLDWELL BANKER

Los Altos Hills | 5/4.5 | $6,450,000
Sun 1 - 5 25616 Moody Road
Fabulous new modern home on serene 1 acre level lot. 5 br/4.5 ba/ofﬁce.
Open ﬂoor plan. Highly energy efﬁcient smart home. Approx 4945 sf.

Erika Demma / Judy Byrnes 650.740.2970 / 650.208.2388
edemma@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01230766 / 01178998

Mike Sokolsky 650.325.6161
mike@mikesokolsky.com
CalRE #01402534

WELCOME

Portola Valley | 5/6.5 | $6,495,000
Sun 1:30 - 4:30 1 Applewood Ln
Designer estate beautifully appointed inside & out, this home
presents chic designer style at every turn.

Coldwell Banker Palo Alto Welcomes...

Kien Ho

“Kien brings more than 15 years of real estate transaction and investment experience
across the US and China. As a Palo Alto home owner himself, Kien is looking forward to
continuing his commitment and involvement in the community.”

Coldwell Banker
Residential Brokerage
630 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, Ca 94301
C. (408) 768-2200
O. (650) 325-6161
kien.ho@cbnorcal.com
CalBRE# 02058254

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
Californiahome.me

cbcalifornia

cb_california

cbcalifornia

coldwellbanker

Real estate agents afﬁliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the
Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal veriﬁcation. ©2018 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker
ResidentialBrokeragefullysupportstheprinciplesoftheFairHousingActandtheEqualOpportunityAct.OwnedbyasubsidiaryofNRTLLC.ColdwellBankerandtheColdwellBankerLogoareregisteredservicemarksownedbyColdwellBankerRealEstateLLC. CalRE##01908304
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